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Notation
In this thesis I will follow the (−,+,+,+) convention for the space-time metric.
I will also make use of the following abbreviations:
GR General Relativity
EEP Einstein’s Equivalence Principle
WEP Weak Equivalence Principle
SEP Strong Equivalence Principle
CMB Cosmic Microwave Background
QFT Quantum Field Theory
LQG Loop Quantum Gravity
PS Pfaffian System
About Planck Length and Units
In this thesis I will work in Planck units. In these units, we make use of physical
constants to relate the measurement of different magnitudes. For instance, if I
have defined a unit of time, I can work with a unit of length that is the distance
light travels in unit of time. In those units, the speed of light is just c = 1,
dimensionless, and any other velocity would be expressed as a fraction of the
speed of light. In this way we have removed the arbitrariness of choosing units
adapted to the “human scale”. If we repeat this procedure, it would seem we
still need to choose some arbitrary unit from which all the rest are derived.
This is not the case: there is a preferred unit of length that we will call Planck
length or lP . The Planck length appears because there are two different lengths
associated to an object with mass m: On one hand quantum physics tells us
that this object has a dual wave/particle nature and will propagate as a wave
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with Compton wavelength inversely proportional to its mass1 λ = 2pi~c−1m−1,
on the other hand in General Relativity2 this object will deform the space-time
around it in a way characterized by the Schwarzschild radius rS = 2Gc
−2m.
These two lengths are related through the Planck length λ = 4pil2P /rS , with
lP ≡
√
G~/c3.
This also gives us two different ways of relating units of length to units
of mass (energy). In Planck units, they are related through the de Broglie
wavelength, which makes ~ = 1 and G = l2P . Sometimes it is said G = 1 which
implies lP = 1, this can be convenient as one does not have to carry the units
everywhere. However, to avoid confusion, I will write the Planck length wherever
it is needed. Therefore time and length have dimensions of lP , velocities are
dimensionless, and mass and energy have dimensions of l−1P . A curious point is
that lP as a unit of mass is very close to human scales (' 10−2mg), whereas as
a unit of length it is really small compared to human scales (' 10−35m) which
tells us that common objects are both way too big (massive) to see quantum
effects, and way too small to see gravitational effects.
With this choice, if we look at Coulomb’s law F = 14pi0
qQ
r2 , we can see that
forces have dimensions of [mass] times [length−1], that is to say [length−2], and
that means that the combination qQ/(4pi0) is dimensionless. It is possible to
reabsorb the (4pi0) factor into the charge definition, q
′ ≡ q/√4pi0; this way
q = 1 is known as the Planck charge and the elementary charge has value
e =
√
α ≈√1/137.
1For an observer who is not at rest respect to the object, he or she would see a wavelength
inversely proportional to the momentum of the object.
2Also Newtonian gravity can be characterized using the same radius.
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Resumen en Espan˜ol
La Gravedad es ubicua en nuestras vidas. A diferencia de otras fuerzas de la nat-
uraleza, para las cuales la carga de los objetos macrosco´picos es pra´cticamente
neutra, toda la materia habitual tiene masa y experimenta una aceleracio´n ha-
cia el resto de la materia. Observamos los efectos de la gravedad tanto en los
objetos que caen al suelo, como en el movimiento de los planetas alrededor
del Sol. Parece natural que fuera la primera fuerza que tuvo una descripcio´n
matema´tica precisa, la ley de gravitacio´n universal, dada por sir Isaac Newton.
A pesar de ello, es la interaccio´n ma´s misteriosa a d´ıa de hoy. Podemos estudiar
el resto de fuerzas de la naturaleza construyendo experimentos en los cuales la
f´ısica es testada en un amplio rango de energ´ıas, pero la gravedad es tan de´bil
que el u´nico experimento en el que la podemos estudiar es la observacio´n del
propio Universo, desde nuestro particular punto de vista en la Tierra. No es
sorprendente por tanto, que en los u´ltimos 100 an˜os el avance en la comprensio´n
de la gravedad haya sido impulsado por motivos teo´ricos ma´s que por motivos
experimentales.
En 1905, Albert Einstein desarrollo´ la teor´ıa Especial de la Relatividad[5],
que nos dice que las leyes de la f´ısica tiene que ser iguales en cualquier sistema
de referencia inercial, y en particular, las ecuaciones de Maxwell para el electro-
magnetismo. Como consecuencia, la velocidad de la luz tiene que ser la misma
para cualquier observador inercial, y este hecho transforma el “tiempo” en una
coordenada al mismo nivel que el “espacio”. Dos sistemas de referencia esta´n
relacionados por un conjunto de transformaciones llamadas transformaciones
de Lorentz, que incluyen rotaciones entre dos coordenadas espaciales, y boosts
entre una coordenada espacial y el tiempo. Las coordenadas que usan difer-
entes observadores inerciales esta´n relacionadas por uno de estos boosts, y por
lo tanto diferentes observadores medira´n tiempos y distancias diferentes para los
mismos eventos. Aunque estas transformaciones son anti-intuitivas, es tranquil-
izador saber que en el l´ımite de observadores cuya velocidad relativa es mucho
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menor que la luz, estas transformaciones se aproximan a las transformaciones
de Galileo, en las cuales las coordenadas espaciales cambian, pero el tiempo es
universal para todos los observadores, lo cual se parece ma´s a nuestra visio´n
cotidiana del mundo. La teor´ıa de la Relatividad Especial ha sido comprobada
experimentalmente numerosas veces, y es tan fundamental para toda la f´ısica
que se ha desarrollado posteriormente, que es pra´cticamente imposible imaginar
un mundo en el cual no sea cierta.
La ley de la gravitacio´n universal es invariante bajo transformaciones de
Galileo, pero no bajo transformaciones de Lorentz, y por lo tanto es incom-
patible con la Relatividad Especial. Einstein y Hilbert ([6], [7]) desarrollaron
la teor´ıa de la Relatividad General, que describe la gravedad de una manera
compatible con la Relatividad Especial. La idea fundamental de la teor´ıa es el
principio de equivalencia de Eisntein. Con el mismo esp´ıritu que la Relatividad
Especial, este principio establece que las leyes de la f´ısica no-gravitatorias son
iguales localmente para cualquier sistema de referencia en ca´ıda libre. Podemos
interpretar este principio como que es imposible hacer un experimento dentro
de un laboratorio, sin interactuar con el exterior, que distinga si el laboratorio
se encuentra esta´tico alejado de cualquier fuente de materia, o si esta´ orbitando
alrededor de un planeta. Obviamente, si el laboratorio es realmente grande,
o si esta´ realmente cerca de la fuente gravitacional, el experimentador podr´ıa
medir diferencias en la fuerza de la gravedad a lo largo del laboratorio, que se
ver´ıan como fuerzas de marea. Por ello es importante el distintivo “localmente”
en la formulacio´n del principio de equivalencia: Es importante que el taman˜o
de nuestro experimento sea mucho ma´s pequen˜o que el taman˜o caracter´ıstico
de la variacio´n en la fuerza de la gravedad. Este principio, que parece muy
simple e intuitivo, obliga a que la gravedad sea un feno´meno de curvatura del
espacio-tiempo. Un espacio-tiempo se describe con un tensor de rango 2, la
me´trica, que mide las distancias y los a´ngulos entre elementos diferenciales de
las funciones coordenadas y que en general var´ıa a lo largo del espacio-tiempo.
Un observador que no experimente ninguna aceleracio´n proveniente de otras
fuerzas seguira´ una trayectoria –llamada geode´sica– que no es recta, pero que es
la trayectoria ma´s recta posible en geometr´ıa curva3. La fuerza de la gravedad
ya no es una fuerza que produce aceleraciones en los observadores, sino que es
el resultado aparente de que los observadores ya no siguen l´ıneas rectas, y en su
3Como veremos ma´s tarde, trayectoria geode´sica tiene dos posibles significados. Uno es la
curva que extremiza la longitud (tal y como lo mide la me´trica), otro es la curva ma´s recta
posible (curva cuyo vector tangente es transportado de manera paralela por una conexio´n).
En Relatividad General, la me´trica y la conexio´n esta´n relacionados, y ambas definiciones
coinciden.
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lugar siguen geode´sicas que convergen (o divergen) a lo largo de su trayectoria.
La teor´ıa mas simple4 que satisface el principio de Equivalencia de Einstein
y coincide con la Ley de Newton en el l´ımite de campo de´bil es la Relatividad
General. Esta teor´ıa establece que la curvatura del espacio tiempo (que se mide
con tensores construidos a partir de las derivadas de la me´trica) es igual al
contenido de materia (que se mide con el tensor de energ´ıa-momento):
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = 8pil
2
PTµν (1)
Estas ecuaciones son aparentemente simples, pero en realidad son un sistema
acoplado de ecuaciones diferenciales de segundo orden, que son dif´ıciles de re-
solver en general. Sin embargo, hay determinados casos de intere´s para la f´ısica,
en los cuales se pueden resolver de manera anal´ıtica. Por ejemplo, soluciones de
vac´ıo con rotacio´n y carga (que describen el espacio-tiempo en el exterior de una
estrella, o tambie´n un agujero negro, como veremos a continuacio´n) o soluciones
homoge´neas e iso´tropas (que sirven para describir el universo y la cosmolog´ıa).
Despue´s de su publicacio´n, las predicciones de la Relatividad General fueron
experimentalmente comprobadas, tales como el avance del perihelio de mercurio,
y la desviacio´n de los rayos de luz al pasar cerca del Sol [8]. Desde entonces, se
han propuesto muchos ma´s experimentos gravitacionales, tales como la medida
del efecto Nordtvedt [9] en el movimiento de la luna, la medida del tiempo de
retardo de la luz [10], la bu´squeda de una “quinta fuerza” [11], el decaimiento
orbital de pu´lsares binarios [12], la deteccio´n directa de ondas gravitacionales
[13], etc. y la Relatividad General explica satisfactoriamente todos ellos [14].
Entonces, si la Relatividad General da explicacio´n a todos los experimentos
que se han propuesto hasta la fecha, ¿Por que´ deber´ıan los f´ısicos intentar buscar
teor´ıas alternativas de gravedad? En primer lugar, la mayor´ıa de los tests a los
que se ha sometido la Relatividad General tiene una escala del orden del sistema
solar (incluidos los tests de gravedad fuerte, como los pu´lsares binarios), pero es
mucho ma´s dif´ıcil hacer esos tests a escalas cosmolo´gicas. La expansio´n acelerada
del universo [15], y determinado nu´mero de feno´menos a escalas gala´cticas, tales
como el aplanamiento de las curvas de rotacio´n en galaxias espirales [16], no
pueden ser explicadas en Relatividad General solo con las fuentes de materia
4En 1913, antes de que se formulara la Relatividad General, Gunnar Nordstro¨m propuso
otra teor´ıa que satisface el principio de equivalencia de Einstein y coincide con la Ley de New-
ton en el l´ımite de campo de´bil. Sin embargo esta teor´ıa no es capaz de describir la desviacio´n
gravitatoria de los rayos de luz y da una correccio´n incorrecta para el avance del perihelio de
mercurio. Aunque se descubrio´ antes, la formulacio´n de manera Lagrangiana tambie´n es ma´s
complicada que la Relatividad General, pues contiene un campo escalar adicional.
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visibles. Este hecho ha llevado a la comunidad cient´ıfica a postular la existencia
de energ´ıa oscura y materia oscura. Muchas extensiones de Modelo Esta´ndar
predicen part´ıculas de materia oscura, sin embargo au´n no hay evidencia directa
de su existencia. Hay indicios indirectos de la existencia de materia oscura en
modelos de formacio´n de estructura en el universo primitivo, en las fluctuaciones
del fondo co´smico de microondas, en la lente gravitatoria generada por clu´steres
de galaxias en colisio´n (el “Bullet Cluster”), y otras, pero no son concluyentes,
y algunos otros feno´menos, tales como la estrecha relacio´n entre la cantidad de
materia visible y materia oscura necesaria en las galaxias [17], o la dina´mica de
estrellas binarias muy alejadas entre s´ı [18], sugieren otro tipo de explicacio´n. La
energ´ıa oscura se puede incorporar en ambos lados de las ecuaciones de Einstein,
o bien como una constante cosmolo´gica, o bien como una fuente de energ´ıa. En
cualquier caso, nuestra actual comprensio´n de la teor´ıa cua´ntica no nos permite
explicar su pequen˜a magnitud. Algunas teor´ıas de gravedad modificada intentan
incorporar alguno o ambos de estos efectos como una consecuencia puramente
gravitacional de las ecuaciones.
En segundo lugar, la Relatividad General predice la existencia de agujeros
negros. Estos objetos se forman cuando una cantidad suficiente de materia se
junta en una regio´n pequen˜a del espacio, de modo que la atraccio´n gravitato-
ria es tan fuerte que ni la luz puede escapar hacia el exterior. La existencia
de estos objetos ha sido reconocida en regiones tales como en el centro de la
galaxia, en determinadas fuentes de rayos X, y ha sido confirmada por la re-
ciente observacio´n de ondas gravitacionales provenientes de fusiones de agujeros
negros [13]. La Relatividad General predice que en el interior de estos objetos
existe una regio´n llamada singularidad donde la curvatura del espacio-tiempo
diverge. El destino de cualquier observador que se adentra en un agujero negro
es viajar hasta la singularidad en un plazo de tiempo finito, a partir del cual
el espacio-tiempo estar´ıa mal definido. La capacidad predictiva de la teor´ıa se
pierde en la singularidad, y es una regio´n muy problema´tica desde el punto de
vista matema´tico. La Relatividad General tambie´n predice singularidades en
modelos cosmolo´gicos, tales como la singularidad del Big Bang o singularidades
cosmolo´gicas futuras. El objetivo de determinadas extensiones de la Relatividad
General es suavizar estas singularidades de modo que ya no sean problema´ticas
En tercer lugar, aunque la Relatividad General da una descripcio´n adecuada
de la gravedad, la teor´ıa cua´ntica de campos es la teor´ıa del resto de part´ıculas y
fuerzas. Se espera que a energ´ıas del orden de la escala de Planck sea necesario
describir la gravedad por una teor´ıa cua´ntica de la gravitacio´n. Quiza´s una teor´ıa
cua´ntica de la gravedad resuelva el problema de las singularidades. Sin embargo,
no es posible cuantizar la Relatividad General de manera perturbativa con las
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te´cnicas que conocemos. Esto ha llevado a diferentes planteamientos a la hora
de afrontar la cuantizacio´n de la gravedad: Uno ser´ıa de lo fundamental hacia lo
particular, buscando una teor´ıa cua´ntica que tenga todas las propiedades ade-
cuadas y que se corresponda con la Relatividad General a nuestras escalas. Este
es el planteamiento de teor´ıa de cuerdas y de Loop Quantum Gravity. La teor´ıa
de cuerdas es una teor´ıa de unificacio´n en la cual las part´ıculas son descritas
por cuerdas unidimensionales en un espacio de dimensio´n mayor, que da lugar
al Modelo Esta´ndar y a la Relatividad General tras compactificar hasta las 4 di-
mensiones habituales. Loop Quantum Gravity intenta cuantizar la gravedad de
una manera no perturbativa, evitando as´ı los problemas de cuantizar gravedad
como una fuerza sobre un espacio-tiempo de Minkowski. Otro planteamiento
ser´ıa de de lo particular hacia lo fundamental, buscando una teor´ıa cla´sica (efec-
tiva) que sea un mejor punto de partida a la hora de cuantizar. Como veremos,
el problema de las singularidades tambie´n se puede resolver de una manera
cla´sica en el formalismo Me´trico-Af´ın, y esta teor´ıa podr´ıa ser ma´s apropiada
que la Relatividad General para ser cuantizada.
En esta tesis estudio el problema de la singularidades para una familia de
teor´ıas de gravedad modificada en el formalismo Me´trico-Af´ın. En el formal-
ismo Me´trico-Af´ın se considera que la estructura af´ın (que nos dice como hacer
el transporte paralelo y define una derivada covariante) es independiente de la
estructura me´trica (que nos dice como medir tiempos y distancias, y define la es-
tructura causal del espacio-tiempo). La Relatividad General esta´ formulada en
el formalismo Riemanniano, en el cual la estructura me´trica determina la estruc-
tura af´ın (a trave´s de la conexio´n de Levi-Civita). Esta es una extensio´n intere-
sante de la Relatividad General, porque no conocemos realmente si la estructura
geome´trica del espacio tiempo es Riemanniana o Me´trico-Af´ın. Adema´s, pre-
senta ciertas ventajas, tales como que las ecuaciones del movimiento son siempre
ecuaciones diferenciales de segundo orden, incluso si consideramos correcciones
cuadra´ticas a la curvatura. Esto hace que la teor´ıa no sufra de inestabilidades
tales como los ghosts, que ser´ıan un obsta´culo a la hora de cuantizar la teor´ıa.
Adema´s, veremos como se resuelve el problema de las singularidades en este
formalismo.
Geode´sicas
El principio de equivalencia de Einstein hace que cualquier teor´ıa gravitacional
que lo satisfaga trate sobre una me´trica y sus geode´sicas. Las geode´sicas de una
me´trica son las curvas que extremizan la longitud entre dos puntos dados. La
longitud de una curva γµ(λ) entre dos puntos a y b viene dada por:
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L =
∫ b
a
√
−dγ
µ
dλ
dγν
dλ
gµνdλ (2)
Las ecuaciones que determinan que curva es la que minimiza la longitud son:
gαµ
d2γµ
dλ2
+
dγµ
dλ
dγν
dλ
∂αgµν − 1
2
dγµ
dλ
dγν
dλ
∂µgµα = 0 (3)
Por otro lado, estamos tratando con observadores no acelerados. La acel-
eracio´n es la derivada de la velocidad (que se mide con el vector unitario tangente
a la curva) a lo largo de su trayectoria. Esto se traduce en la siguiente ecuacio´n:
uµ∇µuν = 0 (4)
donde ∇ representa la derivada covariante que esta´ definida por la conexio´n Γ.
De modo que esta ecuacio´n es equivalente a esta otra:
d2γν
dλ2
+ Γναβ
dγα
dλ
dγβ
dλ
= 0 (5)
Comparando las ecuaciones (5) y (3), vemos que coinciden si la conexio´n es
la conexio´n de Levi-Civita:
Γαβγ ≡
1
2
gαµ (∂βgµγ + ∂γgβµ − ∂µgβγ) (6)
En el formalismo Riemanniano se asume que la conexio´n del espacio-tiempo
es la de Levi-Civita, la cual satisface la propiedad de ∇g = 0 (donde g es la
me´trica del espacio-tiempo). Esta conexio´n surge de manera natural como la
conexio´n inducida en una subvariedad curva embebida en variedad plana (una
en la que Γ = 0 en toda la variedad). Por razones histo´ricas, la Relatividad
General se construyo´ usando este formalismo, dado que solo fue an˜os despue´s,
que se empezo´ a considerar geometr´ıas no-Riemannianas [19]. En esta tesis
consideraremos conexiones independientes de la me´trica, y veremos cuales son
sus consecuencias.
Descripcio´n de los Observadores F´ısicos
Los observadores f´ısicos se suelen describir con curvas en el espacio-tiempo, los
cuales miden un tiempo propio equivalente a la longitud de dicha curva. Los ob-
servadores en ca´ıda libre (tambie´n llamados inerciales) siguen curvas geode´sicas.
Esta descripcio´n, en la cual los observadores son objetos puntuales movie´ndose
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a lo largo de una curva, no la deber´ıamos considerar demasiado realista. El
principio de equivalencia de Einstein se preocupa exclusivamente de experimen-
tos locales, en los cuales el taman˜o de los observadores es despreciable respecto
a las variaciones de la me´trica; no es de extran˜ar que en este caso los obser-
vadores se puedan considerar puntuales. Pero si el taman˜o del observador es
comparable al de las variaciones de la me´trica, no solo este observador dejara´
de seguir trayectorias geode´sicas, sino que la descripcio´n no es la adecuada.
En Relatividad General existen soluciones en las cuales la curvatura diverge.
Si nos aproximamos a dicha divergencia de curvatura, da igual cuan pequen˜o
sea el observador, a partir de cierto punto las variaciones en curvatura sera´n
mayores que el taman˜o del observador. Esto hace que el observador experimente
fuerzas de marea que pueden cambiar su trayectoria, o al menos, deformar al
observador. Por lo tanto, es importante describir a los observadores de algu´n
modo que permita estudiar las fuerzas de marea que experimentan.
Para describir en te´rminos matema´ticos tal observador, podemos pensar en
una “nube de motas de polvo”, donde cada mota sigue una trayectoria geode´sica.
Segu´n esta nube viaja, las motas de polvo que la constituyen se acercara´n o
alejara´n entre ellas. Ahora pensemos en un objeto r´ıgido con la forma de esta
nube de polvo en su lugar: donde las motas convergen y la nube se hace ma´s
pequen˜a, el objeto r´ıgido experimentar´ıa una compresio´n, y donde las motas
divergen y la nube de polvo se expande, el objeto r´ıgido experimentar´ıa una
fuerza de estiramiento. Una congruencia es el conjunto de curvas integrales de
un campo vectorial no nulo. Una congruencia geode´sica es una congruencia en la
cual cada curva es geode´sica. La trayectoria de las motas de polvo esta´ descrita
por una congruencia geode´sica, y esta herramienta matema´tica nos permitira´
describir las fuerzas de marea que experimenta un objeto r´ıgido.
Esta descripcio´n de un observador, en la cual cada uno de sus constituyentes
intenta seguir una trayectoria geode´sica, pero no lo hacen debido a las fuerzas in-
ternas que mantienen ı´ntegro al observador, es una mejora respecto a la sencilla
descripcio´n en base a una u´nica geode´sica. Sin embargo, segu´n nos acercamos
a una divergencia de curvatura, nos deber´ıamos preocupar que incluso los con-
stituyentes elementales que forman el observador tienen un taman˜o superior al
de la variacio´n en curvatura. Estos constituyentes elementales al final son elec-
trones y protones y otras part´ıculas fundamentales, cuyas propiedades son mejor
descritas por una onda que se propaga que por una trayectoria geode´sica. Por
lo tanto, para entender correctamente cual es el destino de un observador que
se acerca a una divergencia de curvatura, debemos estudiar tambie´n la propa-
gacio´n de ondas. Esta descripcio´n es adema´s compatible con las descripciones
anteriores, puesto que en determinado l´ımite similar a la “o´ptica geome´trica”,
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las ondas se propagan en forma de rayo, siguiendo geode´sicas.
Para dar una visio´n completa de la f´ısica en las cercan´ıas de una divergencia
de curvatura, en esta tesis estudio la geometr´ıa del espacio-tiempo usando tanto
geode´sicas, como congruencias de geode´sicas y ondas que se propagan.
Relatividad General
Siguiendo el principio de equivalencia, nuestro espacio-tiempo va a ser descrito
por una me´trica. Para construir una teor´ıa que nos de´ las ecuaciones para
una me´trica, podemos construir un Lagrangiano que contenga la me´trica, sus
derivadas, y quiza´s algu´n campo auxiliar. Podr´ıamos intentar usar la conexio´n
de Levi-Civita (eq. 6), pero no es un objeto tensorial, y su valor depende de
que´ sistema de coordenadas estemos usando. Si que hay un objeto puramente
tensorial que contiene derivadas de la me´trica, que es el tensor de curvatura de
Riemann:
Rαβµν = ∂µΓ
α
νβ − ∂νΓαµβ + ΓαµσΓσνβ − ΓανσΓσµβ (7)
Tambie´n podemos usar su traza, Rαβ ≡ Rσασβ , que es conocida como el ten-
sor de Ricci, y el escalar de Ricci R ≡ gαβRαβ . En principio se podr´ıan construir
ma´s escalares de curvatura (y otros tensores) usando diversas combinaciones de
estos y sus derivadas.
La Relatividad General se puede derivar usando el siguiente Lagrangiano
LG = R con una constante apropiada para que reproduzca la gravedad de New-
ton en el l´ımite adecuado. En la accio´n tambie´n debe aparecer el Lagrangiano
de materia, que describe la dina´mica del resto de campos de materia. La accio´n
por lo tanto es:
S =
1
16pil2P
∫
M
R
√
|g|d4x+
∫
M
Lm
√−gd4x (8)
La variacio´n de esta accio´n respecto a la me´trica da las siguientes ecuaciones.
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gµν
= 8pil2PTµν (9)
donde Tµν =
2√
|g|
δLm
√
|g|
gµν es el tensor de energ´ıa-momento. Estas ecuaciones
nos dicen que la curvatura del espacio-tiempo es igual a su contenido de materia.
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Estas ecuaciones son dif´ıciles de resolver en general, pero podemos resolverlas
para un espacio-tiempo esta´tico, esfe´ricamente sime´trico y vac´ıo:
ds2 = −
(
1− rS
r
)
dt2 +
1(
1− rSr
)dr2 + r2dΩ2 (10)
Esta me´trica describe el espacio exterior a una estrella, o bien un agujero
negro. rS es el radio de Schwarzschild que depende de la masa rS ≡ 2Ml2P . En
este radio se encuentra el horizonte de sucesos, todo lo que atraviese el horizonte
es atra´ıdo irremediablemente hasta r = 0 y no puede escapar al exterior. En
particular, si una estrella, por algu´n motivo, se hace ma´s pequen˜a que su propio
radio de Schwarzschild, colapsara´ hasta r = 0 toda ella. Tambie´n se conoce la
solucio´n para un espacio-tiempo esta´tico, esfe´ricamente sime´trico y con carga q:
ds2 = −
(
1− rS
r
+
r2q
r2
)
dt2 +
1(
1− rSr +
r2q
r2
)dr2 + r2dΩ2 (11)
donde rq ≡ qlP . Esta solucio´n se conoce como me´trica de Reissner-Nordstro¨m.
La estructura de Reissner-Nordstro¨m es diferente a Schwarzschild, y depende de
la relacio´n carga-masa. Si rq < rS/2 hay dos horizontes, si rq = rS/2 solo hay
uno degenerado (agujero negro extremal), y si rq > rS/2 no hay horizontes y la
regio´n r = 0 puede transmitir informacio´n al exterior (el caso de singularidad
desnuda).
Definiendo Singularidad
La regio´n r = 0 es problema´tica en la geometr´ıa de Schwarzschild. Cualquier ob-
servador que cruza el horizonte acaba en el origen (donde lo comprimen fuerzas
infinitas) y no hay manera de continuar la evolucio´n temporal de ese obser-
vador. Nos gustar´ıa definir estos puntos problema´ticos de la geometr´ıa como
singularidades. Sin embargo, esta definicio´n no es tan fa´cil como a primera vista
pudie´ramos pensar. Vamos a seguir el razonamiento de Geroch ([20]) para llegar
hasta la definicio´n adecuada. Un primer intento de definicio´n ser´ıa del estilo de
“regio´n del espacio-tiempo donde algo va mal”, y algo que va mal podr´ıa ser
una magnitud geome´trica que diverge. Este tipo de definicio´n se encuentra con
dos clases de problemas
• El primero tiene que ver con la magnitud geome´trica que diverge. Esta
magnitud no pueden ser las componentes de la me´trica, porque divergen
en regiones que no son problema´ticas, tales como el horizonte de sucesos
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de Schwarzschild. Las componentes del tensor de Riemann tampoco son
buena eleccio´n, porque si la curvatura no es constante, siempre es posible
elegir un sistema de coordenadas en el cual alguna componente diverge.
Los escalares de curvatura parecen ma´s apropiados, pues no dependen del
sistema de coordenadas; pero hay un infinito nu´mero de ellos (contrac-
ciones del Riemann con la me´trica, consigo mismo y con sus derivadas),
y no esta´ claro la relevancia f´ısica de todos ellos. Por otro lado, hay ge-
ometr´ıas que no contienen divergencias de curvatura, y que consideramos
singulares, tales como un espacio-tiempo de Minkowski en el cual hemos
quitado un sector cil´ındrico y hemos identificado los dos lados del corte.
• El segundo problema tiene que ver con el concepto de “regio´n del espacio-
tiempo”. En Relatividad General escogemos una variedad a la cual asig-
namos una me´trica. Podr´ıamos escoger una variedad en la cual hemos
quitado las regiones singulares; sin embargo, nos gustar´ıa definir ese espacio-
tiempo como singular en cualquier caso. ¿Co´mo nos podemos dar cuenta
si hemos quitado una regio´n del espacio-tiempo? No es tan sencillo como
a primera vista pudie´ramos pensar, pues es fa´cil esconder dicha regio´n en
algu´n sistema de coordenadas. O al reve´s, usar un sistema de coordenadas
que traiga una regio´n inaccesible del espacio-tiempo a un valor finito de
las coordenadas. Por ello debemos evitar usar coordenadas en nuestra
definicio´n. Tampoco podemos usar el concepto de distancia, pues siempre
podemos encontrar una curva que une dos puntos con una longitud tan
pro´xima a 0 como queramos (para una me´trica con signatura Lorentziana).
La solucio´n la podemos encontrar en la f´ısica. Si quitamos una parte del
espacio tiempo, existira´ algu´n observador (en ca´ıda libre) que se encuentre con
el “fin” del espacio-tiempo. Esta situacio´n se corresponde con una geode´sica con
un punto final (o de comienzo). De este modo definimos: Un espacio-tiempo
es no-singular si todas las geode´sicas son completas, o esta´n contenidas en un
conjunto compacto5.
Una geode´sica es completa si su para´metro af´ın puede tomar valores arbi-
trariamente grandes. Esta definicio´n parece que le falta algo: hemos tratado el
problema de que´ entendemos por “regio´n del espacio-tiempo”, pero no hemos
hecho ninguna referencia a la parte de “donde algo va mal”. Esto es una buena
propiedad, porque lo que de verdad nos importa es la existencia de observadores
5El motivo por el cual la definicio´n hace referencia a conjuntos compactos es porque existen
conjuntos compactos geode´sicamente incompletos [21], que no pueden ser el resultado de haber
quitado una regio´n del espacio tiempo.
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y de su evolucio´n temporal. El hecho de que la curvatura diverja, y por lo tanto
los observadores experimenten fuerzas infinitas, es secundario a la existencia
de observadores. En la literatura, muchas veces se asocia los conceptos de di-
vergencia de curvatura y singularidad, pues muy a menudo van de la mano en
Relatividad General. En esta tesis veremos que no los debemos confundir.
Teor´ıas Me´trico-Af´ın
La Relatividad General trabaja en el formalismo Riemanniano. En este formal-
ismo, la conexio´n –que define el transporte paralelo y la derivada covariante–
se toma como la conexio´n de Levi-Civita dada por la me´trica. Existe otro for-
malismo, el formalismo Me´trico-Af´ın, en el cual la conexio´n y la me´trica son
estructuras independientes
Parece natural trabajar en el formalismo Riemanniano, dado que la conexio´n
de Levi-Civita garantiza que los a´ngulos se preservan al seguir una trayectoria
no acelerada. Esto es lo que nos dice nuestra intuicio´n, y forma parte del prin-
cipio de equivalencia de Einstein: si no se preservan los a´ngulos a lo largo de la
trayectoria, los experimentos depender´ıan de que trayectoria estamos siguiendo,
y hasta ahora no hemos observado violaciones del principio de equivalencia. Sin
embargo, podr´ıamos argumentar que el formalismo Riemanniano restringe arti-
ficialmente la estructura geome´trica del espacio-tiempo. Podr´ıamos considerar
una teor´ıa en la cual la conexio´n es aproximadamente Levi-Civita excepto en
las regiones donde la gravedad es ma´s fuerte; esta teor´ıa respetar´ıa el principio
de equivalencia dentro del rango de nuestras observaciones.
Para construir una teor´ıa en el formalismo Me´trico-Af´ın, sencillamente ten-
emos que tomar un Lagrangiano construido con escalares de curvatura, que a
partir de este momento van a depender de una conexio´n independiente y no
so´lo de la me´trica. Para obtener las ecuaciones del movimiento tendremos que
variar la accio´n respecto a la me´trica, y tambie´n respecto a la conexio´n. Ana´logo
al tensor energ´ıa-momento, existe otro tensor llamado tensor de hipermomento
que resulta de la variacio´n de la accio´n de materia respecto a la conexio´n inde-
pendiente. Por simplicidad, en esta tesis vamos a considerar el caso en que esta
conexio´n no tiene torsio´n.
Una primera consideracio´n es ver si en este formalismo es posible recuperar
los resultados de la Relatividad General. A fin de cuentas, estamos interesa-
dos en hacer extensiones de la Relatividad General, pero que hagan las mismas
predicciones respecto al sistema solar y otros experimentos. Tomemos la accio´n
de la ec. 8, pero ahora considerando que la curvatura depende de la conexio´n
independiente R = Rαβ(Γ)g
αβ , y que el Lagrangiano de materia no lo hace.
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Tomando variaciones respecto a la me´trica y la conexio´n obtenemos las sigu-
ientes ecuaciones del movimiento:
Rµν(Γ)− 1
2
R(Γ)gµν = 8pil
2
PTµν (12)
∇α(
√−ggνβ) = 0 (13)
La primera ecuacio´n es igual que la ecuacio´n de Einstein, salvo que en este
caso, la curvatura depende de la conexio´n independiente, en vez de la me´trica.
La segunda ecuacio´n nos dice que la conexio´n independiente es la conexio´n de
Levi-Civita de la me´trica g. De modo que estas ecuaciones son las mismas que
las de Relatividad General. Para obtener resultados diferentes al formalismo
Riemanniano, necesitaremos elegir un Lagrangiano diferente. En esta tesis va-
mos a proponer el siguiente Lagrangiano LG = R + l2P (aR
2 + RµνR
µν), que
en el formalismo Riemanniano ha suscitado intere´s como un modo de incorpo-
rar correcciones cua´nticas a las ecuaciones cla´sicas. Con este Lagrangiano las
ecuaciones son:
(1 + 2al2pR)Rµν)−
1
2
(R+ l2P (aR
2 +RαβR
αβ))gµν + 2al
2
pRµ
αRαν = 8pil
2
PTµν(14)
∇α
[√−g((1 + 2al2pR)gµν + 2al2PRµαRαν)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡√hhµν
= 0 (15)
En este caso, la segunda ecuacio´n nos dice que la conexio´n independiente ya
no es la conexio´n de Levi-Civita de g, sino que es la conexio´n de Levi-Civita de
una me´trica auxiliar h, diferente a g. Por la forma de las ecuaciones, podemos
intuir que cuando el valor del tensor energ´ıa-momento es bajo –y por lo tanto
la curvatura R es pequen˜a–, h y g van a ser muy parecidas, y el resultado va
a ser pra´cticamente como el formalismo Riemanniano. Adema´s, en el caso de
curvatura pequen˜a, el termino R domina sobre los te´rminos R2 y RµνR
µν , as´ı
que el Lagrangiano va a ser aproximadamente el de la Relatividad General, y
recuperaremos los resultados ya conocidos en este l´ımite. Sin embargo, cuando
el valor del tensor energ´ıa-momento sea elevado y la curvatura sea grande em-
pezaremos a ver diferencias sustanciales.
Agujero de Gusano Geo´nico
Para obtener soluciones para la me´trica que representen agujeros negro con
carga ele´ctrica debemos considerar un espacio-tiempo esfe´ricamente sime´trico y
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esta´tico, con un tensor de energ´ıa-momento correspondiente a una carga puntual
q:
Tµ
ν =
q2
8pir4

−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 (16)
La solucio´n de las ecuaciones (14) con este tensor energ´ıa-momento es:
g = − A
σ+
dt2 +
1
Aσ+
dx2 + r2(x)dΩ2 (17)
Esta me´trica contiene las siguientes funciones:
• El radio de las 2-esferas de la geometr´ıa es funcio´n de la coordenada x
(ver figura 4.1):
r2 =
x2 +
√
x4 + 4r4c
2
(18)
donde rc es un valor mı´nimo del radio de las 2-esferas que depende de
la carga del agujero negro como rc = 2
1
4
√
rqlP . Este radio mı´nimo es
la garganta de un agujero de gusano, que separa dos regiones asinto´ticas
diferentes x→ +∞ y x→ −∞.
• La funcio´n σ+ vale 1 + r4c/r4, y es aproximadamente 1 para valores altos
del radio, y aproximadamente 2 para valores cercanos a rc.
• A es una funcio´n que para valores altos del radio se comporta como A '
1− rsr +
r2q
r2 − r
4
c
r4 , que es el mismo comportamiento que Reissner-No¨rdstrom,
con correcciones de cuarto orden.
• La funcio´n A para valores del radio cercanos a rc tiene un comportamiento
muy diferente. Si la combinacio´n de masa y carga δ1 ≡ r2q/(rSrc) es igual
un valor cr´ıtico δc ' 0.57207, A toma un valor constante, y los escalares de
curvatura de esta geometr´ıa son finitos. Si δ1 es diferente a δc, entonces A
diverge como ±1/|x|, de manera positiva si δ1 > δc, y de manera negativa
si δ1 < δc. En estos dos casos los escalares de curvatura divergen.
La carga ele´ctrica se define como una integral de las l´ıneas de campo ele´ctrico
que atraviesan una superficie que encierra las fuentes. En este caso vemos que
la carga en un producto de la topolog´ıa del espacio-tiempo: Las l´ıneas de campo
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ele´ctrico comienzan en una regio´n asinto´tica, atraviesan el agujero de gusano, y
salen por la otra regio´n asinto´tica; creando la ilusio´n de un objeto positivamente
cargado en un lado del agujero de gusano, y un objeto negativamente cargado
en el otro lado.
Hemos construido soluciones de agujero de gusano sin la necesidad de materia
exo´tica, en contraste con otras soluciones de la literatura ([22], [23], [24]). Las
ecuaciones para el campo electromagne´tico y para el campo gravitacional esta´n
bien definidas en todo el espacio, y no contienen ninguna fuente. Esta solucio´n
responde a las caracter´ısticas que Wheeler propuso para un geo´n ([25], [26]).
Los escalares de curvatura divergen en la garganta del agujero de gusano,
pero eso no quiere decir que la geometr´ıa sea singular, tenemos que estudiar las
geode´sicas. En funcio´n del valor de δ1 tenemos tres casos diferentes:
• δ1 < δc: Este caso tiene una estructura causal similar a Schwarzschild.
Todas las geode´sicas, temporales o luminosas, que atraviesen el horizonte
tiene como destino alcanzar la garganta del agujero gusano. No hay prob-
lema en integrar la ecuacio´n de las geode´sicas ma´s alla´, y se pueden ex-
tender de manera natural.
• δ1 = δc: En este caso, la geometr´ıa puede tener un horizonte a cada lado
del agujero de gusano, un horizonte en la garganta, o bien ningu´n hori-
zonte, dependiendo del nu´mero de cargas. En cualquier caso, la me´trica es
suave en la garante, y no hay ningu´n problema en extender las geode´sicas
a trave´s de la garganta.
• δ1 > δc: Este caso tiene una estructura causal similar a Reissner-Nordstro¨m,
y la geometr´ıa puede tener dos horizontes, uno, o ninguno a cada lado del
agujero de gusano, dependiendo de la relacio´n carga-masa. En el caso
con dos horizontes, las geode´sicas que atraviesen el horizonte exterior, se
vera´n obligadas a atravesar tambie´n el horizonte interior. Sin embargo,
la garganta del horizonte de gusano supone una barrera de potencial, de
modo que todas las geode´sicas salvo las luminosas sin momento angular
(que atraviesan sin problemas), son repelidas y no alcanzan la garganta.
En ninguno de los casos hay geode´sicas incompletas, de modo que esta ge-
ometr´ıa es regular. Para entender lo que le sucede a un observador f´ısico que
atraviesa la garganta del agujero de gusano, tambie´n hemos estudiado las con-
gruencias de geode´sicas y la propagacio´n de ondas. La congruencia la estudiamos
con la evolucio´n de un elemento infinitesimal de volumen transportado. Al ac-
ercarse a la garganta del agujero de gusano, este elemento de volumen se estira
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en la direccio´n radial como 1/
√|x|, y mantiene un valor finito en las direcciones
angulares; mientras que en Schwarzschild, el elemento de volumen al acercarse
a r = 0, se estira en la direccio´n radial como 1/
√
r, y se comprime en las di-
recciones angulares como
√
r. De modo que en el agujero de gusano geo´nico
el volumen infinitesimal transportado diverge como 1/
√|x|, mientras que en
Schwarzschild se comprime hasta volumen 0. La compresio´n en Schwarzschild
hace que cualquier objeto f´ısico que caiga sea irremediablemente destruido, y se
conoce en la literatura como singularidad fuerte ([27], [28]); cabe preguntarse
si un estiramiento infinito es igual de destructivo, pero ¿que significa realmente
que un volumen infinitesimal se vuelve infinitamente grande? Para ello he es-
tudiado la transmisio´n de sen˜ales entre dos elementos de un volumen finito (ver
figs. 5.8 y 5.9), y llegamos a la conclusio´n de que en ningu´n momento los el-
ementos pierden el contacto causal: la distancia espacial entre dos geode´sicas
(separadas de manera no-infinitesimal) siempre es finita.
La propagacio´n de ondas la estudiamos con un campo escalar, en te´rminos
de la coordenada radial tortuga y∗. Usando esta coordenada, la ecuacio´n queda:
∂y∗∂y∗ψωl +
ω2 −
(
1
r
∂y∗∂y∗r +
(
m2 +
l(l + 1)
r2
)
A
σ+
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Veff
ψωl = 0 (19)
El comportamiento a orden ma´s bajo del potencial es Veff ≈ κ/|y∗| 12 . Las
soluciones de esta ecuacio´n tienen un comportamiento regular en la garganta
del agujero de gusano (y∗ = 0), que bien puede ser lineal o constante. Con esto
podemos realizar ca´lculos como el de la seccio´n eficaz de transmisio´n a trave´s
del agujero de gusano para un caso sin horizontes (ver fig. 6.2).
Conclusiones
A la luz del trabajo realizado en esta tesis, deber´ıamos reconsiderar nuestro
enfoque habitual a la hora de tratar las singularidades. Es posible que no
sea un problema que debe resolver gravedad cua´ntica, sino que quiza´s es nece-
sario obtener una teor´ıa cla´sica que no tenga ese problema antes de intentar
una cuantizacio´n. Despue´s de todo, en esta tesis hemos introducido concep-
tos geome´tricos que esta´n artificialmente restringidos en Relatividad General.
En f´ısica del estado so´lido, estas herramientas geome´tricas son necesarias para
describir un cristal con defectos, mientras que el formalismo Riemanniano so´lo
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es capaz de describir cristales perfectos; y estos defectos son imprescindibles a
la hora de describir las propiedades globales del cristal. Esto hace plantearnos
cual es la verdadera estructura geome´trica del Universo. En esta tesis, hemos
considerado que la materia no se acopla a estas nuevas estructuras; pero si lo
hiciera, podr´ıamos buscar violaciones del principio de equivalencia de Einstein
cerca de las regiones ma´s curvadas del Universo. Cu´al es la geometr´ıa suby-
acente del Universo y co´mo se acopla a la materia queda como una pregunta
abierta que debemos resolver.
1Chapter 1
Introduction: General
Relativity and the
Schwarzschild Geometry
Gravity is ubiquitous in our lives. Unlike the other forces of nature, for which
macroscopic objects are mostly neutrally charged, all common matter has mass
and is accelerated towards all the other matter content. We see the effects of
gravity as objects fall to the ground as well as in the motion of planets around
the sun. It feels only natural that it was the first force for which we had an
accurate mathematical description, given by sir Isaac Newton. However, it
remains the most mysterious interaction. We can study other forces by building
experiments in which physics is tested at a wide range of energies, but gravity
is much weaker and we cannot do the same. However, we have an experiment
set up for us, the Universe, which we can study from a very particular point
of view, the Earth. Then, it is not surprising that the driving force behind the
modern view of gravity has been theoretical in nature rather than experimental.
In 1905, Albert Einstein developed the theory of Special Relativity[5], which
tells us that the laws of physics must be the same in every inertial reference
frame, and in particular Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetism. As a conse-
quence, the speed of light is the same for every inertial reference frame, and this
fact turns “time” into a coordinate in the same vein as “space”. Two reference
frames are related by a set of transformations called Lorentz transformations,
which include rotations between two spatial coordinates and also boosts that mix
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the time coordinate with a spatial one. The coordinates of observers in different
reference frames are related by one of these ’boosts’, and consequently, different
observers will measure different distances and times for the same events. This
is counter-intuitive, but it is comforting that in the limit of observers with rel-
ative speed much slower than the speed of light, Lorentz transformations tend
to Galilean transformations, in which spatial coordinates change with time but
time remains universal, and agrees with our intuitive view of the world. Spe-
cial Relativity has been extensively tested, and it is so fundamental for all the
physics that came after it, that it is almost impossible to imagine a world in
which it does not hold.
Newton’s law of universal gravitation is invariant under Galilean transforma-
tions, but is not invariant under Lorentz transformations. Therefore, physicists
looked for a description of gravity that was compatible with Special Relativity.
The theory of General Relativity was born in 1915, developed by Einstein and
Hilbert ([6], [7]), to describe gravity. The fundamental idea of the theory is the
Einstein Equivalence Principle (EEP). In the same spirit as Special Relativity,
it states that the non-gravitational laws of physics are locally the same in every
free-falling reference frame. We could think of it as that it is impossible to make
an experiment in a laboratory that distinguishes if that laboratory is static far
from gravitational sources, or in free-fall near a star. Obviously, if the labora-
tory is really large, or if it is really close to a strong gravitational source, there
will be differences in the force of gravity along the laboratory. These differences
would be seen as tidal forces in our experiments, hence the word “locally” has
importance: the laboratory must be small enough for the tidal forces to be neg-
ligible. This principle, that seems very simple and intuitive, forces gravity to be
a curved space-time phenomenon. Space-time must be described with a metric
that will change from point to point. Observers unaffected by other forces will
not follow straight lines any more, but will follow geodesics of the metric, which
are the straightest possible lines in curved geometry1. Then, the force of gravity
is the apparent result of those observers not following straight lines any more,
but geodesics that converge or diverge along their path.
The simplest theory2 that agrees with the EEP and agrees with Newton’s
1As we will see, geodesics can have two different meanings. One will be that of curves that
extremize the length as measured by a metric; the other is that of straightest possible path
in the sense that the tangent vector is parallel transported along the curve according to some
connection. In GR – and in the Riemannian formalism in general –, the connection and the
metric are related, and both definitions agree.
2In 1913, before GR was formulated, Gunnar Nordstro¨m proposed another theory ([29],
[30]) that agreed with EEP and Newton’s law in the weak field limit. This theory is not able
3law in the weak field limit is General Relativity. It equates the curvature of
the geometry (which is made of derivatives of the metric tensor that describes
our geometry) with the matter content of the space-time (given by the energy-
momentum tensor):
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = 8pil
2
PTµν (1.1)
These equations look deceptively simple, but actually are a system of cou-
pled second-order differential equations on the metric which is very difficult to
solve. However, it can be analytically solved for a number of different scenar-
ios of physical interest, like vacuum solutions with rotation and charge, or a
homogeneous and isotropic universe.
Soon after its publication, GR predictions were successfully tested, such as
the measurement of the perihelion advance of Mercury, and the deflection of
light by the Sun[8]. Since then, many more tests have been proposed to test
gravity, such as measurement of the Nordtvedt effect[9] in lunar motion, time
delay of light[10], fifth-force searches[11], orbital decay of binary pulsars[12],
direct detection of gravitational waves[13], etc. and GR has been successful in
all of them [14].
If GR has passed every test it has faced, why should physicists search for
modified gravity theories? First, although GR has passed many tests at the
scales of the size of the solar system (including the dynamics of binary systems
with strong gravity, like binary pulsars), it is more difficult to make such tests
at the cosmological level. The accelerated expansion of the universe [15] and
a number of phenomena at galactic scales, such as the flattening of rotation
curves in spiral galaxies [16], cannot be explained in GR with just the visible
matter sources. This has led the scientific community to postulate the existence
of Dark Energy [31] and Dark Matter [32]. Dark Matter particles are predicted
in many extensions of the Standard Model, however, direct searches have been
unsuccessful so far. There is indirect evidence on the existence of Dark Matter
through gravitational lensing in colliding cluster of galaxies (the “Bullet Clus-
ter”), models of formation of large structures in the early universe, fluctuations
on the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), and others, but none are con-
clusive and some other observed phenomena such as the tight relation between
baryonic matter and dark matter in galaxies [17], or the motion of widely sepa-
rated binaries [18], suggest a different kind of explanation. Dark Energy can be
to describe the gravitational bending of light, and gives a wrong correction to the perihelion
advance of Mercury. I call GR the simplest in terms that it will be the simplest when written
as a Lagrangian, as we will see.
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incorporated on either side of Einstein’s equations, as a cosmological constant or
as an energy source. In either case, its magnitude cannot be explained with our
current understanding of quantum theory. Some modified gravity theories try
to incorporate one or both of these effects as a purely gravitational consequence
of the equations.
Second, GR predicts the existence of black holes. These objects are formed
when enough mass lies in a small region of space, so that gravity becomes
so strong that not even light can scape. The existence of such objects has
been established in regions such as the centre of our galaxy, for some X-ray
sources (such as Cyg X-1), and has been confirmed by the recent observation
of gravitational waves coming from mergers of black holes[13]. In the interior
of these objects (as predicted by GR), there is a region called singularity where
the curvature of space-time diverges. The fate of every observer that goes inside
the black hole is to travel to the singularity in a finite amount of time, at which
space-time becomes ill-defined. The predictive power of the theory is lost at
the singularity and it is a very problematic region from a mathematical point
of view. Singularities are also found in cosmological models, as the Big Bang
singularity and future singularities. One aim of some modified gravity theories
is to “smoothen” these singularities so that they are no longer problematic.
Third, although GR describes gravity accurately, Quantum Field Theory
(QFT) is the theory that describes the rest of particles and forces. It is expected
that gravity at energies of the order of the Planck scale should be described by a
quantum theory of gravitation. A quantum theory of gravitation could possibly
solve the problem of singularities. However, GR cannot be properly quantized
using the perturbative techniques of QFT. This has led to different approaches
to search for this quantum gravity theory: A top-down approach would be to
find a theory that has all the right quantum properties and breaks down to GR at
the right scales. This is the approach of string theory and loop quantum gravity
(LQG). String theory is a unification theory in which particles are represented
by strings in a higher dimensional space, which gives rise to the Standard Model
and GR after compactifying it to 4 dimensions. Loop quantum gravity tries to
quantize gravity in a non-perturbative way, bypassing the problems of quantizing
gravity like other forces in a Minkowski background. Another approach would
be bottom-up, looking for classical (effective) theories which might be a better
starting point to quantize gravity. As we will see, singularities can be cured in
a classical way for certain modified gravity theories; such a theory might also
be more appropriate to develop a quantization of gravity.
This thesis deals with the problem of singularities for a family of modified
gravity theories in the metric-affine framework. A metric-affine theory is one in
5which the affine structure (which tells us how to parallel transport and define a
covariant derivative) is independent of the metric structure (which tells us how
to measure times, distances, and the causal structure of space-time); meanwhile
GR is formulated in the Riemannian formalism, in which the metric structure
determines the affine structure. This is an interesting extension of GR as we
do not really know if the structure of the space-time is Riemannian or Metric-
Affine. It also contains certain advantages, such as that the resulting equations
of motion are at most second-order differential equations, even if we consider
corrections that are quadratic or higher in the curvature scalars (Unlike in the
Riemannian formalism, in which quadratic corrections to the curvature lead
to fourth-order differential equations). This eliminates ghost instabilities that
would happen if we try to quantize the theory. We will use black holes as a test
for these theories, and see how in this scenario, the problem of singularities can
be solved.
This thesis is divided in seven chapters: In Chapter 1, I will introduce Gen-
eral Relativity and the most simple black hole solution. We will see that this
black hole solution has a curvature divergence at the center, and we will study
what happens to observers that fall into it. Also, we will describe charged black
hole solutions in GR, which will serve as a comparison in the next chapters. In
Chapter 2, we will examine the definition of singularity, which does not make
mention of curvature divergences. We will also study one of the singularity
theorems and how black hole solutions in GR are singular anyway. We will
also see a different way of describing geodesics near a curvature divergence and
will study an interesting modified gravity theory called quadratic gravity. In
Chapter 3, the fundamentals of metric affine theories will be explained, and we
will see condensed-matter scenarios in which this formalism is necessary, such
as to describe crystals with a density of defects. These systems need new tools
to describe the underlying geometry, which gives rise to properties that is not
possible to describe using only Riemannian geometry. In Chapter 4, we will ob-
tain charged black hole solutions in the metric-affine formalism for a quadratic
Lagrangian, and will see how these solutions have a wormhole structure with a
curvature divergence at their throat. In Chapter 5, we will analyse geodesics and
congruences of geodesics of these wormoles, and will determine that these new
solutions are non-singular. The curvature divergence at the wormhole throat is
not an impediment for an observer to cross it in a well-defined way. In Chap-
ter 6, we will study the propagation of waves in these geometries, and see how
this propagation is also non-singular. In Chapter 7 we will study charged black
holes in d-dimensions for a different gravity Lagrangian to see that the absence
of singularities is a generic feature of these theories. The last chapter contains
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a summary and some conclusions.
1.1 Einstein Equivalence Principle
The Einstein Equivalence Principle (EEP) is the fundamental principle in which
GR is constructed. It tells us that[14]:
• The Weak Equivalence Principle (WEP) holds true. This principle states
that the trajectory of a freely falling test body is independent of its internal
structure and composition.
• The outcome of any local non-gravitational experiment is independent of
the velocity of the freely-falling reference frame in which it is performed.
• The outcome of any local non-gravitational experiment is independent of
where and when in the universe it is performed.
The first point states that the “gravitational mass” of a test body (as in
the charge of the gravitational potential) is the same as its “inertial mass” (as
in the resistance to acceleration caused by a force). The classic experiment is
that two objects made of different material and shape dropped from the same
place fall with the same speed and acceleration because of the force of gravity
(in vacuum). The second and third points are called local Lorentz invariance
and local position invariance, and tell us that Special Relativity holds in the
coordinates of the freely-falling reference frame, no matter the velocity or the
position of the freely-falling frame. In other words, there is not a special place or
reference frame in the universe where physics behaves differently. This restricts
gravitational theories to theories where:
• The space-time has a metric
• The world lines of test bodies are geodesics of that metric
• In local freely falling frames, the non-gravitational laws of physics are
those of special relativity.
Any theory that satisfies these three properties, satisfies the EEP. The con-
verse is also true [33]. As in special relativity, massive test bodies will follow
time-like geodesics (whose length as measured by the metric is negative), while
light rays will follow null geodesics (whose length as measured by the metric is
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zero). The metric will no longer be Minkowski everywhere as in Special Rela-
tivity (although it will be locally Minkowski in a freely falling reference frame),
but in general, will change from point to point, describing a curved geometry.
We should note that there is a stronger version of the EEP, which is called
Strong Equivalence Principle (SEP), that states the same conditions hold true
also for gravitational experiments. This has a big implication with respect to
self-gravitating bodies, such as stars: If our gravitational theory satisfies the
SEP, self-gravitating bodies should follow the same trajectories as test bodies,
but if it only satisfies the EEP, this is not the case. GR satisfies the SEP
in addition to EEP, but other modified theories of gravity only satisfy EEP.
Throughout this thesis, we will concern ourselves only about the EEP, and
consequently, we will consider test bodies that are not massive enough to modify
the space-time around them.
1.1.1 Geodesics
The EEP makes any gravitational theory to be about a metric an its geodesics.
The metric is a rank 2 tensor that describes the distance between two neigh-
bouring points, and the angles between the different directions. A geodesic is
the path that extremizes the length between two points, as measured by that
metric.
We can use the variational principle to obtain the geodesics of a metric. If
we consider two points, a and b, and a curve γµ(λ) between those two points,
the length between the points a and b along the curve is:
L =
∫ b
a
√
−dγ
µ
dλ
dγν
dλ
gµνdλ (1.2)
To obtain the geodesic, we have to minimize this length. It can be shown
that this is the same problem as minimizing this other integral:
E =
1
2
∫ b
a
dγµ
dλ
dγν
dλ
gµνdλ (1.3)
Let us note that minimizing this other functional selects a particular parametriza-
tion of the curve γµ(λ). The freedom of parametrizations would have been a
problem minimizing the length, as the different parametrizations of the same
curve gives the same length. The Euler-Lagrange equations of this other func-
tional are:
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gαµ
d2γµ
dλ2
+
dγµ
dλ
dγν
dλ
∂αgµν − 1
2
dγµ
dλ
dγν
dλ
∂µgµα = 0 (1.4)
Given the metric and initial conditions γν(0), dγ
ν
dλ (0), we can solve these
equations and obtain the geodesics. On the other hand, EEP identifies geodesics
with the paths of unaccelerated observers, so it should also be possible to ob-
tain the geodesic paths using this property. Acceleration is the derivative of
the velocity along its path, but in curved space-time there is a problem defin-
ing directional derivatives, because partial derivatives give a result that is not
tensorial. Using partial derivatives to calculate the acceleration would give a
result that would depend on which coordinates we are using. To define a good
directional derivative, called covariant derivative ∇, we need to introduce an ad-
ditional affine structure, the connection Γ. The covariant derivative of a vector
u along the direction of v is:
∇vu = vα∂αuβ + vαΓβαγuγ (1.5)
The result of the covariant derivative is a tensor; however, the connection
is not, because it has to balance that the partial derivative is not either. The
covariant derivative can be generalized to act on tensors of any kind:
(∇vT )α1...αpβ1...βq = vγ∂γTα1...αpβ1...βq +
p∑
i=1
vγΓαiγδT
α1...δ...αp
β1...βq
−
q∑
i=1
vγΓδγβiT
α1...αp
β1...δ...βq (1.6)
It is common to understand the covariant derivative like a gradient that
takes a (p, q) type tensor T and gives a (p, q + 1) tensor ∇T with components
(∇T )µα1...αpβ1...δ...βq ≡ ∇µTα1...αpβ1...δ...βq = (∇eµT )α1...αpβ1...δ...βq where eµ
are the basis vectors. With this notation, ∇vu = vα∇αu. We will study the
covariant derivative and the affine structure in more detail in chapter 3.
Now that we have defined correctly the directional derivative, we can work
with the acceleration as the derivative of the velocity along its path (given a
connection Γ). The velocity of a test body is the unitary tangent vector to its
trajectory. If we are parametrizing the curve of the test body as γµ(λ), then
the tangent vector uµ = dγ
µ
dλ will not be unitary in general, and its modulus
might vary along the path of the curve. However, if the derivative of the tangent
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vector is directed along the tangent vector itself, the variation happens only in
the modulus of the tangent vector, and will leave the unitary part unchanged.
Therefore, γµ(λ) will be unaccelerated if
uµ∇µuν = f uν (1.7)
for some function f . However, no matter which f we choose, this equation
describes the same curve, but parametrized in a different way. It is common
to choose f = 0, that corresponds to a reparametrization of the curve γµ(λ),
which is called affine parametrization. In that case, the tangent vector of the
geodesic satisfies:
uµ∇µuν = 0 (1.8)
This equation is equivalent to:
d2γν
dλ2
+ Γναβ
dγα
dλ
dγβ
dλ
= 0 (1.9)
which is called the geodesic equation. This is a set of second-order differential
equations which have a unique solution given the initial conditions γν(0), dγ
ν
dλ (0),
and a connection Γναβ . If our space-time has a metric, it induces a special
connection called the Levi-Civita connection which is defined as:
Γαβγ ≡
1
2
gαµ (∂βgµγ + ∂γgβµ − ∂µgβγ) (1.10)
Comparing with eq. 1.4, the equation of an unaccelerated test body is
the same as the equation of a curve that extremizes the length between two
points if the connection is Levi-Civita3. This connection defines a covariant
derivative with the property that ∇g = 0. It is easy to check that the affine
parametrization corresponds to one in which the tangent vector is normalized
u˜µ = uµ/
√|uαuβgαβ |, and that the affine parameter measures the length (time)
of the curve. The Levi-Civita connection also corresponds to the connection
that a flat manifold (one in which Γ = 0 everywhere and partial derivatives con-
stitute a good directional derivative) induces in a (possibly curved) embedded
submanifold; for example, in classical theory of curves and surfaces, the induced
derivative of a surface in euclidean space is the Levi-Civita one.
For historical reasons, GR was constructed assuming that the connection
was compatible with the metric (Levi-Civita). This is the basic characteristic
3Actually, if the symmetric part of the connection is.
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of Riemannian geometry, the only non-Euclidean geometry known at the time
GR was proposed. Mathematicians developed the theory of connections, and
non-Riemannian geometries, a few years after the publication of GR (see [19]).
In Chapter 3 we will relax this condition and see what are its consequences.
1.1.2 Description of Physical Observers
Physical observers are usually described by curves in the space-time, who mea-
sure time with the proper length of the curve. Free-falling observers (also called
inertial observers) follow geodesics as any other test body. However, we should
think that this description, in which observers are point-like and move along
some curve, is not very reallistic. The conditions for EEP explicitly concern
themselves only with local experiments, in which the observers (and observed
phenomena) size can be disregarded with respect to the characteristic size of
the variations in the metric; therefore, the geodesic description is fitting in this
scenario. But if the size of a test body is comparable to the change in curvature,
not only the test bodies will not necessarily follow a geodesic path, but also the
description is not suitable.
Furthermore, we will see that there are geometries where the curvature di-
verges. If we approach such a curvature divergence, no matter how small the
test body, there will be a point from which there will be differences in the
curvature of space-time along its extension. This will cause any test body to
experience tidal forces that might change its trajectory or deform it. Therefore,
it is important to describe observers with non-zero size in such a way we can
study the tidal forces that act upon them.
To describe in mathematical terms such an object we can consider a “cloud
of dust”, where each of its components follow a geodesic path. As we follow
the path of the elements of this cloud, its components may converge or may
drift apart. Now consider a rigid object with the shape of the cloud of dust
in its place: where the cloud of dust converges, the rigid object would feel a
compression force, and where the elements of the cloud of dust drift apart, the
rigid object would feel a force trying to stretch it. A congruence is the set
of integral curves of a non-vanishing vector field. A geodesic congruence is a
congruence where every curve is geodesic. The path of the particles of the “cloud
of dust” is described by a geodesic congruence, and this is the mathematical tool
we need to understand the tidal forces that a rigid object experiences.
This description of a physical observer, in which every one of its elements try
to follow a geodesic path but are unable to do so due to the internal forces that
keep the rigid observer together, is an improvement over the simplistic geodesic
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description. However, we should worry that at some point near a curvature
divergence, even the elements that constitute the rigid body will be too big with
respect to the change in curvature. Ultimately, these elements are electrons and
protons or other fundamental particles, whose quantum properties are more
aptly described by a propagating wave than a geodesic path. Therefore, to
describe correctly the fate of a physical observer near a curvature divergence, it
is necessary to study the wave propagation. This wave description is consistent
with the geodesic description, because in a certain limit akin to “geometrical
optics” waves propagate like a ray, following geodesics.
To give a complete picture of the physics near curvature divergences, in this
thesis I will study the geometry of the space-time using geodesics, congruences
of geodesics, and the propagation of waves.
1.2 General Relativity
We want to construct a theory that gives a metric g to the space-time M in a
covariant way. In order to do that, we can write a gravity Lagrangian made up of
scalars of the geometry and perhaps some auxiliary fields. As we have seen, the
connection is not a tensorial object, so it cannot enter the Lagrangian directly,
but we can construct a truly tensorial object, called the Riemann curvature
tensor, from it:
Rαβµν = ∂µΓ
α
νβ − ∂νΓαµβ + ΓαµσΓσνβ − ΓανσΓσµβ (1.11)
We can take the trace of the Riemann tensor to construct the Ricci tensor,
Rαβ ≡ Rσασβ . And contracting the Ricci tensor with the metric we obtain
the scalar curvature R ≡ gαβRαβ . It is possible to construct more scalars of
the geometry with the different contractions between these tensors and their
derivatives.
The simplest gravity Lagrangian we can write is just the scalar curvature
LG = R. The full action also contains the matter Lagrangian, which describes
the equations of motion of the different matter fields, but that now will act as the
source of gravity, too. This matter Lagrangian must be written in a covariant
way, and must agree with the usual Lagrangian when the space-time is flat.
To write this matter Lagrangian, we can take the matter Lagrangian of special
relativity and substitute partial derivatives with covariant derivatives, although
this is not the only possibility (for example, we could include terms multiplied
by the scalar curvature which would vanish for a flat space-time). Finally, we
have to include a factor 1
16pil2P
to provide the correct dimensions and so that
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the theory agrees with Newton’s law in the linear limit. The Einstein-Hilbert
action for GR is finally:
S =
1
16pil2P
∫
M
R
√
|g|d4x+
∫
M
Lm
√−gd4x (1.12)
Taking the variation of the action with respect to changes in the metric gives
us the equations of motion:
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gµν
= 8pil2PTµν (1.13)
where Tµν =
2√
|g|
δLm
√
|g|
gµν is the energy-momentum tensor, and the left hand
side is Gµν , the Einstein tensor, which is a sum of curvature terms. These equa-
tions tell us that the curvature of the space-time is equal to its matter content.
If we think in terms of the metric, the curvature terms contain first derivatives
of the connection, which in turn contains first derivatives of the metric. So it is
a second-order differential equation for the metric. These equations are difficult
to solve, and will usually require the use of symmetries to be solved analytically,
or to deal with them numerically.
1.3 The Schwarzschild Black Hole
One of the simplest solutions of GR is the Schwarzschild metric. This met-
ric describes a static, spherically symmetric, vacuum solution of the Einstein’s
equations. This is the case of the space-time outside a spherical source, such as
a star. The equations of motion in this case are:
Gµν = 0 (1.14)
The metric will have the symmetries of the space-time. A general spherically
symmetric and static metric can be written as4:
ds2 = −A(r)eB(r)dt2 + 1
A(r)
dr2 + r2dΩ2 (1.15)
4To be precise, we should have used a radial coordinate x different from the area function
r2(x) that goes into the angular part of the metric. Only if we stablish that the relation be-
tween x and r is monotonic, r can be used as a coordinate, this is the case in the Schwarzschild
geometry.
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where A and B are two arbitrary functions, that will be determined when we
solve Einstein’s equations. We can calculate each of the Einstein tensor compo-
nents that corresponds with the above metric. Each of those components must
be equal to 0 if we are in vacuum. This gives us the following equations:
Gtt =
r∂rA+A− 1
r2
= 0 (1.16)
Grr =
rA∂rB + r∂rA+A− 1
r2
= 0 (1.17)
Gθθ = G
φ
φ =
=
2rA∂r∂rB + rA(∂rB)
2 + (3r∂rA+ 2A)(∂rB) + 2r∂r∂rA+ 4∂rA
4r
= 0 (1.18)
Comparing eq. 1.16 and eq. 1.17 we see that ∂rB = 0, which means that
B(r) = B0 is constant. It is possible to absorb this factor into a redefinition of
the time coordinate t′ = eB0/2t. Then Eq. 1.16 has solution:
A(r) = 1− 2Ml
2
P
r
(1.19)
where M is an integration constant that corresponds to the mass of the black
hole5. This mass gives us a characteristic length called the Schwarzschild radius
rS ≡ 2Ml2P . The resulting metric looks like:
ds2 = −
(
1− rS
r
)
dt2 +
1(
1− rSr
)dr2 + r2dΩ2 (1.21)
We could have dropped the condition of staticity, and the result would have
been the same. This is known as Birkhoff’s theorem: any spherically symmetric
space-time with its sources confined behind a certain radius r < R must match
5It is possible to define a mass in a “Gauss’s law form” for space-times which have time
translation symmetry. It is called Komar mass and it is defined as:
MK = − 1
8pi
∫
S
αβµν∇µξν (1.20)
Where ξµ is the killing vector associated to the time translation symmetry, S is a surface that
encloses the sources and αβµν =
√|g|dx4 is the volume form of the space-time. The integral
curves of the killing vector ξµ are the paths of observers that remain static respect to the
black hole. Therefore, ∇µξν is the acceleration that they need to remain static with respect
to the black hole. Integrating it over a surface that encloses the sources gives us a definition
of mass analogue to the Gauss’s Law for Newtonian gravity.
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the Schwarzschild metric for r > R (see [34]). Therefore, this metric is an
accurate representation of the space-time deformation that a planet or a star
generates around it, even if their structure change over time, depending only on
the mass M .
When we are far from the sources, r →∞, this metric tends to the Minkowski
metric, as expected. We will call this region far from the sources asymptotic flat
infinity.
From the expression of the metric, we can see that r = rS is a special
hypersurface, called event horizon, where some of the components of the metric
diverge. What would happen if the sources are found behind that radius? Is
it possible to reach it? What would happen to an observer that does? The
components of the metric also diverge for r = 0. As we have discussed, the
Schwarzschild solution is an accurate representation of the space-time outside a
star, but a star has a finite radius. Does the full Schwarzschild solution, from
r = ∞ to r = 0 represent a conceivable physical scenario? If it does, what
happens if an observer reaches r = 0?
An important observation is that inside the Schwarzschild radius, the r coor-
dinate becomes time-like while the t coordinate becomes space-like. This forces
any observer inside rS to move in the r coordinate, either falling into r = 0
or escaping outside, without the possibility of changing directions. As we will
see in the next section, there are two disjoint regions inside the Schwarzschild
radius, called black hole and white hole. In the black hole, every observer must
travel towards r = 0 and nothing, not even light, can escape, hence the name.
In the white hole, it happens the other way round, and everything must escape
this region, and not even light can remain inside.
In a realistic process of gravitational collapse6, for example a massive star
which has burnt up all its fuel and can no longer stand the gravitational force
of its own mass, the description of the region outside the collapsing star is
accurately given by the Schwarzschild metric. If the star collapses beyond its
Schwarzschild radius, a black hole will form, and all the matter of the star will
be forced to travel to r = 0, no matter the increase in the interior pressure of
the star. After a finite amount of time, all the matter will have travelled to
r = 0 leaving all the space between r = 0 and r = rS empty. Therefore, the
Schwarzschild geometry is what GR predicts as the final state of a gravitational
collapse that collapses beyond r = rS , and therefore we need to understand the
6The Oppenheimer-Snyder model describes the collapse of a spherically symmetric, pres-
sureless and homogeneous ball of dust beyond its own horizon into a Schwarzschild solution,
which can serve as an approximate description of these events, for more detail see Chapter 1
of [35], for example.
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r = 0 region in order to understand black holes.
1.3.1 Geodesics of a Spherically Symmetric and Static
Space-time
To study the r = 0 and r = rS regions of the Schwarzschild geometry, which
are seemingly problematic, we can study the fate of observers that reach them.
We could possibly study general observers, but for simplicity, we will consider
free-falling observers. Not only it is simpler, but accelerated observers might
have some unexpected behaviours (such as reaching regions of the space-time
for which you need infinite energy to arrive).
Let γµ(λ) be the path that describes an unaccelerated observer, affinely
parametrized such that the tangent vector uµ = dγ
µ
dλ is unitary u
αuα = −1.
Therefore, if the observer experiences no acceleration it will satisfy the geodesic
equation 1.9. Let us first consider the geodesics of a generic spherically symmet-
ric and static space-time. In the next section we will consider the Schwarzschild
case in particular. The general metric with those symmetries is7:
ds2 = −F (x)dt2 + 1
F (x)
dx2 + r2(x)dΩ2 (1.22)
Instead of integrating directly the geodesic equation to obtain the paths of
test particles and light rays, it is more convenient to take advantage of the
symmetries of the geometry to obtain conserved quantities that simplify the
analysis. First of all, because of spherical symmetry the geodesics lie on a
plane, and we can rotate our coordinate system so that the plane is θ = pi2
without loss of generality, and therefore dγ
θ
dλ = 0. Second, if the geodesics are
time-like, we can normalize their tangent vector to −1; if they are null, the norm
of the tangent vector is 0. Third, the symmetries under rotations and temporal
translations give us two conserved quantities8:
E = F (x)
dγt
dλ
L = r2
dγφ
dλ
(1.23)
7This is just like eq. 1.15, with dx = eB(r)/2dr and F (x) = A(r)eB(r)
8Each symmetry has an associated Killing vector χµ = ∂
∂t
, ∂
∂φ
such that Lχg = 0, which in
turn implies ∇µχν = −∇νχµ. Then, the quantity gµνχµuν is conserved along the geodesic:
uα∇α(gµνχµuν) = χν uα∇αuν︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+uνuα∇αχν = 0
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For time-like geodesics, E can be interpreted as the total energy per unit
mass, and L as angular momentum per unit mass. In the case of light rays,
it is not possible to normalize the tangent vector and consequently, E and L
lack meaning by themselves; but the quotient L/E can be interpreted as the
apparent impact parameter as seen from the asymptotically flat infinity. The
condition that the tangent vector to the geodesics has to be normalized to κ = 0
or, κ = −1 gives us another equation:
− κ = −F (x)
(
dγt
dλ
)2
+
1
F (x)
(
dγx
dλ
)2
+ r2(x)
(
dγφ
dλ
)2
(1.24)
Substituting the value of the conserved quantities, this equation gives us the
final component of the tangent vector:
dγx
dλ
= ±
√
E2 − F (x)
(
κ+
L2
r2(x)
)
(1.25)
Knowing the tangent vector of the geodesic for every x, now it is possible to
integrate the geodesic paths.
1.3.2 Trajectory of Infalling Radial Light Rays in the Schwarzschild
Geometry
Now that we know how to obtain the geodesic paths, we can study the path
of a light ray sent towards the centre of the Schwarzschild geometry. A light
ray follows null geodesics, and if it is sent towards the centre, it has no angular
momentum, L = 0. For the Schwarzschild metric, we just have to substitute
r = x, F (x) = 1− rSr , in the formulas of the previous section. Then, the solution
for the trajectory of a radial null geodesic γµ(λ) and its tangent vector γ˙µ(λ)
is:
γ˙µ(λ) =
(
E
1− rSr(λ)
,±E, 0, 0
)
(1.26)
γµ(λ) =
(
t0 + Eλ± rS log
(
r0 ± Eλ− rS
r0 − rS
)
, r0 ± Eλ, pi
2
, φ0
)
(1.27)
where we consider E to be positive, and the choice of sign depends on
whether the geodesic is outgoing/ingoing. Looking at the expression for the
geodesic, it seems that the hypersurface r = rS cannot be reached from outside,
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because as we get closer to it, γt goes to infinity. A closer inspection reveals
that the affine parameter of the geodesic reaches a finite value at r = rS (The
value of the affine parameter at rS satisfies rS = r0 − EλS , if we substitute its
value into the time component of the geodesic, it gives a 0 inside the logarithm,
which implies that t goes to infinity). It would be really strange that an observer
would cross the entire space-time in a finite amount of proper time. This is a
hint that t is not a good coordinate to describe the r = rS region, and there is
something beyond t =∞.
Since we suspect that t is not a good coordinate, we can try to use a different
one that works better. The t coordinate of the light-ray trajectory can be written
as:
γt(λ) = t0 + r0 + rS log
(
r0
rS − 1
)
− γr(λ)− rS log
(
γr(λ)
rS − 1
)
(1.28)
It is easy to see that given a ray of light, the quantity γt(λ) + γr(λ) +
rS log(γ
r(λ)/rS − 1) is constant along the curve. Then, if we change the t
coordinate to v = t+ r+ rS ln
∣∣∣ rrS − 1∣∣∣, the v component of the light trajectory
should be constant (and finite). Let us write the metric with this coordinate
instead of t:
−
(
1− rS
r
)
dv2 + 2dvdr + r2dΩ2 (1.29)
The infalling null geodesics in these coordinates are:
γ˙µ(λ) = (0,−E, 0, 0) (1.30)
γµ(λ) = (v0, r0 − Eλ, pi
2
, φ0) (1.31)
where v0 = t0 + rS log
(
r0−rS
r0
)
. In these coordinates we can see that the
geodesics show no problems crossing the event horizon, and the metric is regular
at that point. The Schwarzschild metric expressed in (t, r, θ, φ) is said to have
a coordinate singularity at r = rS . These coordinates are simply a bad choice
for the region r = rS , because (t, r, θ, φ) were chosen so that the metric looks
like the Minkowski metric for the asymptotic infinity (r →∞). Let us think of
a free-falling observer A moving towards the black hole who sends periodically
pulses of light to a static observer B at infinity. B would receive those pulses
more and more spaced in time as A approaches the black hole, and actually, B
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would never see A entering into the black hole. Therefore, the static observer
B cannot assign a “time” value to the moment when the free-falling observer
A crosses the event horizon, and that is the reason why these coordinates are
unsuitable to describe the event horizon and whatever lies beyond it.
In (v, r, θ, φ) coordinates, infalling geodesics show no problems crossing the
r = rS boundary. Let us now take a look at the behaviour of outgoing geodesics:
γ˙µ(λ) =
(
2E
1− rSr
, E, 0, 0
)
(1.32)
γµ(λ) =
(
v0 + 2Eλ+ 2rS log
(
r0 + Eλ− rS
r0 − rS
)
, r0 − Eλ, pi
2
, φ0
)
(1.33)
If we trace back the outgoing geodesic to the past t → −∞ we see that
the outgoing geodesic was never inside r = rS . This seems to agree with our
intuition that nothing can escape through the event horizon. But if we look at
what happens with the affine parameter, it does not go back to λ = −∞, but to
a finite value. This looks exactly like a coordinate singularity as happened with
the (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates. This is because analogue to the black hole and its
horizon, there is a white hole region with a horizon, where all the trajectories
must head outwards, and no signal from infinity can enter. If instead of the
coordinate v we use the coordinate u = t − r − rS ln
∣∣∣ rrS − 1∣∣∣, the white hole
region would be properly mapped, but then we would encounter the coordinate
singularity when approaching the black hole region. Both the black hole and
the white hole region lie behind r = rS , but are actually disjoint, as the region
r < rS mapped by the (u, r, θ, φ) coordinates is different from the one mapped
by the (v, r, θ, φ) coordinates.
White holes are a consequence of the symmetries of this geometry, as any
solution must remain invariant under the change t→ −t. In a realistic scenario
of the formation of a black hole, like the collapse of a massive star, there is no
white hole in the past, as the time symmetry has been broken.
Finally, there is a set of coordinates that map both the black hole and the
white hole region in a proper way. These coordinates are the Kruskal-Szekeres
coordinates:
U = −e− u2rS V = e v2rS r = r(U, V ) (1.34)
The range of the coordinates U, V is (−∞,∞). Now r is not a coordinate,
but it still has the meaning of the area associated to the 2-spheres symmetric
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by rotations in the θ, φ angles. It is a function that depends on U, V and can
be solved from the equation:
− UV =
(
r
rS
− 1
)
e
r
rS (1.35)
Finally, the metric is:
ds2 = −4r
3
Se
− rrS
r
dUdV + r2dΩ2 (1.36)
Although this metric is defined beyond the scope of our original solution,
it satisfies Einstein’s equations for vacuum in all the range of its coordinates.
In these coordinates, it is possible to represent all of the Schwarzschild space-
time (see Fig. 1.1). The horizon located at r = rS corresponds to the surface
UV = 0. We can distinguish four regions in the solution. Region I (U < 0,
V > 0) corresponds the exterior of the black hole. Region II (U > 0, V > 0) is
the black hole region. Region III (U < 0, V < 0) is the white hole region. Region
IV (U > 0, V < 0) is a region we have not yet described, that corresponds to a
parallel exterior region, unreachable from region I.
The light cones in Fig. 1.1 can be seen as lines of U or V constant. The
trajectories of physical observers must go forward in the quadrant of increasing
U and V . Therefore, the future of any physical observer inside region III (the
white hole) is to exit it. The future of any observer inside region II (the black
hole) is to remain there and reach r = 0. And region IV is not in the future of
any observer in region I and the other way around.
In these coordinates, r = 0 corresponds to the condition UV = 1, and
the components of the metric are still divergent at that point. Actually, it
is impossible to find a coordinate transformation that smooths the metric at
r = 0. This can be seen from the fact that the Kretschmann curvature scalar
diverges, K ≡ RαβµνRαβµν = 24rSr6 , so some of the components of the metric
or its derivatives must diverge, too. Any observer inside the black hole will
encounter r = 0 in its future. What happens there?
First of all, eq. 1.9 will not be well defined at r = 0, because if the metric
is divergent, so will its Levi-Civita connection. Also, if we tried to continue our
trajectory to values for which UV > 1 (even though the geodesic equation is
ill-defined), eq. 1.35 that gives us the value of r(U, V ) would stop having real
solutions. There is no natural way to extend the geometry beyond it, although
we could hypothetically extend it by hand connecting it to some other space-
time and giving a prescription on how to continue the geodesics.
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Figure 1.1: Representation of the Schwarzschild space-time in Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates.
Region I is the exterior region. Region II is the black hole region. Region III is the white
hole region. Region IV is a parallel exterior region, unreachable from Region I. The (v, r)
coordinates map regions I and II, meanwhile (u, r) coordinates map regions I and III.
1.4 Geodesic Congruences In The Schwarzschild
Geometry
In the last section, we have studied the geodesics of the geometry, as they are the
paths of freely falling observers according to the EEP. But the EEP concerned
itself with local experiments, i.e., experiments in which the variation in gravity
along the size of our laboratory is negligible. As we discussed in section 1.1.2,
this description is inadequate to capture the physics near a curvature divergence
(such as r = 0 in the Schwarzschild geometry). For that reason, we will study
congruences of geodesics, which will be more appropiate to describe observers
with non-negligible physical size.
1.4.1 Evolution of a Geodesic Congruence
Let γµ = γµ(λ, ξ) be an uniparametric family of geodesics of the congruence with
affine parameter λ and family parameter ξ. Its tangent vector is uµ = uµ(λ, ξ) =
dγµ
dλ (λ, ξ), normalized to −1 or 0 for all the geodesics of the uniparametric family.
The deviation vector is Zµ = Zµ(λ, ξ) = dγ
µ
dξ (λ, ξ).
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Figure 1.2: An uniparametric family of geodesics belonging to a congruence with tangent
vector u and deviation vector Z
This deviation vector describes the infinitesimal displacement from one geodesic
to a nearby geodesic from the same uniparametric family. As partial derivatives
commute, we have that uα∇αZβ = Zα∇αuβ . Also, the tangent part of the
deviation vector is conserved along the geodesics9. This last property makes it
possible to reparametrize γ˜µ(λ, ξ) = γµ(λ+f(ξ), ξ) so that the deviation vector
is perpendicular to the tangent vector of the geodesics along all the family of
geodesics. The vector Zα satisfies the geodesic deviation equation10:
9
uα∇α(uβZβ) = Zβ(uα∇αuβ) + uβuα∇αZβ (1.37)
= Zβ(u
α∇αuβ) + uβZα∇αuβ (1.38)
= Zβ(u
α∇αuβ) + 1
2
Zα∇α(uβuβ) = 0 (1.39)
the first term of the last line of the equation vanishes because of the geodesic equation (eq.
1.9), and the last term is 0 because we have normalized the tangent vector of the geodesics.
10
uρ∇ρ(uσ∇σZα) = uρ∇ρ(Zσ∇σuα) (1.40)
= (uρ∇ρZσ)(∇σuα) + uρZσ∇ρ∇σuα (1.41)
= (uρ∇ρZσ)(∇σuα) + uρZσ∇σ∇ρuα + uρZσRανρσuν (1.42)
= (Zρ∇ρuσ)(∇σuα) + uρZσ∇σ∇ρuα − uρZσRανσρuν (1.43)
= Zρ∇ρ(uσ∇σuα)− uρZσRανσρuν (1.44)
= −RανσρuνZσuρ (1.45)
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uρ∇ρ(uσ∇σZα) = −RαβµνuβZµuν (1.46)
This is a set of 3 second-order differential equations (because we have set
the perpendicular part of Zα to 0). The equation becomes clearer if we use an
adapted coordinate system such that the e1, e2, e3 base vectors are orthogonal
to uµ and are parallel transported along the geodesic. In this base, Zµ can
be written as Zaea. We will use latin letters for the components 1,2,3 of the
vectors written in this basis. Then it is possible to write the geodesic deviation
equation as an ordinary differential equation:
d2Za
dλ2
= −RaµbνuµZbuν (1.47)
Given initial conditions Za and dZ
a
dλ at some point λi, the equation can be
integrated along the geodesic, which gives raise to 6 independent solutions. A
vector field that satisfies this equation everywhere is called a Jacobi field. The
linearity of Eq. 1.46 allows us to express the components of Zµ(λ) everywhere
along the geodesic in terms of a linear combination of the initial conditions
Zµ(λi) as:
Za(λ) = Aab(λ)Z
b(λi) (1.48)
Where at the initial time, Aab(λi) = δ
a
b. If the deviation vector vanishes at
the initial time λi (all the geodesics in the uniparametric family start from the
same point Za(λi) = 0), we can write the solution in terms of the initial value
of the first derivative of the deviation vector, dZ
b
dλ
∣∣∣
λ=λi
as:
Za(λ) = A˜ab(λ)
dZb
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=λi
(1.49)
And in this case at the initial time, A˜ab(λi) = 0. If we are given 3 in-
dependent Jacobi fields, we could think of them as representing the edges of
an infinitesimal cube transported by the congruence. The volume of this cube
would be:
V (λ) = det(Za(1), Z
b
(2), Z
c
(3)) (1.50)
Or in terms of the matrix A (or A˜ as appropriate):
V (λ) = det (A(λ))V (λi) (1.51)
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Changes in this volume would correspond to compression or expansion tidal
forces. We are specially interested in the points where this volume goes to zero
for every congruence, as it would correspond to infinite compression. That would
be an extreme case where any finite body, no matter their internal interactions,
would be unavoidably destroyed and has been catalogued as strong singularity
in the literature ([27], [28]). In the next chapter we will talk more about the
concept of singularity. Another interesting case is when this infinitesimal volume
diverges, we will study that case more in section 5.3.
1.4.2 Congruence Around A Time-like Radial Geodesic
For A Spherically Symmetric And Static Space-time
As we did with the study of the geodesic, we will consider first a generic spher-
ically symmetric and static space-time, and then we will particularize for the
Schwarzschild case. Such space-time has a metric that can be written as:
ds2 = −F (x)dt2 + 1
F (x)
dx2 + r2(x)dΩ2 (1.52)
We will focus on a time-like radial geodesic, which is the simplest case. The
components of the tangent vector to a time-like radial geodesic are:
uµ = (E/F (x),
√
E2 − F (x), 0, 0) (1.53)
We choose three deviation vectors orthogonal to this tangent vector, which
can be written as:
Z(1) = B(λ)
(√
E2 − F (x)
F (x)
, E, 0, 0
)
(1.54)
Z(2) = P (λ)(0, 0, 1, 0) (1.55)
Z(3) = Q(λ)(0, 0, 0,
1
sin θ
) (1.56)
Applying eq. 1.46 we obtain the functions B(λ), P (λ), Q(λ). The solutions
for P (λ) and Q(λ) are identical and of the form11:
P (λ) = P0 + C
∫
dλ
r2(λ)
(1.62)
11 First, let us calculate de second derivative of the modulus of the deviation vector along
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For B(λ), the solution does not simplify as much. Substituting in eq. 1.46
and using that Rxtxt = F (x)∂x∂xF (x)/2 we find:
B¨(λ) +
∂x∂xF (x)
2
B(λ) = 0 (1.63)
The volume transported by this congruence of geodesics is V = |Z(1)||Z(2)||Z(3)| =
r2B(λ)P (λ)Q(λ).
1.4.3 Evolution of the congruence near the singularity of
a Schwarzschild black hole
In the case of the Schwarzschild black hole we have F (x) = 1 − rSr . We can
approximate the radial component of the tangent vector to the geodesic near
r = 0 as:
the geodesic:
uµ∇µ(uν∇ν |Za|) = Za|Z|u
µ∇µ(uν∇νZa) (1.57)
+
1
|Z| (u
µ∇µZa)(uν∇νZa)
−ZaZb|Z|3 (u
µ∇µZa)(uν∇νZb)
Given that, in this case, the derivative of the deviation vector is parallel to the deviation
vector itself, the expression simplifies to:
uµ∇µ(uν∇ν |Za|) = Za|Z|u
µ∇µ(uν∇νZa) (1.58)
On the one hand, |Z(2)| = rP (λ), so the left hand side is uµ∇µ(uν∇ν |Za|) = P¨ r+ 2P˙ r˙+P r¨.
On the other hand, and using eq. 1.46, the right hand side of the equation transforms to
Za
|Z|u
µ∇µ(uν∇νZa) = Za|Z|RaµbνuµZbuν . The relevant components of the Riemann tensor
are:
Rθtθt =
F (x)∂xF∂xr
2r
Rθxθx = −
∂xF∂xr
2F (x)r
− ∂x∂xr
r
(1.59)
Then, the right hand side of eq. 1.58 becomes:
Za
|Z|R
a
µbνu
µZbuν = P
{
(E2 − F (x))∂x∂xr − (∂xr)(∂xF )
2
}
= P r¨ (1.60)
Putting everything together, it results the simple equation:
P¨ r + 2P˙ r˙ = 0 (1.61)
Integrating this expression twice gives the result of the text. An alternative derivation can be
found in [36].
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dr
dλ
= ±
√
E2 −
(
1− rS
r
)
'
√
rS
r
(1.64)
Inside the black hole, the sign must always be negative, otherwise the ob-
server lies in the white hole region. We can integrate this last expression to
know the radial part of the trajectory in terms of the affine parameter:
λ ' − 2
3
√
rS
r3/2 r(λ) =
(
−3
√
rS
2
λ
)2/3
(1.65)
We have chosen to parametrize the proper time such that the geodesic has
negative value of its parameter in its trajectory and reaches r = 0 at λ = 0, and
the value of the proper time is negative at the initial point. Let us consider a
congruence that starts at the initial point λi, that is B(λi), P (λi), Q(λi) = 0.
Integration of eqs. 1.62 and 1.63 give:
P (λ) ' KP (|λi|− 13 − |λ|− 13 ) (1.66)
Q(λ) ' KQ(|λi|− 13 − |λ|− 13 ) (1.67)
B(λ) ' KB
(
1
|λ| 13 −
|λ| 43
|λi| 53
)
(1.68)
Where KP ,KQ,KB are integration constants. Then, the volume near the
singularity behaves as:
V (λ) ∝ |λ| 13 ∝ r 12 (1.69)
No matter where the congruence started, it is crushed to zero volume when
it reaches the r = 0, and therefore, this point is a strong singularity. Any object
following a radial time-like geodesic would be crushed by tidal forces of infinite
magnitude. The tidal forces do not work in a homogeneous way, and the object
would be crushed in the angular directions, but would actually be stretched
in the radial direction, in a process usually called spaghettization. This is a
catastrophic event that would destroy anything sent towards the singularity.
Not only the geodesics reach r = 0 in a finite time and there is no natural
way to extend the space-time, but even if we extended the space-time ’by hand’
it may have no physically reasonable extension as all the information sent is
crushed to a single point.
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1.5 Charged Black Holes in GR
In the next chapters we will be interested in charged black hole solutions, be-
cause the Metric-Affine theories we are going to study, only depart from the Rie-
mannian formalism when the energy-momentum tensor is different from zero. In
GR, these solutions are described by the Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric and present
a causal structure very different from the one of the Schwarzschild black hole.
1.5.1 Spherically Symmetric Electrovacuum Field
In order to obtain charged black hole solutions, we must introduce the electro-
magnetic sector in the matter action, and consider no sources12. The action for
the electromagnetic sector and its energy-momentum tensor are:
Sm = − 1
16pil2P
∫
FαβF
αβ√−gd4x (1.70)
Tµ
ν = − 1
4pi
(
Fµ
αFα
ν − Fα
βFβ
α
4
δµ
ν
)
(1.71)
where Fµν = (dA)µν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is the electromagnetic field and A is
the potential. The sourceless equations of motion are:
dF = 0 (1.72)
d(∗F ) = 0 ⇒ ∇µFµν = 0 (1.73)
Since we are considering a static and spherically symmetric solution, the
metric can be written as ds2 = gtt(r)dt
2+grr(r)dr
2+r2dΩ2, and the components
of the field Fµν depend only on the coordinate r. With this information, eq.
1.73 can be integrated and the only non-zero component of the field strength
tensor is F tr:
F tr =
q
r2
1√−gttgrr = −F
rt (1.74)
Where q is an integration constant that corresponds to the charge measured
by computing the electric flux that passes through a surface that encloses the
centre of the geometry
∫
S
∗F = 4piq. Now, the corresponding energy-momentum
tensor in spherical coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) has this simple form:
12Except perhaps in the central region of the geometry.
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Tµ
ν =
q2
8pir4

−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 (1.75)
1.5.2 The Reissner-Nordstro¨m Metric and its Geometry
The Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric ([37], [38]) satisfies the Einstein equations with
the energy-momentum tensor of a spherically symmetric electrovacuum field:
ds2 = −
(
1− rS
r
+
r2q
r2
)
dt2 +
(
1− rS
r
+
r2q
r2
)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2 (1.76)
Where rq ≡ qlP and rS is an integration constant that corresponds to the
mass of the black hole (M = rS/(2l
2
P )) as felt at the asymptotic flat infinity
(r →∞). This metric has a different structure than Schwarzschild. At r = 0 the
components of the metric diverge, and also the Kretschmann curvature scalar
K =
12r2S
r6 −
48rSr
2
q
r7 +
56r4q
r8 , so the divergence is not a consequence of a coordinate
singularity. Let us note that at r = 0 the energy-momentum tensor is ill-defined
and that the Einstein’s and Maxwell’s equations are not solved in that region.
Depending on the value of rS and rq the metric components will also diverge at
r± = (rS ±
√
r2S − 4r2q)/2 (see fig. 1.3), these are coordinate singularities that
signal the horizons of the geometry: If rq < rS/2, there will be two horizons,
if rq > rS/2 there will be no horizon (known as naked case), and if rq = rS/2
there will be a single degenerated horizon (known as extremal case).
The causal structure of this regions is represented in Penrose diagrams in fig.
1.4. In all cases, r = 0 is a timelike region. In the naked case, the region r = 0
is not hidden behind any horizon, and there would be information travelling
to and coming from this region to observers at infinity. In the extremal case,
there is a single horizon at r = rS/2 separating the asymptotic flat infinity from
r = 0. Inside this horizon the t coordinate still has a time-like nature, and the
r coordinate is still space-like, so it is possible for an observer to cross back the
horizon outside; but the asymptotic region you reach in this way, is different
from the one you started with (There are infinite regions like this one, and an
observer could travel between all of them).
The subextremal case is a bit more complicated, there are two horizons, r+
and r−. Outside r+ we have an asymptotic region. Between r+ and r− there is
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a region where t becomes space-like and r time-like, which forces any observer
that crosses from r+ to travel to r−, and any observer that comes from r− to
travel to r+. The r = 0 region lies inside r−, and t is again time-like and r
space-like, so it is possible to enter inside r− and then exit again. Therefore
it is possible for an observer to cross r+ (which would be seen as the black
hole horizon from infinity), r−, interact with r = 0, exit throught r−, and then
r+ (which now would be seen as a white hole horizon from infinity), to an
asymptotic region which would be different from the one the observer started
its trip. Besides this “parallel” asymptotic region (infinite of them), there is also
another asymptotic region, akin to the region IV of the Schwarzschild geometry,
which is unreachable from the starting one.
If we take a look at the geodesics through eq. 1.25, where we have to
substitute F =
(
1− rSr +
r2q
r2
)
, we can see that there will be geodesics able to
cross the horizons of the geometry. But since F diverges to positive infinity at
r = 0, only null geodesics with no angular momentum will be able to reach that
region, and the rest will be repelled by the potential.
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Figure 1.3: Function gtt in terms of the coordinate r, for a charged black hole with rq = rS/4
(continuous), rq = rS/2 (dashed) and rq = rS (dotted).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.4: Penrose diagrams of the different configuration of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m geom-
etry, (a) is rq < rS/2, (b) is rq = rS/2, (c) is rq > rS/2. In these diagrams, we represent the
radial and time coordinates of the space-time (every point would correspond to a two-sphere)
in compactified way, such that light rays are straight lines at 45 degrees. These diagrams are
useful to illustrate the causal structure of the space-time.
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Chapter 2
Introduction: Singularities
and Quadratic Gravity
In this chapter, we will start discussing singularities. First of all, we will formal-
ize what it means to have a singular space-time, and we will see it is characterized
by the extendibility of geodesics. We will study geodesics in this context, and
will check that the emergence of singularities is not a consequence of the high
degree of symmetry of the problem (such as the gravitational collapse of spheri-
cal symmetric star). After that, we will see a new approach to the extendibility
of geodesics that will be relevant for future chapters.
Finally, I will introduce an alternative gravity theory called quadratic gravity.
This theory was born after the first attempts to quantize gravity. We will treat
this theory in the Metric-Affine formalism in the next chapters.
2.1 Defining a Singular Space-time
As we have seen in the previous chapter, r = 0 is a problematic point in the
Schwarzschild geometry. Every observer that crosses the event horizon must end
up at r = 0 where it will be crushed by infinite forces, and there is no natural
way to extend the geometry beyond it. One would like to define such point as
a singularity. Finding a suitable definition of singularity is a difficult task, and
there have been different attempts in the literature each with its advantages and
disadvantages. In this section we will follow the work of Geroch ([20]), which we
consider stays closer to the physics behind the geometry. A first attempt would
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be to try a definition of the type “the region of space-time where something
goes wrong”, where something going wrong would be a geometric quantity that
diverges. This type of definition faces two kinds of problems:
• The first one has to do with the quantity that diverges. The components of
the metric tensor are clearly a bad choice, since they also diverge at r = rS
–the event horizon–, which is not a problematic region of space-time. The
components of the Riemann tensor are also a bad choice, because if the
curvature is not constant, it is always possible to choose a coordinate sys-
tem where some component diverges. The curvature scalars are a more
interesting choice, since they are independent of coordinates, and do not
diverge at the horizon. However, there are infinitely many of them (con-
tractions of the Riemann with itself and with derivatives of itself), and it
is not clear that all of them are physically relevant.
On the other hand, there are space-times that show no curvature diver-
gences but we would want to consider singular. For example, let us take
Minkowski with cylindrical coordinates, remove the portion of space be-
tween φ = 0 and φ = φ0, and identify both edges. The flat metric can be
continued everywhere but at r = 0, where it is undefined. At that point,
there is a conical singularity, even though the curvature tensor vanishes
everywhere.
• The second problem has to do with the concept of “region of space-time”.
In GR, we can choose whatever manifold to define a geometry with a
metric tensor. In particular, we could choose to use a manifold with the
singular points removed; however, we would clearly want to define such
space-time as singular. How can we tell if a region has been removed? It
is not easy: First of all, it is possible to choose a coordinate system that
hides the removed region, taking it to infinity (the black hole region of
Schwarzschild expressed in (t, r) coordinates lies beyond t = ∞). On the
other hand, we could also bring an inaccessible region of the space-time to a
finite coordinate value through some coordinate redefinition (t′ = arctan t
in Minkowski space-time). Whatever the definition, it cannot make use of
coordinates. Second, since the metric has Lorentzian signature, we do not
have a good concept of distance between two points: we can always find
a curve that joins two points with length as close to 0 as we want. This
makes complicated to detect whether a region of space has been artificially
removed, as every point can be connected by a curve of 0 length.
We can find a solution to the second problem if we think in physical terms.
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If we remove a part of the space-time, a physical observer that passed through
the removed region before, now would meet the “end” of the space-time. Free-
falling observers follow geodesics, so mathematically, this scenario corresponds
to a geodesic with and endpoint. This lead us to define singularity as:
Definition A space-time is non-singular if every half-geodesic is either com-
plete or else is contained in a compact set.
A geodesic is complete if its affine parameter can attain arbitrarily large
values. If a region of the space-time is removed, geodesics that reached that re-
gion would be incomplete now. Moreover, if a problematic point is not reached
by any geodesic, the space-time would be considered non-singular. This could
happen with a space-time that have a curvature that diverges as we approach
some unreachable asymptotic region. We would not wish to call that space-time
singular, so this definition works well in that regard. This definition is indepen-
dent on the coordinate system chosen, and works with conical singularities. The
reason the definition makes mention of compact sets is that there are geodesi-
cally incomplete compact sets [21], but such set can not have resulted from
the removal of a part of larger (connected) space-time. In that sense, having
incomplete geodesics in a compact set would not signal that a portion of the
space-time has been removed.
This definition of singularity is tied with the physical concept of free-falling
observers. An observer that follows an incomplete geodesic would reach the end
of it. What would happen afterwards? Would the observer simply disappear?
The equations that govern the evolution of the physical system clearly have to
break at that point, and most likely we would lose properties such as unitarity.
But, should not we care about accelerated observers too? In Minkowski space-
time, an observer with acceleration that grows to infinity can cross the entire
space-time in finite amount of proper time. In this sense, it would be an incom-
plete curve. However, such observer would need an infinite amount of energy to
accelerate that much, which would be physically impossible. Therefore, it seems
much more reasonable to concern ourselves only with observers with bounded
acceleration. Geroch [20] showed an example of a geometry where geodesics are
complete but an observer with bounded acceleration crosses the entire space-
time in finite proper time. So it may be interesting to study the completeness of
curves of bounded acceleration after we have established if geodesics are com-
plete.
This definition does not concern itself with any geometric quantity diverging.
On one hand, this is good, because the physical implications of the curvature
divergences are not clear. The Riemann tensor is associated to the tidal forces,
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but even if tidal forces were able to rip apart any infalling observer, they do not
pose the same problems as an observer simply disappearing into nothingness.
On the other hand, it seems that we are missing half the definition. Our first
attempt at a singularity definition was the intuitive idea of “the region of space-
time where something goes wrong”. We have dealt with the problems of the idea
of “region of space-time, but we have forgotten about the part of “something
going wrong”. This is arguably a good property of the definition, the real
problematic space-times are the ones where the trajectories of physical observers
are not well-defined, and this should not concern us with diverging quantities:
The existence of observers is more important (and takes precedence over) than
them suffering infinite forces. However, it is often implicitly assumed in the
literature that if a metric is not C2 (or perhaps C1) something goes wrong and
the space-time is singular. I will discuss this point in the following sections.
2.2 Extension of Geodesics
As we have seen, the definition we have given in the previous section has many
good properties. But is this the definition we were looking for? We wanted
specifically to consider the central point of the Schwarzschild space-time as a
singularity, since it crushes every observer that falls into it to zero volume. This
is a very pathological behaviour, but it is not clear what it has to do with
geodesic completeness. The Schwarzschild metric does not extend in a natural
way through r = 0, and the geodesics would meet their endpoint there. But one
could try to extend it “by hand”: for example, gluing together the black hole
side of the Schwarzschild metric with the white hole side, or perhaps simply
allowing the coordinate r to take negative values (which would be equivalent to
a Schwarzschild metric with r positive, but negative mass M < 0). Then one
could possibly give a prescription on how to extend the geodesics from one side
to the other. Would this space-time be non-singular?
The usual answer to this question is no. The reason is that the metric is
no longer C2 at the origin. This is important because it guarantees that the
coefficients of the connection are C1, and therefore, the standard existence and
uniqueness theorems of ODE guarantee a solution for the components of the
tangent vector of the geodesics in eq. 1.9. If they were not, the solution may
not exist or may not be unique.
For this section we will consider a C2 metric, we will study conjugate points
and its relation to Jacobi fields, and then we will introduce one of the singularity
theorems that will tell us a minimum set of conditions for which the space-time
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Figure 2.1: A 2-sphere. The great circles are geodesics, and the north pole and the south pole
are conjugated points.
will develop a singularity. In this case, the space-time cannot be extended,
not even “by hand”. In the next section the requirement of a C2 metric will
be relaxed and an alternative representation of the geodesic equation will be
introduced.
2.2.1 Conjugated Points
Geodesics are the curves that maximize proper time, or minimize the distance
between two points1. However, the geodesic equation (eq. 1.9) gives us curves
that maximize proper (minimize distance) time locally, but that does not imply
that those curves maximize the proper time (minimize distance) globally. A
simple example would be the following: In a 2-sphere (like the surface of the
Earth), the geodesic curves that minimize the distance are the great circles.
Now, consider a traveller going from the south pole to the north pole following
a great circle. Once the traveller reaches the north pole and continues beyond
it, he is no longer following the shortest path, as the shortest path would be the
one that goes from the south pole to his current location by the other side of
the world.
All geodesics that start from the south pole, coalesce again in the north
pole. These two points are called conjugated points. A more formal definition
would be this: Two points p, q of a geodesic γ are said to be conjugated if there
is a Jacobi field not identically zero that vanishes at p and q. Let us recall
1Also, in the Riemannian formalism, the tangent vector is parallel transported along the
curve, see eq. 1.8.
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that a Jacobi field is a vector field that satisfies the geodesic deviation equation
eq. 1.46. Conjugated points are important because a segment of a geodesic
that contains two conjugated points no longer extremizes the path between its
endpoints2.
It is also possible to define points conjugated to a hypersurface. A point p of a
geodesic γ belonging to a congruence of geodesics orthogonal to the hypersurface
Σ if there exists a Jacobi field that vanishes at p and non-zero and tangent to
Σ in Σ. In a similar fashion, the path between a hypersurface Σ and a point q
will be extremized by a geodesic orthogonal to Σ if it has no conjugate points
between Σ and q.
If a Jacobi field vanishes, then the volume transported by the congruence will
go to 0, too (unless some other deviation vector that diverges to infinity). So we
start seeing the relation between the problematic points from a physical point
of view (the volume going to zero) and possibly problematic global properties
of the geometry (geodesics no longer extremizing length globally).
Raychaudhuri Equation and Focalization Theorem
To understand when a conjugate point forms, we have to look again at the
evolution of a geodesic congruence. In the last chapter, we looked at the sec-
ond derivatives of the deviation vectors that describe the congruence along the
geodesic, and we obtained the geodesic deviation equation. Now, we are going
to look at the first derivative of a deviation vector Z along a null geodesic with
tangent vector u:
uµ∇µZν = Zµ∇µuν︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡Bνµ
(2.1)
From the definition, Bνµ is a matrix that describes the infinitesimal defor-
mation of the deviation vector along the geodesic. As we know that the tangent
part of the deviation vector is conserved along the geodesic, the Bνµ must con-
tain redundant information. We could try to decompose the deviation vector
into a tangent part tµ and an orthogonal part oµ, but as uµ is null, this decom-
position is not unique, as tµ+fuµ and oµ−fuµ are also tangent and orthogonal.
To remove this freedom we can use a projector:
hµν = gµν + uµmν +mµuν (2.2)
2See [34], section 4.5
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where m is a null auxiliary vector such that uµmµ = −1. The choice of m gives
raise to different projectors, but the results of this section will be independent
of the choice. Now we can project B and Z.
B¯µν = h
α
µh
β
νBαβ Z¯
µ = hµαZ
α (2.3)
The projected matrix B¯ can be expressed in terms of the old one:
B¯µν = Bµν + uµm
αBαν + uνm
αBµα + uµuνm
αmβBαβ (2.4)
B¯µν , as any rank 2 tensor, can be decomposed into an antisymmetric part,
a traceless symmetric part and a trace:
B¯µν = ωµν + σµν +
1
2
θhµν (2.5)
ω, σ, θ are called the twist, the shear, and the expansion of the congruence.
Let us study how these objects evolve along the geodesic:
uα∇αBµν = uα∇α∇νuµ = uα∇ν∇αuµ +Rανµβuαuβ (2.6)
= ∇ν(uα∇αuµ)− (∇νuα)(∇αuµ) +Rανµβuαuβ (2.7)
= −BανBµα +Rανµβuαuβ (2.8)
Now, taking the trace of this equation and realizing that BαβBαβ = B¯
αβB¯αβ
and that Bµµ = B¯
µ
µ = θ we have:
uµ∇µθ = −1
2
θ2 − σαβσαβ + ωαβωαβ −Rαβuαuβ (2.9)
This equation is known as the Raychaudhuri equation, and tells us the evo-
lution of the expansion of the congruence along the geodesic. Now, in this
equation σαβσαβ is a positive quantity, Rαβu
αuβ will also be positive in GR if
matter holds the weak energy condition: Tαβu
αuβ ≥ 0 for uα non-space-like.
Also, ωαβωαβ will be 0 if the geodesics are orthogonal to a hypersurface
3. We
are left with this equation:
3Frobenius theorem says that if a vector uµ is orthogonal to hypersurface then u[α∇βuγ] =
0. Contracting this expression with the projector gives:
hµ
αhν
βuγ∇αuβ − hµαhνβuγ∇βuα ⇒ B¯[µν] = 0 (2.10)
Which in turn implies ωµν = 0.
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uα∇αθ + 1
2
θ2 ≤ 0 (2.11)
That can be integrated in terms of the affine parameter of the geodesic:
1
θ
≥ 1
θ0
+
λ
2
(2.12)
with θ0 being the expansion at λ = 0. This equation tells us that if the null con-
gruence orthogonal to a surface has negative expansion, it will become infinitely
negative for a finite value of the affine parameter, bounded by λ ≤ 2/|θ0|. This
will be a conjugate point to the surface. To see how it is so, let us relate the
expansion θ with the matrix A(λ) found in eq. 1.48, that gave us the evolution
of the deviation vectors from the initial values at some point. As in section
1.4.1, latin indices is an adapted coordinate system parallel transported to the
geodesic. Then differentiating eq. 1.48 with respect to λ we have:
dZa(λ)
dλ
= uµ∇µZa(λ) = dA
a
b(λ)
dλ
Zb(λi) (2.13)
From which we have:
BabZ
b(λ) =
dAab(λ)
dλ
Zb(λi) ⇒ BacAcb(λ)Zb(λi) = dA
a
b(λ)
dλ
Zb(λi)
(2.14)
Since this equation must be valid for all sets of initial conditions of the
deviation vector (as long as the deviation vector is different form 0, in which a
similar construction with A˜ from eq. 1.49 could be made), we simply have (in
matrix notation):
dA
dλ
= BA (2.15)
which gives us the following relation between θ and A:
θ = tr(B) = tr
(
A−1
dA
dλ
)
=
1
det(A)
d(det(A))
dλ
(2.16)
We see that when the expansion becomes infinitely negative, the volume
(given by det(A)) goes to 0. Therefore, a point with infinite negative expansion
is a conjugate point of any hypersurface orthogonal to the congruence.
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2.2.2 Singularity Theorems
One might think that the singularity at r = 0 in the Schwarzschild geometry is a
consequence of the spherical symmetry of the problem. After all, in Newtonian
gravity, if a sphere of dust collapses under its own gravity, it would form a point
of infinite density at the centre. But if the symmetry is broken, for example
if the sphere of dust had a little angular momentum, no singular points would
appear.
Penrose and Hawking gave several theorems that state basic conditions under
which, a singularity will be formed. In these theorems, no symmetries are
assumed. I am going to show one of them, given by Penrose in 1965 [39] (see
[34] for a thorough review of this theorem and others).
Theorem Space-time (M, g) cannot be null geodesically complete if:
(i) Rµνk
µkν ≥ 0 for all null vector kµ.
(ii) There is a non-compact Cauchy surface H in M.
(iii) There is a closed trapped surface T in M
Let us understand what these three conditions mean. We saw the first one
when we talked about the Raychaudhuri equation, and it is a condition that
will hold in GR as long as the matter satisfies the weak energy condition, which
is satisfied by known sources.
The second one refers to a Cauchy surface H. A (global) Cauchy surface is
a space-like hypersurface in which every non-space-like curve intersects exactly
once. In Minkowski space-time, the hypersurfaces of constant t would be Cauchy
surfaces. If the space-time admits a Cauchy surfaceH, and we know the relevant
data there, then we can evolve the equations of motion (of the metric and the
matter fields) forwards or backwards in time, and know the state of the universe
at any point. This is a really nice property to have, as it is tied with the concept
of causality: We can foliate the space-time with these surfaces, and each of them
is either in the past or the future of the rest. However, Einstein’s equations do
not imply the existence of a Cauchy surface, and there are many known solutions
that do not admit one. But the Schwarzschild metric does admit them, and a
slight deformation of its geometry should also admit a Cauchy surface.
The third one refers to a closed trapped surface T . This is a closed surface
where any congruence of null geodesics orthogonal to T has negative expan-
sion. We can think of it as that T is in a region where gravity is so strong
that even outgoing light rays are pushed back and made to travel inside the
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trapped surface. The surface of constant r and t inside the event horizon of
the Schwarzschild metric are trapped surfaces. Moreover, slight deformations
of a trapped surface will not change its nature. So we can break the spherical
symmetry of the Schwarzschild geometry, but still have a trapped surface.
The idea of the proof is the following: Let J+(T ) be the set of points that
can be joined from T with a non-space-like curve orientated to the future. Let
J˙+(T ) be the boundary of J+(T ). J˙+(T ) is a three dimensional submanifold
of M without boundary, and must be achronal (it contains no two points that
can be joined by a time-like curve). J˙+(T ) is generated by two families of null
geodesics orthogonal to T (akin to the light cone of special relativity). Because
the expansion of this null geodesics is negative, and Rµνk
µkν ≥ 0, they will
encounter a conjugate point after a finite amount of proper time. After this
conjugate point, null geodesics no longer extremize proper time, so every point
in the geodesic beyond the conjugate point can be joined to T through a time-
like geodesic instead of a null one, and therefore are inside J+(T ). As this
happens for a finite value of the affine parameter for every null geodesic, which
we are assuming complete, then J˙+(T ) must be a compact hypersurface. Can
J˙+(T ) be compact without boundary, H non-compact, and all the geodesics
complete at the same time?
Let us consider a time-like vector field, defined in all M. Its integral curves
will intersect H exactly once, because it is a Cauchy surface, and will intersect
J˙+(T ) at most once because it is an achronal surface. We can define a one-to-one
map of J˙+(T ) into H, making a correspondence between the points intersected
by the same curve. The image of J˙+(T ) is homeomorphic to J˙+(T ), and so, if
J˙+(T ) is compact and three dimensional, then its image must be too. The image
is a three dimensional compact subset of a three dimensional non-compact set.
Therefore it must have a boundary, and so will J˙+(T ). Then we reach to a
contradiction, since we stated that J˙+(T ) has no boundary.
If H was compact, then the image of J˙+(T ) could be the whole H, and there
would be no contradiction (see fig. 2.2). Also, if J˙+(T ) did not need to be
achronal, it would be impossible to define a one-to-one map on H, and J˙+(T )
could be compact without boundary .
We assumed null geodesic completeness to prove J˙+(T ) is compact. Then,
this assumption must be incorrect, some null geodesics will not be complete and
the space-time will develop a singularity. Since it is possible to break spherical
symmetry while keeping T a trapped surface and H a Cauchy surface, we prove
that singularities are not a consequence of the symmetries of the geometry. It is
also clear that since the Schwarzschild geometry satisfies the 3 conditions, there
is nothing we can do to extend the geometry in a non-singular way.
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Figure 2.2: Diagram showing how if the Cauchy surface H is compact, the image of J˙+(T )
can be compact too. The spacial part of the space-time consists of a cube with identified
edges. In this diagram we have suppressed 2 spatial dimensions, which makes T a point, and
the left and right edges are identified; time increases in the vertical direction. We can see
that light rays that start from T in one direction, cross the edge and meet the light-rays sent
in the other direction, making J˙+(T ) compact. The meeting point of geodesics would be a
conjugated point, and any point beyond that can be joined by a time-like curve. If we were
to draw a time-like congruence in all the space-time, it would define a one to one map from
J˙+(T ) to H which is also compact.
However, in a general scenario with a trapped surface, it is also possible that
one of the other conditions does not hold. Condition (i) Rµνk
µkν ≥ 0 will hold
in GR as long as the matter holds the null energy condition, Tµνk
µkν ≥ 0 for
every null vector kµ, which is true for every known source. But extensions of
GR that change Einstein equations might break this correspondence, allowing
for Rµνk
µkν < 0 even if matter holds the null energy condition. The other
possibility is that condition (ii) does not hold. In order to know if H is a
Cauchy surface, we should know all the future of H, which is not possible in
a realistic scenario. So it would be possible that the space-time develops a
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Cauchy horizon, and beyond that horizon, there are time-like curves that do
not intersect H. This is the case of the Kerr and Reissner-Nordstro¨m black
holes (which also do contain a singularity). There are other theorems that also
give conditions for which the space-time will develop a singularity and do not
require a Cauchy surface [40].
In the last chapter, we said that if the volume transported by the congruences
of geodesics goes to zero when approaching a certain point, there is a strong
singularity. The choice of name becomes clear now, as a strong singularity
implies that there is a point conjugate to every geodesic that reaches it, and
signals the existence of a trapped surface. Not only those points are bad from
the perspective that every physical object would be destroyed, but are also
problematic from a geometric perspective.
I want to emphasize that in all this section we have assumed a C2 metric.
In particular, two half-geodesics joined at a point where the metric is not C2
might maximize proper time even if there is a conjugate point at the union.
The converse could also be true, they might not maximize proper time even if
there is not a conjugate point. But such a curve is not a geodesic under our
assumptions.
2.3 Extension of Geodesics for Discontinuous Met-
rics
In this section, I want to relax the condition that the metric is C2 and study
whether it is possible to define geodesics in a unique way. The geodesic equation
(eq. 1.9) requires C1 coefficients of the connection to satisfy the conditions of
the standard theorems of existence and uniqueness of solutions for ordinary
differential equations4. If they are not, the geodesic equation may have more
than one solution. However, this may be a consequence of the freedom we have
in choosing both the dependent and independent variables of the differential
equations, and not a problem of the geometry. The independent variable is the
parameter λ, but the geodesic curves do not change under reparametrizations
of λ. The dependent variables are coordinate functions, and we can choose
whatever coordinates to work with.
One should realize that the geodesic equation is not an equation for a curve,
but an equation for a vector (field) whose integral curves are geodesics. It would
be better to find an equation whose solutions are curves directly, and therefore,
4Actually, it requires them to be Lipschitz continuous
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is independent of reparametrizations. One possible solution would be to use a
Pfaff system (PS)5. Such a system is determined by k 1-forms αk defined in a
d-dimensional manifold. An integral manifold of the PS is a (d−k)-dimensional
submanifold such that all the 1-forms restricted to it vanish6. A Pfaff system
is said to be closed if dαi ∧ α1 ∧ ... ∧ αk = 0 for i = 1, ..., k. A Pfaff system is
completely integrable in the neighbourhood of a generic point if and only if it
is closed in this neighbourhood.
Let us consider geodesics in a 2-dimensional manifold. We need to find just
one differential 1-form such that the integral manifolds of the system are geodesic
curves. Such system is always closed. Let us think of an uniparametric family
of geodesics γξ(λ) with family parameter ξ through the geodesic equation. This
family of geodesics gives coordinates to the manifold by assigning to a point
p the coordinates (ξ, λ), which are the value of the family parameter of the
geodesic that passes through p, and the value of the affine parameter of that
geodesic when it passes through p. It is easy to see that the 1-form we need
in the Pfaff system is dξ, the geodesic curves are just the curves of constant ξ.
In other words, the differential form dξ restricted to the geodesic curves must
vanish:
“dξ
∣∣
γ
= 0” (2.17)
As long as dξ exists, this system will have solutions. We have to be careful
that the components of the 1-form might not be well-defined in certain coor-
dinate systems, but be regular in others. We have to realize that when we
coordinate our space-time M, we are giving it a differential structure, but we
do not know if it is an appropriate one a priori. However, there are 1-forms
whose components will diverge no matter the coordinate system. For example,
in 2 dimensional euclidean space, the 1-form “dθ” = ydx−xdyx2+y2 is not well defined
at the origin, and as such, its components in any coordinate system will not be
C1. For our Pfaff system, this type of divergence will happen at points where
the geodesics originate or converge.
The existence of solutions for this equation is independent of the coordinate
system or the particular parametrization of the geodesic; however, we have only
changed the problem to finding a function ξ whose curves of constant value are
geodesics. But this equation does let us know if it makes sense to even try
to extend the geodesic beyond the discontinuity. If we know how a family of
geodesics reaches the region where the metric is discontinuous, we can check
5See ([41],[42]) for a rigorous treatment of Pfaffian systems.
6If all the k 1-forms are linearly independent.
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whether the equation dξ|γ = 0 still works there. First of all, we must relate dξ
with the deviation vector Zα = ∂γ
α
∂ξ
∣∣∣
λ=const.
. If Zα and the tangent vector of
the geodesics uβ are orthogonal7, then we simply have (dξ)µ = gµνZ
ν/(ZαZα).
Thus calculating Zν through eq. 1.46 we can obtain dξ and check whether it
will be possible to extend the geodesics beyond the discontinuity.
2.3.1 Two Dimensional Study
Let us start looking at two dimensions, and study some geometries that will be
relevant:
i) ds2 = 1|r|dt
2 − |r|dr2
ii) ds2 = −|r|dr2 + r2dφ2
iii) ds2 = −|r|dr2 + (r2 + 1)dφ2
iv) ds2 = |r|dt2 − |r|dr2
With r ∈ (−∞,∞), t ∈ (−∞,∞), φ ∈ [−pi, pi). Each of these geometries
has a curvature divergence at r = 0. If we look at the region r > 0, the (i)
and (ii) geometries are like the (t, r), and (r, φ) part of the Schwarzschild black
hole near the origin. Geometry (iii) would correspond to the (r, φ) part of a
geometry somewhat similar to Schwarzschild near the origin, but where the
curvature divergence happens at a 2-sphere, instead of at a point. We will see
an example of a geometry like this in Chapter 4. Geometry (iv) will appear as
the (t, r) part of a particular case of d-dimensional black hole in Chapter 7. The
region r < 0 of these geometries would correspond to a naive attempt to extend
them beyond the divergence.
In all these geometries, any time-like geodesic starting at r > 0 and heading
towards the origin must reach r = 0 in finite proper time, and cannot change
direction to r = ∞. It is possible to check that, because of the discontinuous
nature of the metric, a geodesic might fail to maximize proper time even though
there is not a pair of conjugate points. For example, let us take geometry (ii) and
think of a congruence of geodesics where each geodesic parts from (r = 1, φ = 0)
with different angular velocity towards the origin. Each of the geodesics will
reach the point r = 0, but only one of them is the one that actually maximizes
the proper time between the starting point and r = 0. However, the deviation
7This is always possible to get through a reparametrization of λ.
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vector shows no conjugate point (see fig. 2.3). This seems counterintuitive,
because all the geodesics reach the same point: How can the deviation vector
be anything but 0? The answer is that the deviation vector compares geodesics
at λ constant, but the geodesics reach the point r = 0 with different values of λ
(see fig. 2.4). This is impossible if the metric is not discontinuous.
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Figure 2.3: Modulus of the deviation vector (Jacobi field) Zα, for an uniparametric family
of geodesics in geometry (ii) with common origin r0 = 1, φ0 = 0 and different angular
momentum, as calculated through the geodesic deviation equation (eq. 1.46).
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Figure 2.4: In blue, different geodesics of an uniparametric family in geometry (ii) with
common origin r0 = 1, φ0 = 0 and different angular momentum, shown in polar coordinates
(x, y) = (r cosφ, r sinφ). In red, curves of constant affine parameter λ. We can see how
the geodesic with higher angular momentum reach the origin faster than the ones with less
angular momentum. One would expect the deviation vector of this uniparametric family of
geodesics to vanish at the endpoints r = 1, φ = 0 and r = 0, but actually, the deviation vector
is different from 0 at r = 0 as a consequence of the divergence of the metric.
In certain sense, the 1-form dξ is like an inverse of the deviation vector:
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when its modulus grows, the geodesics converge. In this sense, it agrees with
our intuition, and in geometry (ii), the components of dξ become infinite as we
approach r = 0. dξ is not well defined at that point because in this geometry
each of the geodesics reach r = 0 with different value of ξ; and consequently, the
geodesics cannot be extended. In figure 2.5 we represent the value of the com-
ponents of the 1-form dξ for a family of geodesics that reach the discontinuity
r = 0 in the geometries (i)-(ii)-(iii)-(iv).
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Figure 2.5: Components of the dξ form in the (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) geometries along a geodesic
corresponding to a family of geodesics with common origin r = 1, t\φ = 0. In blue, the r
component, and in violet the t\φ component. We can see that the dξ components only diverge
at r = 0 in geometry (ii), and thus, the Pfaff equation is ill-defined there.
For geometries (i), (iii) and (iv), it is possible to extend the geodesics beyond
the discontinuity, but we have yet to know if the extension is unique. Perhaps
it would be possible to find different ways of matching geodesics on one side
to the other. See fig. 2.6 for a naive attempt at matching different geodesics
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through r = 0 in geometry (i). However, in geometry (ii) it will be impossible
to extend the geodesics.
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Figure 2.6: Two different ways of extending the geodesics with origin r = 1, t = 0 that reach
r = 0 in the (i) geometry. On the left one, the geodesic is matched with another geodesic with
the same conserved energy as the incoming one. On the right, the geodesic is matched with
another geodesic with minus the conserved energy as the incoming geodesic. In both cases,
dξ matches correctly from both sides. Since the geodesic equation is singular at r = 0, it does
not preclude us from joining the geodesics either way. However, only the curves in the left
diagram extremize the proper time between points at each side of r = 0.
Extremizing the Proper Time
Let us consider geometry (i) and study the extremization of proper time for both
cases of figure 2.6. Obtaining the geodesics for this geometry is easy, since there
is time translation symmetry, generated by the killing vector τα = (∂/∂t)α.
Let us think of a geodesic described by its unitary tangent vector u, then the
“energy” E = gµνu
µτν is conserved along the geodesic:
LuE = τµgµνuα∇αuν + uνuαgµν∇ατµ = 0 (2.18)
The first term vanishes because u satisfies the geodesic equation, and the
second term vanishes because τ is a killing vector and therefore ∇ατν is anti-
symmetric in (α, ν). Consequently, E is conserved along the geodesic as long
as the geodesic equation holds. One might wonder if crossing r = 0, where the
coefficients of the geodesic equation are not C1 might allow for a sudden change
in the energy of the geodesics. We will see that in that case, the curve does no
longer extremize the proper time. Let us consider a curve γ(λ) that connects
two points a and b of our space-time, one at each side of r = 0. This curve is
going to be geodesic from a to r = 0, and from r = 0 to b. Now let us consider
a uniparametric congruence of curves γξ(λ) with family parameter ξ such that
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γ0(λ) = γ(λ). Let the tangent vector of these curves be k
α =
∂(γξ)
α
∂λ
∣∣∣
ξ=const.
,
then the proper time from a to b along each curve is8:
L(γξ) =
∫ b
a
√
−gαβkαkβdλ (2.19)
If the curve γ(λ) extremizes the proper time from a to b, then the deriva-
tive of the proper time with respect to the family parameter must vanish
(dL/dξ)ξ=0 = 0. Let u
α be the unitary part of kα and let Zα = ∂γ
α
∂ξ
∣∣∣
λ=const.
be
the deviation vector of this congruence of curves. The variation of the proper
time with respect to the parameter ξ is9:
d
dξ
L =
∫ b
a
Zµ∇µ
√
−gαβkαkβdλ (2.20)
= −
∫ b
a
1√−gαβkαkβ kνZµ∇µkνdλ
= −
∫ b
a
1√−gαβkαkβ kνkµ∇µZνdλ
= −
∫ b
a
kµ∇µ︸ ︷︷ ︸
∂
∂λ
(
kν√−gαβkαkβ Zν
)
dλ+
∫ b
a
Zνkµ∇µ
(
kν√−gαβkαkβ
)
dλ
The second term vanishes if u satisfies the geodesic equation (except perhaps
for r = 0 which has null measure). The first term is a total derivative that can be
evaluated at the boundary. As the integrand might be discontinuous at r = 0,
we can split the integral in two pieces, one from a to r = 0, and other from
r = 0 to b. At a and b the deviation vector vanishes, so we are left with:
d
dξ
L = uµZµ|r→0+ − uµZµ|r→0− (2.21)
The deviation vector and the tangent vector to the geodesic can be written
in components as Zµ = Zt∂t + Z
r∂r, u
µ = ut∂t + u
r∂r. From the conservation
8By abuse of notation, I have identified the value of the parameter at the endpoints of the
curve a, b with its images γξ(a), γξ(b).
9Let us note a couple of things. First we are considering that all the curves in the congru-
ence take values in λ in the same range [a, b] (which can be done in general), and therefore, it
is not possible to reparametrize every curve in the congruence such that k is unitary. Second,
k and Z commute because they are partial derivatives.
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of the energy we can see that the term utZtgtt|r→0± = ZtE±, where E± is the
energy of the geodesics at each side of r = 0. On the other hand, the term
urZrgrr|r→0± = 0 because ur =
√
(1 + E2)/|r| and grr = −|r|. Then we are
left with:
d
dξ
L = (E+ − E−)Zt
∣∣
r=0
(2.22)
Only in the case E+ = E−, the geodesic will extremize the proper time. An
equivalent construction can be done for geometry (iii), in which the conserved
quantity is the “angular momentum”, uµ(∂/∂φ)νgµν , that must be the same at
both sides of r = 0 for the geodesic to extremize proper time.
Evolution Equation for ξ
The Pfaff equation (eq. 2.17) is a good way to write an equation for a curve,
independent of parametrizations or coordinate choices. However, we have just
limited ourselves to construct a family of geodesics through the geodesic equa-
tion, obtain ξ, write the Pfaff equation and check whether it is well defined. In
order to do something more useful, we should be able to check when a function
ξ gives us a geodesic congruence without the need of using the tangent vector
and the geodesic equation. Then that way, we could really check if the geodesics
can be extended through r = 0 in an unique way.
Let us take a time-like congruence, defined by an unitary vector field uµ.
Let us construct a projector hµν = gµν +uµuν . The covariant derivative of u is:
∇µuν = hµαhνβ∇αuβ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bµν
−uµ uα∇αuν︸ ︷︷ ︸
aν
(2.23)
In a similar fashion as we did for null geodesic congruence when discussing
the Raychaudhuri equation, Bµν can be separated into an antisymmetric part,
a traceless symmetric part and a trace, Bµν = ωµν + σµν +
1
d−1θhµν . Anti-
symmetrizing last equation we obtain the exterior derivative of u (with lowered
index):
(du)µν = ∇[µuν] = ωµν − (u ∧ a)µν (2.24)
In two dimensions, or for a congruence orthogonal to a hypersurface, the
term ωµν vanishes. In those cases, the geodesic equation is equivalent to:
du = 0 (2.25)
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In two dimensions we can construct another vector field, η with the hodge
star operator η = ∗u. This vector is orthogonal to u, and it must be unitary
because u is unitary. So it must be related to ξ by simply η = dξ/
√
(dξ)α(dξ)α.
Then, eq. 2.25 will be satisfied if:
∗ d ∗ η = ∇µηµ = 1√−g ∂µ(
√−ggµνην) = 0 (2.26)
This can be seen as the equations of motion of the action:
S =
∫ √
(dξ)α(dξ)α
√−gd4x (2.27)
Now we would like to know which one of the two scenarios of fig. 2.6 satisfies
eq. 2.26 (although we already have argued that only the one with the same
energy on both sides of r = 0 corresponds to curves that extremize the length).
In fig. 2.7 we show the components of
√−ggµνην along a geodesic in geometry
(i) for these two scenarios. The relevant quantities in eq. 2.26 are ∂tη
t and ∂rη
r,
and as we can see from the figure, ∂rη
r is not well defined at r = 0 (meanwhile
∂tη
t = 0 at r = 0, because all geodesics from the congruence have ηt = 0 at
r = 0). This might seem surprising because dξ is matched on both sides of
the geometry for the two scenarios, but actually the r component of dξ (that
tends to 0 as we approach to r = 0) multiplied by g−1rr (that tends to ∞) gives
a different limit at r = 0 depending on each geodesic.
In the case of a congruence in a d-dimensional space-time, the congruence
would be defined by (d−1) 1-forms. The situation is more complicated as there
is a lot of freedom choosing said forms, but we can check that the congruence is
made of geodesic curves, if every uniparametric family of the congruence satisfies
eq. 2.26.
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Figure 2.7: Components of
√−ggµνην along a geodesic for the two scenarios depicted in fig.
2.6, the r component in blue, and the t component in violet. The left scenario is the one that
actually solves eq. 2.26.
2.4 Quadratic Gravity
In this section I will introduce a modified theory of gravity which received much
interest after the first attempts to quantize gravity, adding new terms to the
GR Lagrangian that would make the theory renormalizable. This Lagrangian
has been understood as an effective approximation to the new gravitational
physics at high energies, and might contain information relevant to the internal
structure of black holes or the propagation of gravitational waves in the early
universe. A reduced version of this Lagrangian is the so called Starobinsky
model [43], which has received wide interest in the context of cosmic inflation.
As we will see, the resulting theory suffers from ghost instabilities which render
the theory inadequate as a fundamental theory; however the theory can still be
used as an effective theory.
Our interest in this theory comes from its treatment in the Metric-Affine
formalism. As we will see in the next chapter, in the Metric-Affine formalism
the connection is no longer required to be the Levi-Civita connection of the
metric. As a consequence, the resulting equations of motion in this formalism
do not have the higher-order derivatives that cause ghost instabilities in the
Riemannian formalism. Therefore, the theory in the Metric-Affine formalism
represents an interesting playground for modified gravity theories that has not
been sufficiently explored. The results already obtained in the literature in the
usual (Riemannian) formalism thus will serve as a reference point for compar-
ison. In particular, charged black hole solutions have been found (with some
approximation scheme) [44], and even “regular” black hole solutions for some
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non-linear electrodynamic theory [45] .
2.4.1 Linearised GR
Quadratic gravity was born out of the non-renormalizability of the perturbative
quantization of GR. The starting point of this quantization procedure is the
linearised theory of GR. The metric is splitted into a Minkowski background
ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) plus some perturbation γµν . This perturbation will be
gravitational waves from a classical point of view, and gravitons from a quantum
point of view:
gµν = ηµν+γµν (g
−1)µν = (η−1)µν−γµν+O(γ2) γµν ≡ (η−1)µα(η−1)νβγαβ
(2.28)
With this decomposition, the volume form and the connection take the form:
√
det(g) = 1 +
1
2
γαα +O(γ
2) (2.29)
Γαβσ =
1
2
{∂σγβα + ∂βγασ − ∂αγβσ}+O(γ2) (2.30)
Substituting into the Lagrangian we have:
√−gR =
(
1 +
1
2
γδδ
)
(ηλσ− γλσ)(∂αΓαλσ−∂λΓαασ + ΓααβΓβλσ−ΓαλβΓβασ) (2.31)
Terms of the type ηλσ∂αΓ
α
λσ give terms which are first order on γ but are
a total derivative inside the lagrangian and can be rewritten as surface terms
that do not contribute to the action. The second-order terms are:
LE(γµν) = −1
4
γααγββ +
1
4
γαβγαβ +
1
2
γαα∂λ∂σγ
λσ− 1
2
γασ∂σ∂βγ
β
α (2.32)
where  ≡ ∂α∂α. This is the linearised Einstein Lagrangian that describes a
massless graviton. This theory is non-renormalizable ([46], [47]). Naively, GR
has a dimensional coupling constant which would make loop diagrams at each
loop level have a higher degree of divergence, each of them needing its own coun-
terterm, i.e., the theory would need an infinite number of counterterms (unlike
renormalizable theories, in which the cancellation of the divergences at each
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order of the perturbation theory can be done with a finite number of countert-
erms). If quadratic terms are added to the gravity action, the theory might be
renormalizable, because the behaviour of the propagator of the graviton for high
momenta would be dominated by this quadratic terms (as q−4, with q being the
momentum of the graviton), and as a consequence, power-counting shows that
all divergences are of degree four or less [48].
2.4.2 Fourth Order Derivatives and Ghosts in Quadratic
Gravity
The Lagrangian with quadratic terms in the curvature looks like:
S =
1
16pil2P
∫ {
R+ aR2 + bRαβRαβ
}√−gd4x+ Sm (2.33)
Where a and b are two constants with dimensions of length squared (which
makes a/8pil2P dimensionless). We have not considered the term R
µνλσRµνλσ
because it can be absorbed using the Gauss-Bonnet term R2 − 4RµνRµν +
RµνλσRµνλσ, whose integral is a topological invariant in 4 dimensions. Let us
study its equations of motion:
(α− 2β)∇µ∇νR− α∇λ∇λRµν − (1
2
α− 2β)gµν∇λ∇λR+ 2αRλσRµλνσ
−2βRRµν − 1
2
gµν(αR
λσRλσ − βR2) +Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = 8pil
2
PTµν (2.34)
These equations of motion contain terms that with four derivatives of the
metric tensor. For example, the terms of the type ∇µ∇νR have two derivatives
of the scalar curvature, which itself contains two derivatives of the metric tensor.
Let us study the linearised theory. The expansion of R2 and RαβRαβ is:
R2 = (∂α∂βγ
αβ −γλλ)2 +O(γ3) (2.35)
RαβRαβ = −1
2
(∂α∂λγ
λ
β)(∂
α∂σγ
σβ) +
1
2
(∂β∂λγ
λβ)(∂α∂σγ
σα)− 1
2
(γαα)(∂β∂λγλβ)
+
1
4
(γαβ)(γαβ) +
1
4
(γαα)(γββ) +O(γ3) (2.36)
With this, the linearised action looks like:
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S =
1
16pil2P
∫ {
LE(γµν) + a(∂α∂βγ
αβ −γλλ)2 (2.37)
+b
(
− 1
2
(∂α∂λγ
λ
β)(∂
α∂σγ
σβ) +
1
2
(∂β∂λγ
λβ)(∂α∂σγ
σα)
−1
2
(γαα)(∂β∂λγλβ) +
1
4
(γαβ)(γαβ) +
1
4
(γαα)(γββ)
)
+8pil2PT
µνγµν
}
d4x
Ghosts in Theories with Higher Derivatives
Theories with higher derivative terms usually give raise to ghost-like
instabilities. A very simple example (taken from [49]) of this would be a
theory of a massless scalar field with a fourth order derivative term. We
will see that this theory can be rewritten in terms of two scalar fields, one
of them with a kinetic term of the wrong sign. This kinetic term would
make the Hamiltonian unbounded from below, and it would be possible to
excite both scalar fields without bound. Let us write the Lagrangian of
such a theory:
L = −1
2
∇µφ∇µφ+ s
2Λ2
(φ)2 − Vint(φ) (2.38)
In this Lagrangian Λ is some energy scale and Vint(φ) is a self-interaction
term. The second term contains the D’Alambertian operator  squared,
and therefore, four derivatives. We have introduced a sign s = ±1 in
order to check whether the sign of this term with four derivatives affect
the existence of ghost instabilities or not. We can rewrite the same theory
using an auxiliary scalar field χ:
L = −1
2
∇µφ∇µφ− s∇µχ∇µφ− 1
2
sΛ2χ2 − Vint(φ) (2.39)
Solving the Euler-Lagrange equations for the χ field gives the follow-
ing relation χ = − 1Λ2φ, and it can be seen that both Lagrangians are
equivalent. Now we can diagonalize this new Lagrangian by substituting
φ = φ˜− sχ:
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L = −1
2
∇µφ˜∇µφ˜+ 1
2
∇µχ∇µχ− 1
2
sΛ2χ2 − Vint(φ˜, χ) (2.40)
As we can see, this Lagrangian describes two scalar fields φ˜ and χ, but χ
has a kinetic term of the wrong sign, no matter the sign of the fourth order
derivative term in the original Lagrangian. The scalar field χ has mass Λ,
and if the sign s is negative, it will be tachyonic. χ and φ˜ are coupled by the
self-interaction term Vint(φ˜, χ), and so, above energies of the mass Λ, these
new degrees of freedom will be excited, creating infinitely many particles of
the fields φ˜ and χ. Nevertheless, these excitations will only happen above
the energy Λ and it is possible to work with the theory as an effective field
theory up to that energy. In order to consider higher energies, we would
need to complete the theory in the UV.
Linearised quadratic gravity has a ghost field [50]. This can be seen from
this equivalent Lagrangian:
S =
1
16pil2P
∫ {
LE(γµν)− 1
2
Σαβγαβ +
1
2
Σααγββ − 1
2
Σσσ∂α∂βγ
αβ (2.41)
−1
2
Σαβ∂α∂βγ
σ
σ +
1
2
Σαβ(∂β∂σγ
σ
α + ∂α∂σγ
σ
β)
+
1
4b
ΣαβΣ
αβ − a
4b(4a+ b)
(Σαα)
2 + 8pil2PT
µνγµν
}
d4x
The Euler-Lagrange equations for Σ give:
Σµν = b
(
γµν − gµνγαα + ∂µ∂νγαα + gµν∂α∂βγαβ − ∂µ∂αγαν − ∂ν∂αγαµ
)
+2agµν
(
∂α∂βγ
αβ −γαα
)
(2.42)
Substituting this into the eqs. of motion obtained from 2.41, we can see that
both Lagrangians give the same theory. The kinetic term in this Lagrangian is
not diagonal, but making the change γµν → φµν + Σµν we obtain:
S =
1
16pil2P
∫ {
LE(φµν)−LE(Σµν) + 1
4b
ΣαβΣ
αβ − a
4b(4a+ b)
(Σαα)
2
+8pil2PT
µν(φµν + Σµν)
}
dx4 (2.43)
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This action describes a massless graviton with its kinetic term LE(φµν), but
also another graviton with kinetic term (−LE(Σµν)) having the wrong sign, and
with a mass term. This mass term does not correspond to a spin-2 field, but
the field Σ can be further separated into a pure spin-two and a scalar part.
The theory thus contains ghost instabilities, although it can be useful to study
possible modifications to GR in as effective field in certain curvature regime.
However, these instabilities would make the theory to break down when the field
is strong, in particular in the moment of formation of curvature divergences, and
therefore might not be appropriate to study the problem of singularities.
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Chapter 3
Metric-Affine Gravity
In this chapter, I will present the framework in which I am going to study new
extensions to GR, the Metric-Affine formalism. For that purpose, first I will
study in more detail the concept of covariant derivative, and how it is conceptu-
ally separated from the metric structure. Then I will present the Metric-Affine
formalism and study how to derive the equations of motion for a variety of La-
grangians. Finally I will conclude motivating why it is a good idea to study
physics in this framework, and I will provide an example of a physical system,
the Bravais crystal, that can also be described in the Metric-Affine formalism.
3.1 Connections and Curvature
In order to describe Nature, it is common to compare the value of a scalar
magnitude between two different points in space and time. If this comparison is
done between infinitesimally close points along some direction, we can obtain a
rate of change of this scalar magnitude, or as it is usually known, the derivative
of that magnitude along that direction.
However, what is a straightforward operation for scalar magnitudes, it is not
so trivial for vectorial ones. A vector is defined in the tangent space of a given
point. It is not possible to compare two vectors in two different points directly,
because the tangent spaces of each vector are different. In order to compare
them, we need to take both vectors to the same vectorial space, usually taking
one of them and transporting it to the tangent space of the other. Once both
vectors are in the same space, it is possible to obtain the difference of the two,
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which is another vector. This will also be the case if we want to compare tensors
of any other type, which will need to be transported to the same tangent space.
For a differentiable manifold, there is a way to transport vectors from one
point to another, using a diffeomorphism given by a vector field v whose flow
lines connect one point to the other. This diffeomorphism also transports the
tangent space at each point, and gives rise to a derivative called the Lie deriva-
tive Lv. However, this derivative depends on v as a vector field. In other words,
we need to know v in a neighbourhood of the point we are taking the derivative,
when a directional derivative should only depend on the direction of v at that
point. Therefore, the Lie derivative is not a satisfactory directional derivative.
To transport the tangent space from one point to another infinitesimally
close in a way that it only depends on the direction (which we will call parallel
transport), we will need to provide an additional structure that tells us how
to do that. This is known as the affine structure, and will be encoded into an
object called connection. The connection allows us to specify how to transport
the basis vectors, as there is no rule that tells us how to do it. In general, if we
transport the basis vectors from one point to other, the transported basis vectors
will be different from the basis vectors in the transported point. Therefore, to
transport any other vector, we can write it as a linear combination of the basis
vectors in the original point, and the transported vector will just be the same
linear combination of the transported basis vectors. This way of transporting
vectors will give raise to another derivative along some direction v, which we
will call covariant derivative ∇v.
This strikes against our intuition: It seems that in flat euclidean space, there
is already a reasonable way of transporting vectors. Namely, one would naturally
consider a vector to be parallel transported if its components in a Cartesian
basis do not change along its path. We have to realize two things: First one
is that if we transport Cartesian basis vectors from one point to another, the
transported basis vectors will coincide with the basis vectors in the transported
point. However, this will not be true for any other basis vector fields, in general.
If we work in any other basis, we will still need a connection to describe the
parallel transport. In other words, we still need a connection, it just happens
to vanish for a Cartesian basis. The second thing is that the Cartesian basis is
orthogonal and unitary, and to define such properties we have to make use of
the metric. This means that the metric structure of the space is inducing an
affine structure that tells us to do parallel transport in this way.
For a generic smooth manifold with a metric, it is possible to define parallel
transport in a similar way, as a small enough neighbourhood of a given point
will be approximately flat (In the sense that the metric can be described as an
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Euclidean metric up to first-order using appropriate coordinates). This way,
the metric gives rise to a connection known as the Levi-Civita connection that
will define parallel transport. This connection was already introduced in eq.
1.10, and was used to define the covariant derivative in GR and to calculate the
geodesics (paths of longest proper time / shortest length) of a given metric.
I will leave to the next section the discussion of whether we should use the
Levi-Civita connection as the affine structure of the space-time, or we should
use any other. In this section I will study how the connection is needed to
define a proper covariant derivative. I will present which additional properties
the covariant derivative must satisfy in order to be the Levi-Civita connection
of a metric, and I will study different decompositions of a generic connection.
Finally, I will construct the curvature tensors and study their properties.
3.1.1 Covariant Derivative
First of all, we must define what constitutes a covariant derivative. Let ∇v be
a differential operator, characterized by vector v, that acts on tensors of type
(p, q) giving another tensor of type (p, q). Let A, B, be tensor fields defined on
the space-time M; f be a function on M; and α, β be constants. Then ∇v is
a covariant derivative if it satisfies1:
(1) Linearity : ∇v(αA+ βB) = α∇vA+ β∇vB
(2) Leibniz Rule: ∇v(A⊗B) = (∇vA)⊗B +A⊗ (∇vB)
(3) Commutativity with contraction: ∇u(Aαi2...ipαj2..jq ) = (∇uA)αi2...ipαj2..jq
(4) Consistency : ∇vf = vα∂αf
(5) ∇fvA = f∇vA, ∇u+vA = ∇uA+∇vA
These properties gather what is understood by directional derivative. Prop-
erties (1) and (2) belong to any linear differential operator. Property (3) implies
that the tangent and cotangent spaces are transported the same way. Property
(4) makes the covariant derivative consistent with the fact that vector fields are
already a good directional derivative for functions. Property (5) tells us that
1As I already explained in the introduction, it is also common to understand the covariant
derivative like a gradient that takes a (p, q) type tensor T and gives a (p, q + 1) tensor ∇T
with components (∇T )i1...ipj1...j1µ ≡ ∇µT
i1...ip
j1...j1
≡ (∇eµT )i1...ipj1...j1 where eµ are the basis vectors.
With this notation, ∇vu = vα∇αu.
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this operator is indeed a directional derivative, and depends only in the direc-
tion in at the point we are taking the derivative, and not in the value of v in a
neighbourhood of the point.
The partial derivative operator ∂v = v
α∂α, satisfies these five properties but
does not produce a tensorial result. It depends on which coordinate system we
are working, and therefore it lacks real meaning. We are looking for a tensorial
differential operator. Let us start looking at how the covariant derivative should
act on a vector field u. Let us work in coordinates {xα} with base vectors
{eα ≡ ∂∂xα } and dual base {dxα}, in which the vector is expressed as u = uαeα.
Using the properties of consistency and the Leibniz rule we have that in general:
∇vu = ∇(vβeβ)(uαeα) = vβ(∂βuα)eα + uβvγ∇eγeβ (3.1)
By the definition of covariant derivative, ∇eγeβ is another vector, which
measures the failure of the basis vector field to be parallel transported along
a direction (given by another basis vector). This is what is understood as the
connection. In particular, the connection can be defined (in a particular choice
of basis vectors) as the set of functions Γαβγ such that:
Γαβγ ≡ dxα(∇eγeβ) (3.2)
So Γαβγ measures the variation in the direction eα, of the vector eβ , when it
is transported along the direction eγ . With the connection, we can write the
covariant derivative of a vector as:
∇vu = (vβ∂βuα + uβvγΓαβγ)eα (3.3)
Now, we can use the properties of the covariant derivative to know how it
acts on other tensor fields. For example, using properties (3) and (4) on the
covariant derivative of the contraction of a 1-form ω and a vector u along the
direction v, we can obtain the equation for the covariant derivative of a 1-form:
∇v(u⊗ω)ββ = (u⊗(∇vω)+(∇vu)⊗ω)ββ = uα(∇vω)α+(vα∂αuβ+Γβαγvαuγ)ωβ
(3.4)
On the other hand we have:
∇v(u⊗ ω)ββ = vα∂α(uβωβ) = ωβvα∂αuβ + uβvα∂αωβ (3.5)
Comparing both expressions we obtain:
∇vω = (vα∂αωβ − vαωγΓγαβ)dxβ (3.6)
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Following this procedure we can obtain the covariant derivative of generic
(p, q)-tensor field (in components):
∇vTα1...αpβ1...βq = vγ∂γTα1...αpβ1...βq +
p∑
i=1
vγΓαiγδT
α1...δ...αp
β1...βq
−
q∑
i=1
vγΓδγβiT
α1...αp
β1...δ...βq (3.7)
The connection Γαβγ is a set of functions (64 in 4 dimensions) that specifies
completely a covariant derivative in a given coordinate system. As the covariant
derivative is a tensorial operator, the connection will not transform tensorially,
because it has to compensate that partial derivatives do not transform tenso-
rially either. Let us figure how the connection transforms under a coordinate
change. If we change from coordinates {xα′} to coordinates {xα} we have:
∇vu = (vβ′(∂β′uα′) + uβ′vγ′Γα′β′γ′)eα′ (3.8)
=
(
vβ(∂βu
α)
∂xα
′
∂xα
+ vβuα
∂2xα
′
∂xβ∂xα
+
∂xβ
′
∂xβ
uβ
∂xγ
′
∂xγ
vγΓα
′
β′γ′
)
∂xσ
∂xα′
eσ (3.9)
In order for the derivative operator to transform as tensor, then Γαβγ must
transform as:
Γαβγ =
∂xβ
′
∂xβ
∂xγ
′
∂xγ
Γα
′
β′γ′
∂xα
∂xα′
+
∂2xα
′
∂xβ∂xγ
∂xα
∂xα′
(3.10)
The first term of the transformation relation is a tensorial transformation,
but there is an additional second term that depends on the second derivative
of the coordinate change, hence the connection is not a tensor, but a pseudo-
tensorial object. However, from this relation we can see that the difference of
two connections is a tensorial object, and so will be
∑
σ Γ
σ
µσ, and
∑
σ Γ
σ
σµ.
If the space-time has a metric g, there exists a unique connection called the
Levi-Civita connection, that gives rise to a covariant derivative g∇ (As notation,
in case there could be confusion to which affine structure the covariant derivative
is using, I will denote it next to the ∇ symbol) that satisfies these two additional
conditions:
(6) Torsion free: g∇uv − g∇vu− [u, v] = 0
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(7) Metric-compatible with g: g∇ug = 0
From these last two properties we can obtain an expression for the Levi-
Civita connection. Torsion free implies that the connection is symmetric Γαµν =
Γανµ. Writing the second condition in components, and rotating the indexes we
have: 
0 = g∇αgβγ = ∂αgβγ − Γλαβgλγ − Γλαγ︸︷︷︸
Γλγα
gβλ
0 = g∇βgγα = ∂βgγα − Γλβγgλα − Γλβα︸︷︷︸
Γλαβ
gγλ
0 = g∇γgαβ = ∂γgαβ − Γλγαgλβ − Γλγβ︸︷︷︸
Γλβγ
gαλ
(3.11)
Adding the first two identities, subtracting the third and multiplying by
gγσ/2 we obtain:
Γσαβ =
1
2
gσγ (∂αgβγ + ∂βgγα − ∂γgαβ) (3.12)
which is the Levi-Civita connection. Its components are the Christoffel symbols
and are sometimes denoted as
{
σ
αβ
}
. The quantity Γσµσ is a tensor for any
connection, in particular for the Levi-Civita connection its value is ∂µ log(
√−g).
Any other connection can be constructed as the sum of the Levi-Civita
connection and a tensor:
Γ˜σαβ =
{
σ
αβ
}
+Wαβ
σ (3.13)
It is possible to decompose a general connection further. A particularly
interesting decomposition can be done in terms of the torsion tensor S and the
non-metricity tensor Q:
Sµν
α ≡ 1
2
(
Γ˜αµν − Γ˜ανµ
)
=
1
2
(Wµν
α −Wνµα) Qµνα ≡ −Γ˜∇µgνα = Wµνλgλα+Wµαλgλν
(3.14)
The torsion tensor is the antisymmetric part of the connection in the first
two indices (24 independent components), and the non-metricity tensor is the
symmetric part in the last two indices (40 independent components). It is
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not possible to write the connection directly as the sum of the torsion and non
metricity, but we can construct another two tensors K (called contorsion tensor)
and L:2
Kµν
σ = gσα (Sµνα − Sµαν − Sναµ) (3.15)
Lµν
σ =
1
2
gσα (Qµνα +Qνµα −Qαµν) (3.16)
where Kµνα is antisymmetric in (ν, α), while Lµν
σ is symmetric in (µ, ν).
Then the connection can be separated as:
Γ˜σαβ =
{
σ
αβ
}
+Kαβ
σ + Lαβ
σ (3.17)
From this expression we can check that if we give the torsion and non-
metricity with respect to some metric, the connection is completely determined;
therefore, the Levi-Civita connection is the only connection for which the torsion
and non-metricity both vanish. Let us note that this decomposition depends
on the metric chosen, and a different metric will give a different decomposition
with a different Levi-Civita connection, different L and different K (although
the torsion S is independent of the metric, K changes with the choice of metric
because the metric is introduced in its definition, raising and lowering different
indices).
Given a generic connection Γ˜, an interesting proposition is to try to find a
metric h such that the torsionless part of the connection is given by the Levi-
Civita connection of h. Not every connection can be obtained from a metric; for
example, connections which are Levi-Civita satisfy Γ˜σµσ = ∂µ
√
deth, but this is
not true in general: Γ˜σµσ is a 1-form, and it does not have to be exact. Moreover,
it would be possible that Γ˜σµσ is a closed 1-form, which can be written as the
gradient of a function locally, but not exact, and consequently there does not
exist a global function
√
deth such that Γ˜σµσ is the gradient of. In general, it is
not a trivial task to find such a metric h, and the problem depends crucially on
the topology of space.
3.1.2 Curvature Tensors
Though the connection is not itself a tensor, it is possible to construct different
tensorial quantities out of it. An example is the torsion and another is the
2Here we have lowered the indexes of S with the metric g
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curvature (or Riemann) tensor. Curvature manifests as the failure of a vector
to remain parallel to itself after being parallel transported along a closed loop.
The Riemann tensor measures this failure around infinitesimal loops in space-
time. This tensor takes 3 vectors (two that represent the directions in the
loop, and one that is the transported vector) and gives us another one (that
measures the difference of being transported along one path or another). Given
a covariant derivative, the Riemann tensor is defined as:
ΓR(u, v)w = Γ∇uΓ∇vw − Γ∇vΓ∇uw − Γ∇[u,v]w (3.18)
or in components in a coordinate basis:
Rαβµν(Γ) = ∂µΓ
α
νβ − ∂νΓαµβ + ΓαµσΓσνβ − ΓανσΓσµβ (3.19)
The Riemann tensor for a general connection does not have the same sym-
metries as for the Levi-Civita connection of a metric. In particular Rααµν 6= 0
in general. But it is still antisymmetric in (µ, ν) by construction and satisfies
the Bianchi identities, in particular the first3:
Rαβµν = −Rαβνµ (3.22)
Rαβµν +R
α
µνβ +R
α
νβµ = Sµν
λSλβ
α + Sνβ
λSλµ
α + Sβµ
λSλν
α (3.23)
+∇µSνβα +∇νSβµα +∇βSµνα
Given two connections Γ, Γ˜ related by a tensor W as Γ˜ = Γ + W , their
associated Riemann tensors are related as:
Rαβµν(Γ˜) = R
α
βµν(Γ) +
Γ∇µWνβα − Γ∇νWµβα + (Γλµν − Γλνµ)Wλβα (3.24)
+Wµλ
αWνβ
λ −WνλαWµβλ
The Ricci tensor is defined as one of the traces of the Riemann tensor Rβν =
Rαβαν . Given the same two connections, their Ricci tensors will be related as:
3The first Bianchi identity can be derived noting that the commutator of two vector fields
can be written as:
[u, v]µ = uα∇αvµ − vα∇αuµ − Sαβµuαvβ (3.20)
And applying it to the Jacobi identity:
[u, [v, w]] + [v, [w, u]] + [w, [u, v]] = 0 (3.21)
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Rβν(Γ˜) = Rβν(Γ) +
Γ∇αWνβα − Γ∇νWαβα + (Γλαν − Γλνα)Wλβα (3.25)
+Wαλ
αWνβ
λ −WνλαWαβλ
The Ricci tensor for a general connection does not need to be symmetric,
even if that connection is torsionless. In the previous equation, if Γ is the
Levi-Civita connection of a metric and W is symmetric, we have that the anti-
symmetric part of the Ricci tensor is:
R[βν](Γ˜) = ∂βWνα
α − ∂νWβαα (3.26)
Which is non-zero in general. The antisymmetric part of the Ricci is in
general the exterior derivative of the vector Wνα
α. If it is indeed different from
zero, then Γ˜σµσ will not be the gradient of a function, and this means that Γ˜
cannot be written as the Levi-Civita connection of a metric h.
3.2 Metric-Affine Formalism
In the last section we have introduced an affine structure to our manifold in
order to define a covariant derivative. We have also seen that if the manifold
has a metric structure, it naturally induces an affine structure on the manifold
through the Levi-Civita connection. A natural question is whether we should
use the Levi-Civita connection, or a connection independent of the metric.
Taking the Levi-Civita connection of the metric as our affine structure is
known as the Riemannian formalism. General Relativity is done in this for-
malism. At the time GR was developed, this was the only known possibility,
as the theory of affine connections had not been developed yet. Working with
a connection independent of the metric is known as Metric-Affine formalism
([51], [52]).
It may feel natural to work in the Riemannian formalism, as unaccelerated
observers will preserve angles along their path, which agrees with our notion
that moving an object around space does not change that object. The Einstein
Equivalence Principle makes use of this notion because if the rest frame did
not preserve angles, non-gravitational experiments would be frame-dependent,
and EEP violations have not been observed. However, the Riemannian formal-
ism imposes artificial restrictions on the affine structure. A theory in which
matter follows geodesics of a connection that is independent of the metric, but
approximately equal to the Levi-Civita connection except in the regions where
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gravity is most strong, would still agree with EEP within the experimental
range. Another thing we should note is that in order to define ’unaccelerated’
we have to look into the equations of motion of the matter. The equations of
motion for matter in the Riemannian formalism tell us that matter particles
follow geodesics of the metric. The path of matter particles in the Metric-Affine
formalism depends on how matter couples to the connection. If matter does
not couple to the connection, matter particles will still follow geodesics of the
metric and the EEP would not be violated. If this is the case, the geodesics
of the independent connection would be accelerated paths, and not preserving
angles would just translate into forces to an object following them (This is the
case, for example, of some models in which dark matter follows geodesics from
a different metric than the space-time one, see [53], [54]). So we should consider
that the Metric-Affine formalism is a viable strategy to study modifications to
gravity.
Now, I want to know how to construct a theory of gravity in the Metric-
Affine formalism. In the Riemannian formalism we construct a gravity action
with a Lagrangian made of curvature scalars. Performing the variation of the
action with respect to the metric gives us a set of equations of motion which
can be solved, that equate the curvature of space-time (which comes from the
variation of gravity action with respect to the metric) to the matter content of
the universe, represented by the energy-momentum tensor (which comes from
the variation of the matter action with respect to the metric). These equations
are enough to describe gravity. The case of the Metric-Affine formalism is
similar, we can construct a gravity Lagrangian made of curvature scalars, and
perform the variation of the action with respect to both the metric and the
connection, obtaining two sets of equations of motion. Analogous to the energy-
momentum tensor, there will be a hypermomentum tensor that corresponds to
variation of the matter action with respect to the connection. It should be
possible to solve these equations to obtain both the metric and the connection.
The first question the Metric-Affine formalism faces is whether it is possible
to recover the GR results. It would be good if we can find theories which are
different from GR, but not too different, since GR makes correct predictions
for the solar system and many other experiments. Let us consider the same
Lagrangian as in GR, LG = R, which now depends both on the connection and
the metric R = gαβRαβ(Γ).
S =
1
16pil2P
∫
M
gαβRαβ(Γ)
√
|g|d4x+
∫
M
Lm
√−gd4x (3.27)
The variation of the action with respect to the metric gives us a familiar
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equation:
Rµν(Γ)− 1
2
R(Γ)gµν = 8pil
2
PTµν (3.28)
This equation looks exactly like Einstein’s equations, but instead of the cur-
vature tensor associated to the Levi-Civita connection, we have a curvature
tensor associated to an independent connection. We also have to take the varia-
tion of the action with respect to the components of the independent connection.
The variation of the Riemann tensor with respect to the connection is:
δRαβµν = ∂µδΓ
α
νβ − ∂νδΓανβ + δΓαµλΓλνβ + ΓαµλδΓλνβ − δΓανλΓλµβ − ΓανλδΓλµβ(3.29)
= ∇µδΓανβ −∇νδΓαµβ − (Γλµν − Γλνµ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2Sµνλ
δΓαλβ (3.30)
With this result let us proceed to take the variation of the Lagrangian:
δ(R
√−g) = gνβ (∇αδΓανβ −∇νδΓααβ − 2SλανδΓαλβ)√−g (3.31)
= ∇α
{
(gνβδΓανβ − gαβδΓσσβ)
√−g} (3.32)
−δΓανβ
{∇α(gνβ√−g)− δνα∇σ(gσβ√−g)− 2Sαλνgλβ√−g}
At this point we are interested in rewriting some of the terms, so that we
can separate the surface terms from the rest. The first term is of the form
∇α(Jα√−g), but in general we have that ∇µ√−g = ∂µ√−g − Γλµλ
√−g, so
∇α(Jα√−g) = ∂α(Jα√−g) − JλSλαα. With this, the variation of the La-
grangian is:
δ(R
√−g) = ∂α
{
(gνβδΓανβ − gαβδΓσσβ)
√−g}− (gνβδΓανβ − gαβδΓσσβ)Sαλλ(3.33)
−δΓανβ
{∇α(gνβ√−g)− δνα∇σ(gσβ√−g)− 2Sαλνgλβ√−g}
The first term is a total derivative that under the integral gives a surface
term whose variation is 0. The variation of the action is:
δS =
∫ {∇α(gνβ√−g)− δνα∇σ(gσβ√−g)− 2Sαλνgλβ√−g (3.34)
+2gνβSα
λ
λ
√−g − 2δναSβλλ
√−g} δΓανβd4x
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In this thesis, I will work with the a priori assumption that the torsion
vanishes, the role of torsion will be discussed in section 3.2.2. At this point we
have to set the torsion to 0 and take the variation just to the symmetric part of
the connection, so we need to symmetrize the equation multiplying δΓανβ . With
this assumption, the variation of the action reads:
δS =
∫ {
∇α(gνβ
√−g)− 1
2
δνα∇σ(gσβ
√−g)− 1
2
δβα∇σ(gσν
√−g)
}
δΓα(νβ)d
4x
(3.35)
From which we obtain the second set of equations of motion:
1√−g∇α(g
νβ√−g)−1
2
δνα
1√−g∇σ(g
σβ√−g)−1
2
δβα
1√−g∇σ(g
σν√−g) = 16pil2pHαβν
(3.36)
Where Hα
βν ≡ 1√−g δLM
√−g
δΓανβ
corresponds to the coupling of matter to the
connection and is called the hypermomentum tensor. Let us consider that mat-
ter does not couple to the connection4. In this case the equation can be simplified
if we contract indices α and β, from which we obtain − 32∇σ(gσν
√−g) = 0. The
second set of equations of motion simplifies to:
∇α(
√−ggνβ) = 0 (3.37)
This is an algebraic system of equations that tells us that the independent
connection must be the Levi-Civita connection of the metric g. This fact, to-
gether with equation 3.28 gives the same equations as General Relativity in
Riemannian formalism.
For the LG = R Lagrangian, the metric-affine formalism does not offer
new solutions with respect to GR, although it is always welcome to impose less
artificial restrictions in our theory. If we want to obtain new solutions we will
need a different Lagrangian so eq. 3.37 changes, which will generate a difference
between the independent connection and the Levi-Civita connection of g.
3.2.1 General Lagrangian
Now we can consider a Lagrangian that depends in a general way of the Riemann
tensor of the curvature and the metric, LG = f(Rαβµν , gµν). The variation of
the action with respect to the metric gives us one set of equations of motion:
4This will be the case if the matter action consists of the usual Lagrangians.
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∂f
∂g(µν)
− f
2
gµν = 8pil
2
PTµν (3.38)
Unlike the LG = R case, these equations in the Metric-Affine formalism are
different from those of the Riemannian formalism for the same Lagrangian. In
particular, the equations in the Riemannian formalism include second deriva-
tives of the Ricci tensor, or in other words, fourth-order derivatives of the metric.
The equations in the Metric-Affine formalism are of lower order, and therefore
there will not be ghost instabilities in these theories.
Now let us focus in the second set of equations of motion. Let us define
Pα
βµν ≡ ∂fRαβµν and let us perform the variation of the gravity Lagrangian with
respect to the connection:
δ(LG
√−g) = PαβµνδRαβµν
√−g (3.39)
= Pα
βµν
(∇µδΓανβ −∇νδΓαµβ − 2SµνλδΓαλβ)√−g (3.40)
= ∇µ
[(
Pα
βµνδΓανβ − PαβνµδΓανβ
)√−g] (3.41)
−∇µ
[(
Pα
βµν − Pαβνµ
)√−g] δΓανβ − 2SµνλδΓαλβ√−g
= ∂µ
[(
Pα
βµνδΓανβ − PαβνµδΓανβ
)√−g] (3.42)
− [(PαβµνδΓανβ − PαβνµδΓανβ)√−g]Sµλλ
−∇µ
[(
Pα
βµν − Pαβνµ
)√−g] δΓανβ − 2SµνλδΓαλβ√−g
The total derivatives will become surface terms under integration and will
not contribute to the variation of the action. Again, we will consider no torsion
Sαβ
λ = 0, so we will have to symmetrize the indices that multiply the symmetric
part of the connection:
δ(LG
√−g) = 1
2
∇µ
[(
Pα
βµν + Pα
νµβ − Pαβνµ − Pανβµ
)√−g] δΓα(νβ) (3.43)
The variation of the matter Lagrangian will give the hypermomentum tensor
as before. The second set of equations of motion are:
1
2
∇µ
[(
Pα
βµν + Pα
νµβ − Pαβνµ − Pανβµ
)√−g] = 16pil2pHανβ (3.44)
These equations will generate differences between the independent connec-
tion and the Levi-Civita connection of the metric.
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f(R,Q) Lagrangian
A particularly interesting subset of Lagrangians are those of the type f(R,Q),
which depend on the curvature scalarsR andQ ≡ RµνRµν withRµν ≡ gµαgναRαβ(Γ).
In this case we will have that the variation of f(R,Q) with respect to the Rie-
mann tensor is:
Pα
βµν = ∂Rfδα
µgβν + 2∂Qfδα
µRβν (3.45)
Let us remember that Rβν does not need to be symmetric, so Q can be
written as Q = R(µν)R(µν) + R
[µν]R[µν]. We are going to consider that the
torsion vanishes, and that matter does not couple to the connection. The two
sets of equations of motion are:
8pil2pTµν = ∂RfR(µν) + 2∂Qf(R(αµ)R(βν) +R[αµ]R[βν])g
αβ − f
2
gµν (3.46)
0 = ∇α[(∂Rfgβν + 2∂QfR(βν))
√−g] (3.47)
−1
2
δα
ν∇µ[(∂Rfgβµ + 2∂QfRβµ)
√−g]
−1
2
δα
β∇µ[(∂Rfgνµ + 2∂QfRνµ)
√−g]
In order to solve these equations is useful to construct an auxiliary metric h
such that:
(h−1)βν
√−h = (∂Rfgβν + 2∂QfR(βν))
√−g (3.48)
With this auxiliary metric it is possible to write the independent connection
in terms of the Levi-Civita connection of h and the non-metricity (with respect
to h):
Qµαβ(h) ≡ −∇µhαβ Γσαβ =
{
σ
αβ
}
(h) +
1
2
(h−1)σµ (Qαβµ +Qβαµ −Qµαβ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lαβσ
(3.49)
With this change, the second set of equations of motion can be written as:
0 = ∇α[(h−1)βν
√−h]− 1
2
δα
ν∇µ[(h−1)βµ
√−h]− 1
2
δα
β∇µ[(h−1)νµ
√−h]
−δαν∇µ(∂QfR[βµ]
√−g)− δαβ∇µ(∂QfR[νµ]
√−g) (3.50)
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It is possible to simplify this last expression if we realize that contracting α
and β we obtain:
5∇µ(∂QfR[νµ]
√−g) = −3
2
∇µ[(h−1)νµ
√−h] (3.51)
With this relation it is possible to simplify eq. 3.50 (note that this way we
are losing 4 of the 40 equations that determine the symmetric connection, and
we will need to go back to this last equation to solve completely the connection):
0 = ∇α[(h−1)βν
√−h]− 1
5
δα
ν∇µ[(h−1)βµ
√−h]− 1
5
δα
β∇µ[(h−1)νµ
√−h] (3.52)
Using the decomposition of the connection as the Levi-Civita connection of
h plus the non-metricity, the last equation reads:
0 = (h−1)βλLαλν+(h−1)νλLαλβ−(h−1)βνLαλλ−1
5
δα
β(h−1)λσLλσν−1
5
δα
ν(h−1)λσLλσβ
(3.53)
In this equation, it appears both the full non-metric part of the connection
Lαβ
ν and different traces of it. It is possible to use this expression to write
Lαβ
ν in terms of its own traces and the metric. To do that we have to cycle the
free indices and add or subtract the new expressions accordingly and multiply
by h to obtain:
Lαβ
ν =
1
2
{
δβ
νLαλ
λ + δα
νLβλ
λ − hαβ(h−1)νσLσλλ + 2
5
hαβ(h
−1)σλLσλν
}
(3.54)
Multiplying this equation by (h−1)αβ we obtain that 15 (h
−1)σλLσλν = −(h−1)νσLσλλ.
Using this relation and defining Φα ≡ Lαλλ we finally have:
Lαβ
ν =
1
2
{
δα
νΦβ + δβ
νΦα − 3hαβ(h−1)νλΦλ
}
(3.55)
The non-metric part of the connection can be written just as a contribution
of the vector Φ. The full independent connection is the Levi-Civita connection
of h plus this contribution. To completely determine the connection, we still
need to determine the vector Φ through equation 3.51, which will be a dynamical
equation. But before doing that, let us write the Ricci tensor of the connection
as the Ricci tensor of the metric h plus terms that depend on Φ using eq. 3.25:
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R(βν)(Γ) = Rβν(h)− 3
4
(ΦβΦν + hβν(h
−1)λσΦλΦσ) (3.56)
R[βν](Γ) =
1
2
(∂βΦν − ∂νΦβ) (3.57)
R[βν] works like an “Electromagnetic tensor” of the vector potential Φ. Now,
equation 3.51 reads:
∇µ(∂QfR[νµ]
√−g) = 3
2
(h−1)νλΦλ (3.58)
Which is a dynamical equation for the vector Φ. In equation 3.46, it is
possible to move the curvature terms that depend on Φ to the other side of the
equation, and think of them as a contribution to the energy-momentum tensor.
For a Lagrangian f = R+R[αµ]R[βν]g
αβgµν , the theory would be equivalent to
the Einstein-Proca system, with Φ the Proca field ([55],[56]). Other Lagrangians
would be non-linear generalizations of this system.
If we are not interested in describing a Proca field, we can set Φ = 0,
R[µν] = 0. Let us note that disregarding this Proca field, the connection is
completely determined by the auxiliary metric h, which in turn is related to g
through eq. 3.48. If we define a matrix Σ as:
Σα
ν ≡ (∂Rf)δαν + 2(∂Qf)gνβRβα (3.59)
Then the relation between h and g can be written as:
(h−1)µν =
gµαΣα
ν
√
det Σ
hµν =
√
det Σ(Σ−1)ανgµα (3.60)
This matrix Σ can be obtained from the stress-energy tensor alone: the
matter content of the space-time is the one who dictates the relation between
the space-time metric and the auxiliary metric. For a reasonable theory in which
we expect to recover GR at low curvatures (f(R,Q) ∼ R), this Σ matrix will
become the identity for vacuum, and will only introduce changes when there is
matter present. In the next chapter I will show how to solve these equations
of motion, and in particular, electrovacuum solutions for a family of quadratic
Lagrangians in a static and spherically symmetric geometry.
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3.2.2 Role of Torsion in Metric-Affine Formalism
Setting the torsion to zero is a choice we have made during the work of this
thesis. The resulting theories are simpler than if we had considered torsion,
yet they will still provide new and exciting features. The opposite scenario,
where non-metricity is considered to be zero but torsion allowed to be free, is
called Einstein-Cartan theory. Torsion couples to fermionic fields and would be
of special importance if we are studying solutions in which they are present, as
there would be new interactions depending if torsion vanishes or not.
I also want to highlight the differences of considering vanishing torsion a
priori instead of a posteriori (see [55] for further details). We could have worked
in the case where torsion is allowed to be free but then treat only solutions in
which the torsion is zero. These solutions would be different from the ones
obtained with the a priori approach, and it can be shown that the equations
of motion are manifestly different. If we take the variation of the action in eq.
3.42, obtain the equation of motion with torsion, and then set the torsion to 0,
we would obtain:
∇µ
[(
Pα
βνµ − Pαβµν
)√−g] (3.61)
which is manifestly different from eq. 3.44, unless Pα
β[µν] = Pα
ν[µβ]. In
general, solutions for the equations of motion with a connection with torsion,
will result in the torsion being different from 0, even if matter does not couple
to it. Although in general, torsion will not vanish, we can look for solutions
in which it vanishes (which will be a particular subset of all the solutions).
If torsion vanishes, the Ricci tensor will always be symmetric (which would
remove the dynamical vector degree of freedom that happens removing torsion
a priori). The equations for a f(R,Q) theory with vanishing torsion a posteriori
are equivalent to the equations with vanishing torsion a priori and considering
a symmetric Ricci tensor, which are:
(∂Rf)Rµν − f
2
gµν + 2(∂Qf)RµαRβνg
αβ = 8pil2PTµν (3.62)
∇λ
[√−g((∂Rf)gµν + 2(∂Qf)Rαβgµαgνβ)] = 0 (3.63)
The solutions obtained in both approaches are the same, although the full
theory is different. In particular, if we consider perturbations of these solutions,
in the a posteriori approach we should consider perturbations that give rise to
torsion.
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3.3 Motivation
As we have seen, GR can be obtained in both the Riemannian and the Metric-
Affine formalisms from the Lagrangian LG = R. One might think that the
Riemannian formalism is simpler because it depends on less variables; but one
could also argue that forcing the connection to be the Levi-Civita connection
of the metric is an artificial restriction that greatly increases the complexity of
the problem.
In the Metric-Affine formalism there is a greater number of equations, but
those are of lesser degree than in the Riemannian formalism. For the GR La-
grangian LG = R, the equations in Riemannian formalism are second-order
differential equations on the metric tensor, meanwhile in the Metric-Affine for-
malism, they are first-order differential equations on the connection (although
both are equivalent). For a more general Lagrangian LG = f(Rαβµν , gµν), the
equations in Riemannian formalism will contain up to fourth-order derivatives
of the metric5, meanwhile in the Metric-Affine formalism, they will be second-
order in the connection.
As pointed out in section 2.4.2, the fourth-order derivatives that appear
in the Riemannian formalism lead to new degrees of freedom in the theory,
some of them with negative energy. From a classical point of view, this can
lead to violations of causality. The Metric-Affine formalism is free from this
problem. This makes the Metric-Affine formalism a compelling way to introduce
modifications to General Relativity. Also, second-order equations fit better to
the requirements of quantization of physical theories, which is an additional
positive feature of the metric-affine approach versus the metric one.
The Metric-Affine approach has already been used to study the cosmic speed-
up problem [60], and also to remove the big bang singularity through a bouncing
cosmology [61]. In the next chapters we will see how the Metric-Affine formalism
can be used to treat the problem of singularities in black holes.
3.3.1 Analogy with Bravais Crystals
A particularly nice way to understand Metric-Affine theory is through a totally
different system that can also be described in these terms: the Bravais crystals
([62], [63]). Crystalline structures are discrete systems that can be described
5There are some gravity theories –known as Lovelock gravity– in which the Lagrangian is
constructed in such a way that the fourth-order derivatives in the equations of motion cancel
out [57]. For these theories, the field equations in the torsionless case are the same in both
the Riemannian formalism and the Metric-Affine formalism ([58], [59]).
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in the continuum limit using the language of differential geometry. An ideal
Bravais crystal can be constructed translating a point (atom) in three crystal-
lographic directions repeatedly. A perfect crystal is a deformation of an ideal
crystal. Both ideal and perfect crystals can be described using Riemannian
geometry. However, real crystals contain defects in its structure and must be
described using a metric-affine approach ([64], [65], [66], [67], [68]). The type of
defects we are going to consider are vacancies/interstitials (point-like defects)
and dislocations (one-dimensional defects). These defects are usually dynamical
and can move through the crystal, or recombine with themselves and with other
types of defects, perhaps upon the effect of heat or external forces.
Figure 3.1: Example of defects in a crystal are interstitials/vacancies (on the left) and dislo-
cations (on the right)
The continuum limit is obtained as we take the lattice spacing to 0 while
keeping the matter density constant and also the density of defects constant.
In a crystal, at each point (atom) there is a vector space defined by the three
crystallographic directions. For a cubic ideal crystal, the three crystallographic
directions {ea} match the directions defined by a Cartesian coordinate system
{ ∂∂xi }. The distance between two points in the same direction is measured by
lattice step counting. If we consider two arbitrary points in a neighbourhood
separated by dx, the distance is given by the metric ds2 = δijdx
idxj . The paral-
lel transport of a vector v is introduced considering that v is parallel transported
if ∂iv
j = 0.
A perfect crystal is a deformation of an ideal crystal, and so, the crystal-
lographic directions will be related to the Cartesian basis vectors through a
transformation ea = A
i
a
∂
∂xi . Since the perfect crystal has no defects, the ma-
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trix A can be written in terms of a coordinate transformation Aia =
∂xi
∂x˜a . The
metric that describes our crystal now can be written as gab = A
i
aA
j
bδij . The
condition of parallelism now becomes ∂cv
a = Γacbv
b where Γacb = (A
−1)al∂cAlb
is the lattice connection. Two vectors are parallel according to the lattice con-
nection if they were parallel in the ideal crystal, before deformation.
The description of a perfect crystal is just taking the euclidean metric and
writing it in the basis of the crystallographic directions. This is because the
step counting procedure is equivalent to the euclidean distance. However, in the
case of a crystal with defects, interstitials and vacancies break the step counting
procedure, and it is not possible to work out a metric in the same way as before.
Besides, dislocations makes the matrix Aia, that relates the crystallographic
directions to the Cartesian directions, no longer derivable from a coordinate
transformation. Therefore, the lattice connection will present torsion Scb
a =
(A−1)al∂[cAlb], if there is a non-vanishing density of dislocations.
To understand the effect of point-like defects we can construct an auxiliary
metric h, which is compatible with the connection Γ, if we use the step counting
procedure as if no point defects were present (removing the interstitials and
filling the vacancies). The metric that describes the crystal will be related to
the auxiliary one through some transformation. If N+ and N− are the densities
of interstitials and vacancies, and these defects are isotropic, both metrics are
related as g = (1−N−+N+)2h. Since h is parallel transported with Γ, Γ∇h = 0,
then g is not, Γ∇g 6= 0. Point-like defects generate non-metricity.
We can see the similarities with the metric-affine approach in gravity. The
crystallographic defects play the role of the matter stress-energy density in the
space-time. When there are no defects, the geometry is effectively Riemannian;
this would also be the case of the space-time when the matter content of the uni-
verse is vacuum. If there are defects in the crystal or matter in the space-time,
the geometry becomes non-metric, but in both cases the parallel transport is de-
fined by an auxiliary metric. This auxiliary metric is related to the physical one
through a matrix that depends on the defects/matter (see eq. 3.60), becoming
the identity for an ideal crystal/vacuum. The theory of defects plays a funda-
mental role in the physics of crystalline solids, and although defects seem to be
objects that play a role in the micro-scale, they give raise to global properties
such as plasticity, viscosity and viscoelasticity. In the same spirit, Metric-Affine
theories might be fundamental not only in the description of the high curvature
regions of space-time, but also in the cosmological properties of our universe.
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Chapter 4
Geonic Wormhole
In this chapter, we will see how to get black hole solutions of the space-time in
the Metric-Affine framework. As we discussed in the last chapter, to obtain solu-
tions different from GR we need two things: an energy-momentum tensor differ-
ent from vacuum, and a gravity Lagrangian different from the GR Lagrangian,
R. For the energy-momentum tensor, we will study the case of a spherically
symmetric electrovacuum field. In this way we will obtain charged black hole
solutions that can be compared to charged black holes in GR, which are given
by the Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric. For the gravity Lagrangian, we will consider
a general Lagrangian that depends on the curvature scalars R, Q ≡ RαβRαβ .
Then we will choose a particular quadratic Lagrangian, LG = R+ l2P (aR
2 +Q),
and study the solutions obtained from it.
We will see that this new charged black hole solutions are really similar to the
GR solution, but instead of a central singularity, they have a wormhole struc-
ture near the centre. Besides, they have no sources that generate the charges
that characterize the solutions. The charge arises as a topological magnitude
associated to the electric flux that passes through the geometry. This makes
these solutions to be in agreement with Wheeler’s definition of geons.
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4.1 General Method for Solving a Space-time
with a f(R,Q) Action and Spherical Sym-
metry
We start from the action:
S =
1
16pil2P
∫
f(R,Q)
√−gd4x+
∫
Lm
√−gd4x (4.1)
where Lm is the matter Lagrangian. Imposing that the variation of the action
with respect to the metric and the connection is zero, we obtain the equations
of motion:
(∂Rf)Rµν − f
2
gµν + 2(∂Qf)RµαRβνg
αβ = 8pil2PTµν (4.2)
∇λ
[√−g((∂Rf)gµν + 2(∂Qf)Rαβgµαgνβ)] = 0 (4.3)
where Tµν =
2√−g
δL
√−g
δgµν is the energy-momentum tensor. It is assumed that
the matter Lagrangian does not depend on the independent connection, and that
torsion vanishes. We will also consider the Ricci tensor Rµν to be symmetric
1.
This system of equations is apparently very complicated. We have to solve
for the metric gµν and the independent connection Γ
α
βγ , but they appear mixed
in the equations. The procedure to solve this equations will be the following
[69]:
• First, we will define a mixed object Pµν ≡ gµαRαν that depends both
on the metric and the connection. The trace of Pµν , and the trace of
PµαP
α
ν gives us R and Q respectively. With this object, eqs. 4.2 can be
written as an algebraic matrix equation on Pµν , which can be solved, and
from it, obtain R and Q.
• Second, we will use eqs. 4.3 to define an auxiliary metric hµν so that the
independent connection is the Levi-Civita connection of this metric. The
1As we saw in the last chapter, there are two approaches to vanishing torsion, we can
consider vanishing torsion a priori, before performing the variation of the action, in which
the antisymmetric part of Rµν describes a vectorial degree of freedom, akin to a Proca field,
in which we are not interested and can disregard; or we can consider vanishing torsion a
posteriori, in which we are studying the particular solutions of the theory in which torsion
vanishes, which makes the Ricci tensor naturally symmetric.
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Ricci tensor Rµν can be written either in terms of first derivatives of Γ
α
βγ ,
or second derivatives of hµν .
• The metric gµν is related to hµν through a transformation matrix Σµν .
This transformation depends on Pµν , R and Q, but those are already
known. With this transformation, we can write eqs. 4.2 only in terms of
h and its derivatives, instead of (g,Γ).
• Now it is possible to integrate h from those equations, and from there, get
the metric g and the connection Γ.
Let us follow this procedure as much as we can without specifying a partic-
ular Lagrangian and energy-momentum tensor. The first step is to rewrite eq.
4.2 using the mixed object Pµν ≡ gµαRαν :
2(∂Qf)P
µ
αP
α
ν + (∂Rf)P
µ
ν − f
2
δµν = 8pil
2
PT
µ
ν (4.4)
This is an algebraic equation on Pµν of second degree. To obtain P
µ
ν , first
we have to complete the square:
(
Pµα +
∂Rf
4∂Qf
δµα
)(
Pαν +
∂Rf
4∂Qf
δαν
)
=
1
2∂Qf
((
f
2
+
(∂Rf)
2
8∂Qf
)
δµν + 8pil
2
PT
µ
ν
)
(4.5)
From this equation, we would like to say that
(
Pµα +
∂Rf
4∂Qf
δµα
)
is the
“square root” of the right hand side. But this is a matrix equation, and it
has multiple square roots. Agreement in the low curvature regime should select
the correct one. Then we will obtain an equation that gives us Pµν in terms of
Tµν , R, and Q. The trace of this new equation and the trace of its square gives
a system of equations that depend only in R, Q and Tµν . Known T
µ
ν gives us
the value of the curvature scalars, and hence, also of Pµν .
The next step is to construct an auxiliary metric h so that the independent
connection is the Levi-Civita connection of this metric. This implies that h
must fulfil:
∇λ
[√−hhµν] = 0 (4.6)
Comparing this equation to eq. 4.3, we get:
√−hhµν = √−g((∂Rf)gµν + 2(∂Qf)Rαβgµαgνβ) =
√−ggµαΣαν (4.7)
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Where we have defined a matrix Σα
ν that depends on already known quan-
tities Pµν , R and Q:
Σα
ν ≡ (∂Rf)δνα + 2(∂Qf)P να (4.8)
This matrix gives us the relation between h and g:
(h−1)µν ≡ hµν = g
µαΣα
ν
√
det Σ
hµν =
√
det Σ(Σ−1)ανgµα (4.9)
Using this auxiliary metric, eq. 4.2 can be rewritten:
hµαRαν =
1√
det Σ
(
f
2
δµν + 8pil
2
PT
µ
ν
)
(4.10)
We have disentangled the original equations. In this equation, the left hand
side contains only the auxiliary metric h and its derivatives. The right hand
side contains only the functions Tµν , R, Q and P
µ
ν , which we already solved
algebraically. It is possible to integrate this equation to obtain h and then use
Σ to get the metric g.
4.1.1 Spherically Symmetric Electrovacuum Field
In order to obtain charged solutions in the spirit of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m
black hole, we must introduce the electromagnetic sector in the matter action,
and consider no sources2. The action for the electromagnetic sector and its
energy-momentum tensor are:
Sm = − 1
16pil2P
∫
FαβF
αβ√−gd4x (4.11)
Tµ
ν = − 1
4pi
(
Fµ
αFα
ν − Fα
βFβ
α
4
δµ
ν
)
(4.12)
where Fµν = (dA)µν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is the electromagnetic field and A is
the potential. The sourceless equations of motion are:
dF = 0 (4.13)
d(∗F ) = 0 ⇒ ∇µFµν = 0 (4.14)
2Except perhaps in the central region of the geometry, like in the singularity of the Reissner-
Nordstro¨m black hole.
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Since we are considering a static and spherically symmetric solution, the
metric can be written as ds2 = gtt(r)dt
2+grr(r)dr
2+r2dΩ2, and the components
of the field Fµν depend only on the coordinate r. With this information, eq.
4.14 can be integrated and the only non-zero component of the field strength
tensor is F tr:
F tr =
q
r2
1√−gttgrr = −F
rt (4.15)
Where q is an integration constant that corresponds to the charge measured
by computing the electric flux that passes through a surface that encloses the
centre of the geometry
∫
S
∗F = 4piq. Now, the corresponding energy-momentum
tensor in spherical coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) has this simple form:
Tµ
ν =
q2
8pir4

−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 (4.16)
4.1.2 Charged Black Hole for a Generic LG = f(R,Q)
Now that we have the energy-momentum tensor for a spherically symmetric
electrovacuum field, we can continue constructing the solution. Substituting
Tµν into eq. 4.5 we obtain:
(
Pαν +
∂Rf
4∂Qf
δαν
)2
=
1
2∂Qf

λ2− 0 0 0
0 λ2− 0 0
0 0 λ2+ 0
0 0 0 λ2+
 (4.17)
Where we have defined:
λ2± ≡
f
2
+
(∂Rf)
2
8∂Qf
± l
2
P q
2
r4
(4.18)
We want to solve this equation for Pαν . To do so, we need to take the square
root of the right hand side, but it has multiple solutions of the form:(
Pαν +
∂Rf
4∂Qf
δαν
)
=
1√
2∂Qf
( ±λ−Uˆ 0
0 ±λ+Uˆ
)
(4.19)
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where Uˆ is a 2x2 matrix with value:
Uˆ =
(
1 0
0 1
)
or
(
cosα sinα
sinα − cosα
)
(4.20)
In order to see which one of these solutions corresponds to
(
Pαν +
∂Rf
4∂Qf
δαν
)
we have to look at the low curvature regime. We expect that far away from the
central region, as the radius tends to infinity, the curvature will tend to 0 and the
gravity Lagrangian will tend to the GR one. These conditions can be summed
up in:
r →∞ Rµν → 0 f ≈ R ∂Rf ≈ 1 (4.21)
In this regime, the left hand side of eq. 4.19 and λ± are3:(
Pαν +
∂Rf
4∂Qf
δαν
)
≈ 1
4∂Qf
δαν λ± ≈ 1√
8∂Qf
(4.22)
which leads to:
1
4∂Qf
δαν =
1
4∂Qf
( ±Uˆ 0
0 ±Uˆ
)
(4.23)
For this equation to hold, we have to take both signs positive and Uˆ must
be the 2×2 identity. This selects the correct way to take the square root, which
is:
(
Pαν +
∂Rf
4∂Qf
δαν
)
=
1√
2∂Qf

λ− 0 0 0
0 λ− 0 0
0 0 λ+ 0
0 0 0 λ+
 (4.24)
Obtaining the tensor Pαν is straightforward:
Pαν =

λ−√
2∂Qf
− ∂Rf4∂Qf 0 0 0
0 λ−√
2∂Qf
− ∂Rf4∂Qf 0 0
0 0 λ+√
2∂Qf
− ∂Rf4∂Qf 0
0 0 0 λ+√
2∂Qf
− ∂Rf4∂Qf

(4.25)
3We are considering f(R,Q) with second-order or higher corrections to the GR action;
therefore 1
∂Qf
dominates over R.
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Taking the trace of this object and its square, we obtain the following system
of two equations for R and Q:
R =
2√
2∂Qf
(λ− + λ+)− ∂Rf
∂Qf
(4.26)
Q =
1
∂Qf
(
λ2− + λ
2
+
)
+
(∂Rf)
2
4(∂Qf)2
− (λ+ + λ−) ∂Rf√
2(∂Qf)
3
2
(4.27)
From which R and Q can be obtained. Now we can write the matrix Σ that
gives us the relation between the auxiliary metric h and g:
Σα
ν = (∂Rf)δ
ν
α + 2(∂Qf)P
ν
α =

σ− 0 0 0
0 σ− 0 0
0 0 σ+ 0
0 0 0 σ+
 (4.28)
where we have defined:
σ± ≡ λ±
√
2∂Qf +
∂Rf
2
(4.29)
The determinant of Σ takes a simple form:
det Σ = σ2+σ
2
− (4.30)
4.1.3 Solutions for Quadratic Gravity
We have reached the point where we have to specify a particular f(R,Q) La-
grangian to advance. In chapter 2 we introduced quadratic gravity, as a way
to have a renormalizable quantum theory of gravity, although it was ultimately
insufficient because the resulting theory suffered from ghost instabilities (in the
Riemannian formalism). In any case, that theory could be seen as an effective
theory at low energies, and it would be natural that the lowest order correc-
tions of most extensions of GR have quadratic terms in the curvature. We
can try this Lagrangian, but for the Metric-Affine formalism. The Lagrangian
would be the GR Lagrangian plus quadratic terms that depend linearly on R2,
Q = RαβR
αβ and K = RαβµνR
αβµν . It is possible to remove one of the curva-
ture scalars by noticing that the integral of the quantity K − 4Q + R2, called
Gauss-Bonnet term, is a topological invariant of the space-time, and does not
affect the equations of motion. We choose to remove the dependency on K, and
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have our Lagrangian to depend only on R2 and Q. We can also realize that,
because the electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor is traceless, the scalar
curvature vanishes, and therefore the black hole solutions will be the same no
matter which coefficient goes with the R2 term. With these considerations in
mind, we propose the following Lagrangian LG = R + l2P (aR
2 + Q), where a
has not been specified. If we substitute it into eqs. 4.18 and 4.26, we get
λ± =
√
2
lP
(
1
4
± l
4
P q
2
r4
)
R = 0 Q =
4l4P q
4
r8
(4.31)
The components of the matrix Σ become:
σ± = 1± 2l
4
P q
2
r4
(4.32)
which take a very convenient form, since we can express now Eq. 4.10 as:
hµαRαν =
q2l2P
r4

− 1σ+ 0 0 0
0 − 1σ+ 0 0
0 0 1σ− 0
0 0 0 1σ−
 (4.33)
where on the left hand side, there is only dependence on h and its derivatives,
and the right hand side is completely known. It is time to choose coordinates
and solve these equations. In spherical coordinates, we can write the metric g
as:
g = gttdt
2 + grrdr
2 + r2dΩ2 (4.34)
We recall from eq. 4.9 that h−1 = Σg
−1
√
det Σ
. So, in these coordinates, h is
expressed as:
h = httdt
2 + hrrdr
2 + r˜2(r)dΩ2 (4.35)
with
gtt =
htt
σ+
grr =
hrr
σ+
r2 =
r˜2
σ−
(4.36)
However, it is more convenient to choose a set of coordinates in which the
metric h is written as:
h = −A(x)dt2 + 1
A(x)
dx2 + r˜2(x)dΩ2 (4.37)
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and then transform to the usual (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates. First thing to note is
that x can be expressed just as a function of r. Second, it is that the expression
of Tµν using the coordinate x is the same as using the coordinate r (eq. 4.16),
the same happens for eq. 4.33. In this set of coordinates, the components of
the tensor hµαRαν are:
htαRαt = − r˜(∂x∂xA) + 2(∂xr˜)(∂xA)
2r˜
= −q
2l2P
r4
1
σ+
(4.38)
hrαRαr = − r˜(∂x∂xA) + 2(∂xr˜)(∂xA) + 4A(∂x∂xr˜)
2r˜
= −q
2l2P
r4
1
σ+
(4.39)
hθαRαθ = h
φαRαφ = − r˜(∂xr˜)(∂xA) + r˜A(∂x∂xr˜) +A(∂xr˜)
2 − 1
r˜2
=
q2l2P
r4
1
σ−
(4.40)
Subtracting equation 4.38 from 4.39, we get ∂x∂xr˜ = 0, which implies r˜ = kx,
where k is a constant. It is possible to absorb this constant into a coordinate
redefinition x′ =
√
kx, t′ = t/
√
k, A′ = kA, so that r˜ = x. With this and eq.
4.36, the relation between the coordinate r and x is known:
x = r
√
σ− dx =
σ+√
σ−
dr (4.41)
The function A is the only piece of information left to know of h. Now that
r˜ is known, eq. 4.40 is a differential equation for A:
1−A− x(∂xA) = q
2l2P
r2
(4.42)
We make the ansatz A = 1− 2M(x)x , which results in:
∂xM =
q2l2P
2r2
(4.43)
In terms of the coordinate r:
∂rM =
q2l2P
2r2
∂x
∂r
=
q2l2P
2r2
σ+√
σ−
(4.44)
This expression can be directly integrated. Before doing so, it is useful to
define the charge radius rq and a critical radius rc:
rq ≡ lP q rc ≡
√√
2lP rq σ± = 1± r
4
c
r4
(4.45)
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The integral gives4:
M = M0 −
r2q
√
σ−
2r
+
r2q
rc
G
(
r
rc
)
(4.52)
with
G
(
r
rc
)
=
2r3
3r3c
[
2F1
(
−3
4
,
1
2
;
1
4
;
r4c
r4
)
− (σ−) 32
]
(4.53)
where M0 is an integration constant
5 and 2F1
(
− 34 , 12 ; 14 ; r
4
c
r4
)
is an hypergeomet-
ric function. G(r/rc) goes to 0 as 1/r
5 for r going to infinity, and its value when
r = rc is
2
√
pi
3
Γ( 14 )
Γ(− 14 )
' −0.874019. If we call rS ≡ 2M0, we can write function
4It is possible to do this integral in several ways, and the result can be written in different
but equivalent expressions. The result presented in the text has been chosen to be easy to
compare to the Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution of GR. In order to do the integral, it is better to
use a normalized coordinate z = r/rc, so that:
∂zM =
r2q
2rc
z4 + 1
z4
√
z4 − 1 (4.46)
M(z) = M0 +
r2q
2rc
∫ ∞
z
z′4 + 1
z′4
√
z′4 − 1 dz
′ (4.47)
The limits of integrations are chosen so that limz→∞M = M0. Making the indefinite integral
with Mathematica and then selecting the appropriate integration constant gives:
M = M0 +
r2q
2rc
4z6 2F1
(
− 3
4
, 1
2
; 1
4
; 1
z4
)
+
√
z4 − 1 (1− 4z4)
3z3
(4.48)
= M0 +
r2q
2rc
−
√
z4 − 1
z3
+
4z6 2F1
(
− 3
4
, 1
2
; 1
4
; 1
z4
)
+
√
z4 − 1 (4− 4z4)
3z3
 (4.49)
= M0 −
r2q
√
σ−
2r
+
2r2qz
3
3rc
{
2F1
(
−3
4
,
1
2
;
1
4
;
1
z4
)
− (σ−) 32
}
(4.50)
Which is the result presented in the text. However, it is possible to use the binomial expansion
of the integrand in eq. 4.47 and integrate each of the terms separately to write the integral
as:
M = M0+
r3c
4l2P
(
1
2
√
1− 1
z4
z2
(
2F1
(
1
2
,
3
4
;
3
2
; 1− z4
)
+ 2F1
(
1
2
,
7
4
;
3
2
; 1− z4
))
−
√
2pi3/2
3Γ
(
3
4
)2
)
(4.51)
which is the method found in [69].
5That has dimensions of [length]. The mass of the geometry would be M0/l2P in mass
units.
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A as:
A = 1− rs
x
+
r2q
r2
+
2r2q
rc
G( rrc )
x
(4.54)
The components of the metric h are in the (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates are:
h = −Adt2 + 1
A
dx2 + x2dΩ2 (4.55)
= −Adt2 + 1
A
(σ+)
2
σ−
dr2 + r2σ−dΩ2 (4.56)
And thus, we finally obtain the components of the metric g:
g = − A
σ+
dt2 +
1
A
σ+
σ−
dr2 + r2dΩ2 (4.57)
4.2 Geometry of Solutions for Quadratic Grav-
ity
The geometry has been constructed adding quadratic corrections to the GR
action, and letting the connection to be independent of the metric. In the low
curvature regime, the quadratic corrections become negligible, and the inde-
pendent connection becomes the Levi-Civita connection of the metric. In this
regime the quadratic lagrangian tends to the GR gravity Lagrangian, and we
expect our solution to recover the GR solution. However, these quadratic correc-
tions become dominant for high curvatures, and as we approach the singularity
in the GR solution, we expect to find a totally different picture in our geometry.
4.2.1 Large r limit
The Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric ([37], [38]), that describes a charged black hole
in GR, takes the form:
ds2 = −Fdt2 + 1
F
dr2 + r2dΩ2 with F = 1− rS
r
+
r2q
r2
(4.58)
If we compare F to gtt = − Aσ+ , we can see from eq. 4.54 that the factor A
already takes a very similar form to F . However, it has two differences, as the
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factor that goes with the mass, rSx , is inversely proportional to x instead of r,
and there is an additional factor
2r2q
rc
G( rrc )
x . The conversion from the coordinate
x to r is explicitly:
x = r
√
σ− = r
√
1− r
4
c
r4
r2 =
x2 +
√
x4 + 4r4c
2
(4.59)
We can see that for large radius, x is almost equal to r up to corrections
of order 1/r4. Let us see what kind of corrections the metric has: The factor
2r2q
rc
G( rrc )
x is a correction of order 1/r
6, and from the definition, σ± = 1+O
(
1
r4
)
.
The metric components in the r →∞ limit are:
gtt = −
(
1− rs
r
+
r2q
r2
− r
4
c
r4
+O
(
r5c
r5
))
(4.60)
grr =
(
1− rs
r
+
r2q
r2
− 2r
4
c
r4
+O
(
r5c
r5
))−1
(4.61)
Which are corrections of order 1/r4 with respect to GR, which will be negli-
gible for radius r  rc. Given that rc is the geometric mean of the charge radius
and the Planck length, it will be extremely small respect to the Schwarzschild
radius in a typical astronomical black hole. Let us see what kind of correction
the curvature invariants get. For the Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution metric, the
curvature scalars are:
RGR = 0 (RµνR
µν)GR =
4r4q
r8
(RαβµνRα
βµν)GR =
12r2S
r6
−48rSr
2
q
r7
+
56r4q
r8
(4.62)
If we compute the curvature invariants of the metric of our charged black
hole6, we find:
R(g) ≈ −48r
8
c
r10
+ ... (4.63)
(RµνR
µν)(g) ≈ 4r
4
q
r8
− 64r
4
q l
2
P
r10
+ ... (4.64)
(RαβµνRα
βµν)(g) ≈ 12r
2
S
r6
− 48rSr
2
q
r7
+
14r4q
r8
+
144rSr
4
c
r9
+ ... (4.65)
6Note that these are different from the curvature invariants of the independent connection,
that appear in eq. 4.31
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As we can see, the curvature scalars only get small corrections respect to
the GR solution and our charged black hole solution quickly converges to the
Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution for r  rc.
4.2.2 r → rc limit
If we look at the geometry for small values of the radius, we start seeing differ-
ences with respect to GR. The radius r = rc is a critical value at which σ− = 0,
x = 0, rS/x → ∞. It seems that there will be a divergence in the components
of the metric, unless there is a cancellation of some kind. In this section we
will study the behaviour of the metric around rc. Before expanding the metric
around rc, it will be useful to rewrite the parameters rq, rS , in terms of dimen-
sionless ones, like the number of elementary charges Nq, and a dimensionless
parameter δ1 related to the mass-charge ratio. It will be also useful to use a
dimensionless coordinate z = r/rc. With these changes we have:
δ1 ≡
r2q
rSrc
q = Nqe = Nq
√
α
EM
σ± = 1± 1
z4
(4.66)
These two dimensionless parameters have associated two critical values:
δc ≡ − 1
2G(1)
= − 3
4
√
pi
Γ
(− 14)
Γ
(
1
4
) ' 0.57207 Nc ≡
√
2
α
EM
' 16.55 (4.67)
where α
EM
is the fine structure constant. With these definitions, we can expand
the gtt component of the metric around rc (z = 1):
gtt ≈ Nq
4Nc
(
1− δ1δc
)
δ1
(
1√
z − 1 +
9
4
√
z − 1 + 29
32
(z − 1) 32 + ...
)
(4.68)
−1
2
(
1− Nq
Nc
)
−
(
1− 2Nq
3Nc
)
(z − 1) + ...
In general, the component gtt does indeed diverge as r → rc, but in a
smoother way than in GR: (r−rc)− 12 instead of r−2. The sign of the divergence
depends on δ1, whether it is greater or lesser than δc. More surprisingly, if
δ1 = δc, there is no divergence at all! It is remarkable that a small variation in
the charge-to-mass ratio of the black hole could change the nature of the black
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hole so much. Let us keep looking into the metric components, and then we will
analyse in detail this behaviour. The expansion of grr around rc is:
grr ≈ Nc
Nq
δ1
1− δ1δc
1√
z − 1 − 2
Nc
Nq
(
1− Nc
Nq
)(
δ1
1− δ1δc
)2
+ ... (4.69)
This series will only converge for (z − 1)  (1−
δ1
δc
)
δ1
, and therefore it is un-
suitable to study the case δ1 = δc. It is better to look at the expansion of
g−1rr :
g−1rr ≈ −
Nq
Nc
1− δ1δc
δ1
√
z − 1 + 2
(
1− Nq
Nc
)
(z − 1) + ... (4.70)
We can see that g−1rr = 0 at rc no matter the value of δ1. So grr always
diverges, even in the case the component gtt is completely regular. This is
a hint that r might not be a good coordinate to describe the central region.
Actually, it would be possible to absorb the divergence of grr into the definition
of a new radial coordinate. A more rigorous approach would be to check if the
curvature invariants diverge or not for δ1 = δc. If they do not, there should be
a better coordinate to describe the metric g. The curvature invariants around
r = rc can be expanded as:
r2cR(g) =
(
16Nq
3Nc
− 4
)
+O(z − 1) (4.71)
− Nq
2Nc
1− δ1δc
δ1
(
1
(z − 1) 32 +O
(
1
(z − 1) 12
))
r4c (RµνR
µν)(g) =
(
10 +
86N2q
9N2c
− 52Nq
3Nc
)
+O(z − 1) (4.72)
+
Nq
Nc
(
1− δ1δc
δ1
)(
6Nc − 5Nq
3Nc(z − 1) 32
+O
(
1√
z − 1
))
+
N2q
N2c
(
1− δ1δc
δ1
)2(
1
8(z − 1)3 +O
(
1
(z − 1)2
))
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r4c (R
α
βµνRα
βµν)(g) =
(
16 +
88N2q
9N2c
− 64Nq
3Nc
)
+O(z − 1) (4.73)
+
Nq
Nc
(
1− δ1δc
δ1
)(
4Nq − 6Nc
3Nc(z − 1) 32
+O
(
1√
z − 1
))
+
N2q
N2c
(
1− δ1δc
δ1
)2(
1
4(z − 1)3 +O
(
1
(z − 1)2
))
In general, the curvature invariants diverge at rc, in a smoother way than
GR. But when δ1 = δc, the curvature is finite, and the geometry is completely
regular. This confirms that the divergence of grr in the δ1 = δc case is a
consequence of an unsuitable choice of coordinates. In fact, the divergence of
the component grr can be traced back to the factor σ
−1
− that appears in eq.
4.57. If we absorb this factor into a new coordinate, and we are in the case
δ1 = δc, then the expression of g would be completely regular.
4.2.3 Coordinate Choices
There are multiple ways to absorb the σ−1− factor in the grr component through a
coordinate change. The most straightforward way would be to find a coordinate
y such that dy = 1√σ− dr. Although this approach is perfectly valid, it leads
to a complicated expression for y(r). A more friendly way is to use again
the coordinate x that we introduce to calculate the auxiliary metric h. This
coordinate has a very direct expression for x(r). Let us recall:
x = r
√
σ− = r
√
1− r
4
c
r4
dx =
σ+√
σ−
dr r2 =
x2 +
√
x4 + 4r4c
2
(4.74)
In this coordinates the metric g is written:
g = − A
σ+
dt2 +
1
Aσ+
dx2 + x2σ−dΩ2 (4.75)
The expansion of the component gxx is:
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gxx = −Nc
Nq
δ1
2
(
1− δ1δc
) |x|
rc
− Nc
Nq
1− Nc2Nq(
1− δ1δc
δ1
)2 x2r2c +O(x3) (4.76)
g−1xx = −2
Nq
Nc
(
1− δ1δc
δ1
)
rc
|x| + 2
(
1− Nq
Nc
)
+
Nq
Nc
(
1− δ1δc
δ1
)
|x|
rc
+O(x2) (4.77)
Which is perfectly regular at r = rc if δ1 = δc. It is easy to see why r is not
a good coordinate at rc if x is a good one:
(
∂r
∂x
)
= 0 at r = rc, and the Jacobian
of the transformation is degenerated. In these coordinates, the component gtt
is expanded as:
gtt =
1
2
Nq
Nc
(
1− δ1δc
)
δ1
rc
x
−1
2
(
1− Nq
Nc
)
+
1
4
Nq
Nc
(
1− δ1δc
)
δ1
x
rc
−1
4
(
1− 2
3
Nq
Nc
)
x2
r2c
+O(x3)
(4.78)
In fig. 4.1 we have plotted x(r). We can see that the coordinate x is almost
equal to r, except a few units of rc near the central region x = 0 (r = rc). At
that point, the derivative of r respect to x is 0, and it has a minimum value. r
is not a good coordinate any more, but r2(x) is still meaningful as the metric
component of the angular sector of the metric, and as such, 4pir2(x) is the area
of the 2-spheres of constant x.
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Figure 4.1: r as a function of x in units of rc. The dotted line represents r = x.
4.2.4 Beyond rc, Geonic Wormhole
Fig. 4.1 gives us a hint about the topology of the solutions: The r > rc region
corresponds to the x > 0 region, but what about x < 0? This region is not
mapped by the (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates. What happens to an inertial observer
when it reaches the x = 0 surface?
Let us consider the δ1 = δc case. As we have seen in the previous section, in
this case there is no divergence of curvature at r = rc (x = 0). If we also have
Nq 6= Nc, all the components of the metric are finite and non-zero at that point:
g ≈ −
(
1
2
(
1− Nq
Nc
)
+
(
1− 2
3
Nq
Nc
)
x2
4r2c
+O(x3)
)
dt2 (4.79)
+
(
2
(
1− Nq
Nc
)
+
(
1− 2
3
Nq
Nc
)
x2
r2c
+O(x3)
)−1
dx2
+
(
rc +
x2
4rc
+O(x3)
)2
dΩ
It is natural that the path of the observer can be extended beyond x = 0 to
the realm of negative x. The observer would see how the radius of the 2-spheres
reaches to a minimum, but beyond that point it starts growing again. As x
becomes more negative, the effective radius r of the 2-sphere grows like |x|. For
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x→ −∞, the geometry has an asymptotically flat region, a mirror image of the
x→∞ region, which are connected at x = 0 through a wormhole of area 4pir2c .
As the observer moves towards x = 0, it feels an electric flux that comes
from the centre. But what happens when it crosses to the other side? Where
is the charge located in this geometry?. In this work, the charge q has been
defined as an integration constant in eq. 4.15. This definition corresponds to
the locally measured charge that can be obtained computing the electric flux
Φ =
∫
S
∗F = 4piq that passes through a bidimensional surface S that encloses
the centre of the geometry. In GR, if S is taken as 2-spheres of constant r
and we take r → 0, the charge can be traced back to the central singularity.
However, for the wormhole, if S is taken as 2-spheres of constant x and take
x→ −∞ we see that the charge is nowhere: the lines of force of the electric field
enter from one side of the wormhole, and exit through the other side, creating
the illusion of a positively charged object in one side and negatively charged one
on the other7. The observer would feel the electric flux coming from the same
direction all the time; only that it can be interpreted as coming from a positive
(negative) charge as it moves towards the wormhole, or coming from a negative
(positive) charge left behind after it crosses the wormhole.
The flux density crossing the wormhole throat is an universal quantity:
Φ
4pir2c
=
1
2l2P
(4.80)
this is true regardless of the mass, charge, or if the geometry is has a curvature
divergence (δ1 6= δc). This suggests that the wormhole structure may not be a
property only of the δ1 = δc case, but a general property of the black holes in this
model. From the point of view of the equations, Maxwell’s equations are solved
everywhere, no matter the value of δ1, including the wormhole throat, which
gives a finite energy-momentum tensor for all space-time. This is in contrast to
the Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution of GR, in which the energy-momentum tensor
is ill-defined at r = 0, which also makes Einstein’s equations meaningless at that
region. In the metric-affine case, the equations for the metric and the connection
show no problems at the wormhole throat. We are only left with studying the
fate of observers crossing the wormhole throat when δ1 6= δc, which contains
curvature divergences. We will study the divergent case in the next chapter.
This geometry possesses a genuine wormhole structure supported by the
electric field that passes through it. Unlike other known wormhole solutions that
7The change of sign of the locally measured charge is due to the fact that a positive
orientation for the surface S seen from one of the asymptotic flat regions looks like a negative
orientation from the other side.
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can be found in the literature ([22], [23], [24]), this solution comes out naturally
from the field equations and does not need exotic matter sources to generate a
pre-designed geometry. We want to emphasize that the gravitational equations
and the electromagnetic equations are satisfied everywhere, even in the cases
with divergences of curvature. This wormhole is a sourceless gravitational-
electromagnetic entity that is consistent with Wheeler’s definition of geons ([25],
[26]). These objects are particle-like in the classical sense, without the need of
introducing singularities into the space-time. Moreover, they should be stable
for topological reasons, and in case the geometry does not have horizons, they
would not evaporate via Hawking radiation.
4.2.5 Horizons and Conformal Diagrams of the Geonic
Wormhole
To get a global idea of the geometry it is useful to analyse if the geometry has
horizons and see what is the nature of the hypersurface x = 0. Horizons are
located where the component gtt vanishes. For an astronomical black hole, the
horizons in the GR solution are located much further than rc, so no differences
are expected in this geometry. That is not the case for a microscopic black hole.
Depending on the value of δ1 and Nq the cases are:
• δ1 < δc: In this case, there is a single event horizon on each side of the
wormhole for any value of Nq. The hypersurface x = 0 is space-like.
We will call this case Schwarzschild-like for its similarities with the GR
solution.
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Figure 4.2: Function gtt in terms of the coordinate x, for a wormhole with δ1 < δc and
different values of Nq
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• δ1 > δc: In this case it is possible to find two horizons (if Nq is high), no
horizon (if Nq is low), or one degenerated horizon (if Nq is a critical value
that depends on δ1) on each side of the wormhole. The hypersurface x = 0
is always time-like in this case. We will call this type of geometry Reissner-
Nordstro¨m-like. Let us note that since we are working with a fixed value of
δ1, high values of the charge imply even higher values of the mass, so high
Nq is equivalent to the M > Q of Reissner-Nordstro¨m, meanwhile low Nq
is equivalent to the naked singularity in Reissner-Nordstro¨m, Q > M .
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Figure 4.3: Function gtt in terms of the coordinate x, for a wormhole with δ1 > δc and
different values of Nq
• δ1 = δc: If Nq > Nc, there is one horizon on each side of the wormhole
and x = 0 is a space-like hypersurface. If Nq = Nc, the horizons meet at
the wormhole throat, creating a degenerated horizon there, and x = 0 is
a null hypersurface. If Nq < Nc there is no horizon and x = 0 is time-like
hypersurface; in this case it is possible to cross the wormhole and come
back to the same asymptotic region. We will refer to the δ1 = δc case as
the smooth case, because the metric and curvature are finite everywhere.
This information can be summed up in a conformal diagram. These are
shown in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Function gtt in terms of the coordinate x, for a wormhole with δ1 = δc and
Nq = 4Nc, Nc, 0.25Nc
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Figure 4.5: Penrose diagrams for: (a)(b)(c) Smooth case with Nq < Nc, Nq > Nc, Nq = Nc,
(d)(e)(f) Reissner-Nordstro¨m-like case and different values of Nq , (g) Schwarzschild-like case.
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4.2.6 Euclidean Embeddings
The properties of this type of wormholes clashes with our natural intuition about
curvature divergences. Physical properties such as the electric flux density and
the integrated electromagnetic energy:
E = −
∫
FαβFαβ/(16pi)
√−gd4x (4.81)
are finite and as well-behaved in the smooth case as in the case with δ1 6= δc
[70]. In order to get a better understanding of the differences and similarities
between the smooth and the divergent case, it is useful to embed the spatial
equatorial section of the geometry in Euclidean 3D space, and visualize the
geometry directly. Let us consider the surface t = constant, θ = pi/2. The
induced metric in this surface is:
dl2 = grrdr
2 + r2dφ2 (4.82)
On the other hand, the euclidean metric written in cylindrical coordinates
is:
dl2 = dξ2 + dr2 + r2dφ2 (4.83)
To embed the equatorial slicing of the wormhole into euclidean space we
must find a surface that satisfies an equation ξ = ξ(r) so that 1 +
(
∂ξ
∂r
)2
=
grr. Since the main interest is to illustrate the curvature divergence region and
compare it against the smooth case, we can take the grr expansion in the r ≈ rc
region, shown in eq. 4.70, for the most simple cases: the horizonless smooth
case (δ1 = δc, Nq < Nc) and the Reissner-Nordstro¨m-like “naked singularity”
(δ1 > δc, Nq low) to write:
dl2 =
Nc
Nq
δ1
1− δ1δc
1√
r
rc
− 1
dr2 + r2dφ2 if δ1 6= δc (4.84)
dl2 =
Nc
2(Nq −Nc)
1
r
rc
− 1dr
2 + r2dφ2 if δ1 = δc (4.85)
Since both cases diverge as r → rc, it is possible to approximate ∂ξ∂r ≈
√
grr.
Integrating this equation we get:
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ξ(r) = ±4
3
√
Nc
Nq
δ1
1− δ1δc
(
r
rc
− 1
) 3
4
rc if δ1 6= δc (4.86)
ξ(r) = ±2
√
Nc −Nq
2Nc
(
r
rc
− 1
) 1
2
rc if δ1 = δc (4.87)
In Fig. 4.6 we can see the wormhole structure on both the smooth and the
divergent case. In the divergent case, the wormhole throat presents a vertex,
which is responsible of the divergent curvature. In Fig. 4.7, we can see the
radial section of the embedded surfaces. It is worth noting that this vertex is
not like the vertex of a polyhedron, where two faces meet at an angle. Indeed,
the inverse function r(ξ) ≈ rc+κ|ξ| 43 is both continuous and differentiable at rc
(ξ = 0), but its second derivative diverges, which in turn causes the curvature
scalars to diverge.
Figure 4.6: Euclidean embedding of the θ = pi
2
spatial section for a smooth wormhole (δ1 = δc)
on the left, and a wormhole curvature divergences on its throat (δ1 6= δc) on the right.
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Figure 4.7: ξ(r) as a function of r. The blue dashed curve represents the smooth wormhole
configuration, while the red continuous curve represents the wormhole with curvature diver-
gences at its throat. The curves have been normalized to make them coincide at r
rc
= 10.
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Chapter 5
Geodesics
In the last chapter we saw how, for a quadratic Lagrangian in the metric-affine
formalism, there are charged black hole solutions where curvature scalars are
bounded and the metric components are continuous and differentiable every-
where, with a wormhole structure instead of a singularity. However, in general,
the solutions presented a divergence of curvature on a spherical surface of area
pir2c , but still showed the wormhole structure. Besides, in any case the charge
and the mass are a consequence of the topology of the solution and do not come
from any sources, and the equations form the electromagnetic field, the metric
and the connection are well-defined and solved everywhere.
All the nice properties of this geometry would be meaningless if physical
observers (represented by geodesics and congruences of geodesics) do not have
a well defined evolution when crossing the wormhole throat, in particular in the
cases where there is a curvature divergence. If we could not extend the geodesics
through this wormhole throat would imply the existence of a singularity in our
space-time, and the theory would face the same problems as GR. In this chapter
we will study the geodesics and congruences of geodesics, and will stablish the
regularity of these solutions.
5.1 Geodesics of the Geonic Wormhole
In the introduction, we defined geodesics as the paths “as straight as possible”,
which are followed by unaccelerated observers. We recall from section 1.3.1, that
a geodesic curve described in the affine parametrization satisfies the following
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equation:
uµ∇µuν = d
2γν
dλ2
+ Γναβ
dγα
dλ
dγβ
dλ
= 0 (5.1)
In the introduction we considered the connection Γναβ to be the Levi-Civita
connection of the metric; after all, GR does not have any other affine struc-
ture, and this way the geodesics are also the paths that extremize the length
between two points. However, in metric-affine theories we have the Levi-Civita
connection of the metric and the independent connection. This gives rise to
two different covariant derivatives, that give two different ways of measuring
acceleration, and two different sets of geodesics. We are only interested in the
paths of unaccelerated observers, such as test particles. The question is which
of these two ways of measuring acceleration is the physical one. To answer that,
we should look into the equations of motion of our particles.
If the matter Lagrangian is constructed in such a way that the matter fields
do not couple to the connection, then the equations of motion will know noth-
ing about this structure, and the paths of test particles will follow geodesics
derived from the Levi-Civita connection associated to the metric. Until now,
we have only written the Lagrangian of the electromagnetic sector LEM =
− 1
16pil2P
FαβF
αβ with Fµν = (dA)µν , which we used to construct the black hole
solutions in the previous chapter. This Lagrangian is insensitive to the de-
tails of the connection. Therefore, light rays will follow the null geodesics of
the metric. To check this, we can write the equations of motion (eq. 4.14)
as ∂µ(
√−gFµν) = 0, and see that they do not depend on the independent
connection.
It would be possible for other matter fields to couple to the connection, and
then the geodesics of the independent connection could be important. However,
this would lead to violations of the EEP which have not been yet observed. In
our approach, the independent connection modifies the equations that give raise
to the metric in terms of the matter distribution, but does not couple directly
to the matter. For that reason, we will restrict ourselves to study geodesics of
the Levi-Civita connection of the metric.
In order to find the geodesic paths, we will work in the (t, x, φ, θ) coordinates.
Let us recall from eq. 4.75 that the metric in these coordinates can be written
as:
g = − A
σ+
dt2 +
1
Aσ+
dx2 + x2σ−︸ ︷︷ ︸
r2
dΩ2 (5.2)
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The definitions of σ±, A and x can be found in the previous chapter in eqs.
4.45, 4.54 and 4.41. As we did in the introduction, in section 1.3.1, we can
make use of the symmetries of the geometry to obtain conserved quantities that
simplify the analysis. First of all, because of spherical symmetry the geodesics
lie on a plane, and we can rotate our coordinate system so that plane is θ =
pi
2 without loss of generality. Second, if the geodesics are time-like, we can
normalize its tangent vector to −1; if they are null, the norm of the tangent
vector is 0. Third, the symmetries under rotations and temporal translations
gives us two conserved quantities: E = Aσ+
dγt
dλ , L = r
2 dγ
φ
dλ . For time-like
geodesics, E can be interpreted as the total energy per unit mass, and L as
angular momentum per unit mass. In the case of light rays, it is not possible
to normalize the tangent vector and consequently, E and L lack meaning by
themselves; but the quotient L/E can be interpreted as the apparent impact
parameter as seen from the asymptotically flat infinity. The condition that the
tangent vector to the geodesics has to be normalized to 0 or, −1 gives us another
equation:
− κ = − A
σ+
(
dγt
dλ
)2
+
1
Aσ+
(
dγx
dλ
)2
+ r2(x)
(
dγφ
dλ
)2
(5.3)
Substituting the value of the conserved quantities, this equation gives us the
radial component of the tangent vector:
1
σ+
(
dγx
dλ
)
= ±
√
E2 − A
σ+
(
κ+
L2
r2(x)
)
(5.4)
where κ = 0 or 1 depending if the geodesic is null or time-like. In principle,
these equations can be integrated, as we did in the introduction. However, it
is possible to obtain lots of information from the form of this equation alone.
This equation, that describes the movement in the radial direction, is analogue
to the movement of a particle with energy E2 in a one-dimensional potential:
V (x) =
A
σ+
(
κ+
L2
r2(x)
)
(5.5)
This potential has two parts: a repulsive centrifugal part, Aσ+
L2
r2(x) and an
attractive part Aσ+κ. The centrifugal part is like the typical centrifugal term
for big radius. However, unlike the typical centrifugal term it does not diverge
to infinity at any point because the radius has a minimum value. This means
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that this repulsive part of the potential will not be able to keep geodesics off
the centre, if the geodesic has enough energy.
The zeroes of the potential correspond to the zeroes of A/σ+, the gtt compo-
nent of the metric, and signal the horizons of the geometry. The regions where
the potential is negative correspond to the regions in which x is time-like and
where the geodesic cannot remain stationary: Since E2 is always positive, then
dx
dλ must be different from 0, which is what was expected from the time-like
nature of the coordinate x.
At the extrema of the potential there will be stationary circular orbits, i.e.(
dγx
dλ
)
= 0,
(
d2γx
dλ2
)
= 0. This happens to geodesics with energy equal to the
value of the potential (E2 = V (x0)) and lying at a extremum (
∂V
∂x
∣∣
x=x0
= 0).
If the extremum is a minimum, the orbit is stable and perturbations would
make the orbit oscillate around the minimum. If it is a maximum, the orbit
is unstable and any perturbation would “knock” the geodesic out of the orbit.
In the regions where the potential is negatively valued it is impossible to fulfil
the condition E2 = V (x0). In that region we will have
dx
dλ 6= 0, and a geodesic
would orbit away, no matter if there is an extremum of the potential. However,
if we have a negatively valued region lying between two horizons, a geodesic
with low E2 could oscillate around this region, crossing through each horizon
out and back again in each oscillation.
5.1.1 Radial Null Geodesics
Radial null geodesics are characterized by κ = 0, L = 0. The potential is zero
in this case and insensitive to the details of A(x). The only difference with GR
will be a shift in the affine parameter as the geodesic gets near the wormhole
throat, caused by the factor σ+. Eq. 5.4 transforms to:
1
σ+
(
dγx
dλ
)
= E (5.6)
This equation admits exact solutions in terms of hypergeometric functions
of the form:
± E λ(x) =
{
2F1[− 14 , 12 , 34 ; r
2
c
r4 ]r if x ≥ 0
2λ0 − 2F1[− 14 , 12 , 34 ; r
2
c
r4 ]r if x ≤ 0
(5.7)
Where λ0 = 2F1[− 14 , 12 , 34 ; 1]rc ≈ 0.59907rc. The integration of this equation
has been plotted in fig. 5.1; note that this result is independent of the value of
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δ1, i.e, independent on the the presence or not of curvature divergences at the
wormhole throat.
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Figure 5.1: Affine parameter λ(x) as a function of the radial coordinate x (in units of rc) for
radial null geodesics. In solid red for the wormhole space time, in dotted green for GR. E = 1
for this plot. The affine parameter experiences a shift with respect to the GR case passing
through the wormhole.
5.1.2 Null Geodesics with L 6= 0
In the case κ = 0, L 6= 0, the potential shows the typical centrifugal barrier
V ≈ Lr2 at large distances (r → ∞). As the geodesic approaches the centre of
the geometry, the centrifugal barrier starts to be modified by the A factor. Near
the wormhole throat, when x → 0, the centrifugal term tends to a constant
value Lr2c
and the behaviour of the potential depends on the behaviour of A.
Consequently, it changes radically depending on the value of δ1 and Nq.
Near the wormhole throat the potential can be approximated as:
V (x) ≈ −1
2
Nq
Nc
1− δ1δc
δ1
L2
rcx
+
1
2
L2
r2c
(
1− Nq
Nc
)
+
1
12
Nq
Nc
L2
r4c
x2 +O(x4) (5.8)
If δ1 is different from δc, the potential will diverge, and whether δ1 is greater
or lesser than δc will make the potential be an infinite barrier and the wormhole
throat a time-like region, or will make the potential be an infinite well and
time-like region and the wormhole throat a space-like region. If δ1 = δc, the
potential will be regular and the behaviour will change depending on the number
of charges:
The different cases are summed up here:
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• δ1 < δc (Schwarzschild-like case): In this case, the potential becomes in-
finitely attractive at the wormhole throat. Between the asymptotic region
(x → ∞ where a free-falling observer feels a centrifugal barrier and the
potential is repulsive) and the black hole horizon (where the potential
is attractive) there must be a point where the potential reaches a maxi-
mum. That point is a critical point where there are unstable photon orbits
around the black hole. All geodesics with “energy” E2 greater than that
value will reach the wormhole throat. We recall that the “energy” of a
null-like geodesic does not have meaning on itself, and that is the appar-
ent impact parameter L/E the meaningful parameter. This means that
all geodesics that at infinity have an apparent impact parameter less than
certain value will fall into the wormhole.
• δ1 > δc (Reissner-Nordstro¨m-like case): In this case, there is an infinite
repulsive barrier at x = 0 which makes all the geodesics bounce at some
r > rc. This prevents the geodesics from reaching the wormhole as in the
Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution of GR, where L 6= 0 geodesics cannot reach
the central singularity. Between the infinite barrier and the r →∞ region
where the centrifugal barrier dominates, the potential may have a local
maximum and a minimum (see fig. 5.2).
• δ1 = δc (smooth case): In this case, the potential is finite through the
wormhole throat. At the wormhole throat, the potential always has a
minimum. The value of this minimum will be positive, negative or zero,
depending if the number of charges Nq is less, more, or exactly the critical
number Nc, respectively. As in the Schwarzschild-like case, the potential
will always have a maximum between the asymptotic infinity and the
wormhole throat.
Stationary Null Orbits
We have seen that in the geonic wormhole there may be stationary null orbits,
where a photon could remain spinning around the black hole. This is also the
case in GR and it would be interesting to compare both scenarios.
In the Schwarzschild solution of GR1, there are unstable photon circular
orbits at radius r = 3/2rS . This radius is a critical point, any observer that
1ds2 = −Fdt2 + 1/Fdr2 + r2dΩ2 with F = 1− rS/r
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Figure 5.2: Representation of the effective potential V (x) for null geodesics with L = 1 for
different scenarios. Each plot on the left represents the potential for three different number
of charges but the same value of δ1. Each plot on the right represents three different values
of δ1 but the same number of charges. Blue, green and red lines correspond with geometries
with δ = 1.5δc, δc, 0.9δc respectively. Continuous, dashed and dotted lines correspond to
Nq = 1, Nc, 4Nc.
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comes closer to the black hole than this radius must spend energy not to fall to
it2.
In the Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution of GR3, the situation is similar but a bit
different, depending on the charge to mass ratio. The potential is:
V (r) =
(
1− rs
r
+
r2q
r2
)
L2
r2
(5.9)
If the charge is much bigger than the mass, the solution is of the naked
singularity type. In this case, the potential is dominated by the term V ∼ L
2r2q
r4
and there are no stationary null orbits. For greater values of the mass, the term
that goes with the mass in the potential becomes more important and at the
point r2S =
2
9r
2
q there is a stationary null orbit lying on the inflection point of
the potential. From that point on, there are two branches of null orbits: An
unstable one at the maximum of the potential, and a stable one, at the minimum
of the potential and closer to the singularity. When r2S = r
2
q a horizon appears
at the point of the stable null orbits. For r2S > 4r
2
q , the stable branch of the null
orbits lies in a region where the potential is negative, and consequently, photons
can not remain stationary at that point. Also, the unstable branch becomes the
critical point beyond that any observer in free fall must spend energy not to fall
into the horizon.
In the following plots we compare the photon stable orbits for the Reissner-
Nordstro¨m solution of GR with the ones from the Palatini wormhole, with
respect to the number of charges and given a fixed value of δ1. The mass of
the black hole can be obtained from these two parameters as Ml2P =
lPN
3
2
q α
3
2
EM
2
5
4 δ1
.
This means that for a fixed value of δ1, low values of Nq means even lower values
of M , which is the regime of the naked singularity of Reissner-Nordstro¨m; and
higher values of Nq correspond to the solution with two horizons of GR.
For the metric-affine wormhole, the null stationary orbits will depend on the
value of δ1. If the geometry is smooth (δ1 = δc), there will be a stable branch on
the wormhole throat as long as it is not behind a horizon (Nq < Nc). Also, there
will always be an unstable branch at the maximum of the potential outside the
horizons of the geometry. For the Schwarzschild-like wormhole, there is only
2This applies to observers that come from the asymptotic infinity. Observers that are inside
r = 3/2rS but come from the white hole part of the black hole may already have enough radial
velocity to scape.
3ds2 = −Fdt2 + 1/Fdr2 + r2dΩ2 with F = 1− rS/r + r2q/r2
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a branch of unstable stationary null orbits. For the Reissner-Nordstro¨m-like
wormhole, there will be two branches, as in GR, but displaced.
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Figure 5.3: Radius of the stationary null orbits in units of rc (vertical axis) against the number
of charges (horizontal axis) for a black hole with δ1 = δc. The blue (upper) and green (flat)
solid lines are for the wormhole configuration, the dashed (orange) line is for the RN black
hole of GR. Notice that the stable (flat) branch of stationary orbits ends at Nq = Nc. The
upper solid (blue) curve smoothly tends to the GR prediction for large values of Nq .
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Figure 5.4: Radius of the stationary null orbits in units of rc (vertical axis) against the number
of charges (horizontal axis) for a black hole with δ1 = 0.5 ∗ δc. The solid (blue) line is for the
wormhole, the dashed (orange) line is for the RN black hole of GR.
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Figure 5.5: Radius of the stationary null orbits in units of rc (vertical axis) against the number
of charges (horizontal axis) for a black hole with δ1 = 1.05∗ δc. The solid blue and green lines
are for the Palatini black hole, the dashed (orange) line is for the RN black hole of GR.
It is worth pointing out that the position of unstable branch of null orbits
tends to r ' 3
√
α
EM
2
√
2
Nq
δ1
rc =
3
2rS as the number of charges grow. As we have
fixed the value of the parameter δ1, then the mass of the solution will depend
on the number of charges through the relation: rS = r
3/2
q /(δ1l
1/2
P ), so increasing
the number of charges implies increasing even more the mass of the black hole,
and the solution becomes more similar to the Schwarzschild geometry, which
has unstable photon orbits at r = 3/2rS .
5.1.3 Radial Time-like Geodesics
For radial time-like geodesics, we have κ = 1, L = 0. In this case, the potential
far from the wormhole is attractive and behaves as in GR: V ' 1− rSx . Near the
centre of the geometry, the potential behaves very much like in the case before
(see eq. 5.8), but without the factor L
2
r2c
. The potential has been plotted for the
different cases in fig. 5.6.
• δ1 < δc (Schwarzschild-like case): The potential is just a well, with no
local maximum or minimum between infinity and the wormhole throat.
Any geodesic directed towards the centre will reach the wormhole throat.
• δ1 > δc (Reissner-Nordstro¨m-like case): The potential has an infinite bar-
rier at the wormhole throat, and so, all time-like geodesics will be repelled
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and cannot reach r = rc. The potential presents a minimum between the
attractive part at infinity and the infinite barrier at the wormhole throat.
If the black hole is of the naked divergence type, the potential will be
positive at the minimum, and a geodesic can remain stationary there, not
orbiting around it, but standing at a constant value of the angle φ. If it is
not, the minimum will have a negative value and lie between the internal
and external horizon of the geometry; and a geodesic will at most oscillate
around the minimum, entering and exiting each horizon in each oscilla-
tion. We should note that after each oscillation, the observer reaches a
different region than the one it started, unless we identify horizons in such
a way that it comes back to the same region (in that case, there would be
closed time-like curves, which can be problematic).
• δ1 = δc (Smooth case): In this case, the potential presents a minimum
at the wormhole throat. As in the RN case, if there are no horizons, a
massive particle can remain stationary at the wormhole throat. On the
other hand, if the geometry has horizons, the minimum of the potential
will be negative, and a geodesic will oscillate crossing the horizons to the
other side of the geometry and entering back. As in the previous case,
after each oscillation, the observer would reach a region of the space-time
different from the one it started.
5.1.4 Time-like Geodesics with L 6= 0
The potential for time-like geodesics with non-zero angular momentum (κ = 1,
L 6= 0) is the sum of the two previous cases. At infinity, the geodesics feel the
attractive potential, V ' 1− rSr . Going closer to the centre of the geometry, they
will feel the centrifugal term L
2
r2 . Depending on the value of L
2, there will be a
minimum of the potential between the region the attractive potential dominates
and the region the centrifugal term dominates. Those minima correspond to the
orbits of a particle with mass (or a planet) would have around the black hole.
If L2 is low and we are in a wormhole geometry with horizons, the centrifugal
term might not dominate at any point. This would be the case of a planet
whose trajectory gets too close to the black hole and reaches the event horizon
because the centrifugal barrier is not repulsive enough. The potential has been
plotted for the different cases in fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: Representation of the effective potential V (x) for time-like geodesics with L = 0
for different scenarios. Each plot on the left represents the potential for three different number
of charges but the same value of δ1. Each plot on the right represents three different values
of δ1 but the same number of charges. Blue, Green and Red lines correspond with geometries
with δ = 1.5δc, δc, 0.9δc respectively. Continuous, dashed and dotted lines correspond to
Nq = 1, Nc, 4Nc.
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Figure 5.7: Representation of the effective potential V (x) for time-like geodesics with L = 1
for different scenarios. Each plot on the left represents the potential for three different number
of charges but the same value of δ1. Each plot on the right represents three different values
of δ1 but the same number of charges. Blue, Green and Red lines correspond with geometries
with δ = 1.5δc, δc, 0.9δc respectively. Continuous, dashed and dotted lines correspond to
Nq = 1, Nc, 4Nc.
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5.2 Extension of Geodesics
As we have seen, geodesics do reach the x = 0 wormhole throat. Up to
that point, there is no problem integrating the geodesic paths, because the
potential is finite. For the smooth case, there is no problem integrating the
geodesics through the wormhole, because the potential is also finite at that
point. However, the potential becomes infinite at the wormhole throat for the
Schwarzschild-like (δ1 < δc) and Reissner-Nordstro¨m-like (δ1 > δc) cases. In the
geodesic equation, the coefficients of the Levi-Civita connection would diverge.
Therefore, we should try to check if there is a unique way of extending the
geodesics using a Pfaff equation as we did in section 2.3. But we already did that,
as the geometries (i) and (iii) we studied in that section correspond to the (t, x)
and (x, φ) parts of the Schwarzschild-like geonic wormhole. For the Reissner-
Nordstro¨m-like case, both time-like radial geodesics and null angular geodesics
are repelled before reaching the wormhole throat; only null radial geodesics can
reach it. But radial null geodesics can be integrated without problems through
the wormhole throat.
5.3 Congruences
In the previous section we have seen that some of the geodesics of the geom-
etry can reach the wormhole throat. In the case the geometry is smooth, the
geodesics reach the other side without problems. However, in general there will
be a curvature divergence at the wormhole throat, and the geodesics still cross
the wormhole in a continuous and unique way. What happens to an object with
non-vanishing physical size that reaches the divergence?
In the introduction we studied that the mathematical tool to describe the
forces that act upon a rigid object are described by the evolution of a congruence
of geodesics. In sections 1.4.2 and 1.4.3 we studied the evolution of the geodesics
for a space-time with spherical symmetry and for Schwarzschild in particular.
In the Schwarzschild geometry, every congruence that reached the curvature
divergence was crushed to zero volume. In the geonic wormhole, the curvature
divergence is milder — RαβµνRα
βµν ∝ 1/(r − rc)3 instead of ∝ 1/r6 —, and
the divergent region is located at a sphere instead of at a point. We will follow
what we did in the introduction an see if there are any differences with GR.
In this section, we will work in the coordinates (t, y, θ, φ), with y such that
dy = 1σ+ dx (or equivalently dy =
1√
σ−
dr), so that the metric of the geonic
wormhole in these coordinates is written in analogue way as in eq. 1.52. In
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these coordinates the metric looks like:
g = − A
σ+
dt2 +
σ+
A
dy2 + r2(y)dΩ2 (5.10)
The components of the the tangent vector to a time-like radial geodesic are:
uµ =
((σ+
A
)
E,
√
E2 −
(
A
σ+
)
, 0, 0
)
(5.11)
and the components of the deviation vectors that describe the congruence can
be written as:
Z(1) = B(λ)
((σ+
A
)√
E2 −
(
A
σ+
)
, E, 0, 0
)
(5.12)
Z(2) = P (λ)(0, 0, 1, 0) (5.13)
Z(3) = Q(λ)(0, 0, 0,
1
sin θ
) (5.14)
The equations for the modulus of the deviation vectors (eqs. 1.62, 1.63) now
look like:
P (λ) = P0 + C
∫
dλ
r2(λ)
(5.15)
B¨(λ) +
∂y∂y
(
A
σ+
)
2
B(λ) = 0 (5.16)
Near the wormhole throat we can make the following approximations:
r(λ) ≈ rc σ+ ≈ 2 A ≈ − a|y| with a ≡
Nq
2Nc
(
1− δ1δc
δ1
)
rc (5.17)
In this approximation, it is possible to integrate the component uy = dydλ to
obtain y ≈ ( 98aλ2)
1
3 (We have chosen the parameter λ such that at λ = 0 the
geodesic reaches the curvature divergence). Then last equation just turns into:
B¨(λ)− 4
9λ2
B(λ) = 0 (5.18)
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Now the value of the functions P , Q, B, can be obtained directly:
P (λ) ' KP (λ− λi) (5.19)
Q(λ) ' KQ(λ− λi) (5.20)
B(λ) ' KB
(
1
|λ| 13 −
|λ| 43
|λi| 53
)
(5.21)
where KP , KQ, KB are integration constants. The volume transported by the
congruence is given by:
V (λ) = |B(λ)P (λ)Q(λ)|r2(λ) (5.22)
which behaves as V (λ) ∝ 1/λ 13 ∝ 1/y 12 . Rather than vanishing as in GR, this
volume diverges to infinity. This is due to the behaviour of the radial deviation
vector Z(1), whose modulus grows without bound as 1/r
1
2 when λ → 0. The
behaviour of Z(1) is the same as the one found in the standard Schwarzschild
black hole (see eq. 1.68). In both cases, the behaviour of grr (gyy) goes like 1/r
(1/y). The angular part, however, is different, because near the Schwarzschild
singularity, the modulus of Z(2), Z(3) vanish like r
1
2 , but in the wormhole have
a finite value K(P/Q)λi.
This behaviour is significantly different from that observed for geodesic con-
gruences in the Schwarzschild geometry. The volume does not go to 0, and
consequently, this would not be considered a strong singularity (never mind
that we already established that the geodesics have an unique extension and
therefore, the geometry is non-singular). The volume does go to ∞ and some
authors regard this as a deformationally strong singularity ([71]), however, we
will argue that this will not cause the unavoidable disruption of physical body
crossing such region, unlike strong singularities. Also, the modules of the de-
viation vectors of a congruence do not vanish as we approach the wormhole
throat, in general; this means that there are no conjugate points between the
origin of the geodesics and the wormhole throat, which is a fundamental piece
of the singularity theorems to stablish that geodesics are not extendible in GR
for certain initial conditions (see Section 2.2.2).
Let us study more carefully what it means that the volume transported by
the congruence diverges. After all, we are considering an infinitesimal volume.
What does it mean that something infinitesimal becomes infinite? To proceed,
we will consider a family of freely falling observers, all with a reference energy E
and zero angular momentum, their tangent vector given by eq. 5.11. We will find
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it useful to write the line element of our space-time in coordinates adapted to this
family of observers. We can thus define a new time coordinate that corresponds
to the proper time of each observer, its corresponding basis vector is ∂λ = u
t∂t+
uy∂y. We could also try to define a coordinate ξ¯ such that its corresponding
basis vector would be ∂ξ¯ = u
yσ+/A∂t + Au
t/σ+∂y. This vector has unit norm
and points in the same direction as the Jacobi field Z(1) given in eq. 5.12.
Unfortunately, this choice leads to [∂λ, ∂ξ¯] 6= 0, and therefore, does not define
coordinates. However, one can verify that ∂ξ = u
y(uyσ+/A∂t+Au
t/σ+∂y) does
define a coordinate basis. The new coordinates have the following expression in
terms of the old ones:
λ(y, t) = −Et+
∫ y
0
uy(y′)
A(y′)
dy′ ξ(y, t) = −t+
∫ y
0
ut(y′)
uy(y′)
dy′ (5.23)
It is also possible to get the old coordinate y in terms of (λ, ξ) inverting the
following relation:
λ− Eξ =
∫ y
0
1
uy(y′)
dy′ (5.24)
From this last relation it is easy to see that the wormhole throat (y = 0) is
found at λ− Eξ = 0. We can write the metric in these new coordinates:
ds2 = −dλ2 + (uy)2dξ2 + r2(λ, ξ)dΩ2 (5.25)
With this coordinates, the tangent vector of the family of observers with
energy E is simply ∂λ, and the congruence consists of the curves of constant ξ.
Near the wormhole throat, the metric can be approximated as:
ds2 ≈ −dλ2 +
(
3
a
|λ− Eξ|
)− 23
dξ2 (5.26)
This expression confirms what we know: the spatial distance between two
infinitesimally close geodesics diverges as we approach the wormhole throat as(
3
a |λ− Eξ|
)− 23 . However, if we consider two geodesics separated by a finite
comoving length lξ ≡ ξ1− ξ0, the physical spatial distance lPhys ≡
∫ ξ1
ξ0
|gξξ|dξ is
finite and given by:
lPhys ≈
(a
3
) 1
3 1
E
||λ− Eξ0| − |λ− Eξ1|| (5.27)
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This result is very important and puts forward that infinitesimal quantities
that are divergent should be treated carefully. Given that the physical length
for any comoving separation remains finite, and that the angular sector is well-
behaved at the wormhole throat, then any object with finite (not infinitesimal)
volume, will remain finite as it crosses the wormhole.
A possible gedankenexperiment to better understand the geometry would be
the following: Let us consider two geodesics located at ξ0 and ξ1. An observer
following the geodesic at ξ0 sends continually a laser pulse to another observer
at ξ1, and when ξ1 receives it, he/she sends it back to ξ0. The observer at ξ0
annotates the time that the laser pulse takes to travel to ξ1 and back. This
would be a way to measure the distance between ξ0 and ξ1 as they approach
the wormhole throat. What would the results be?
From the metric (eq. 5.26) we can obtain the paths of null geodesics, which
satisfy:
dξ
dλ
= ±
∣∣∣∣3a (λ− Eξ)
∣∣∣∣ 13 (5.28)
It is possible to integrate this equation numerically to obtain the paths of
light rays. In figure 5.8 there are represented the light cones of an infalling
observer. In figure 5.9, we can see the time the light ray takes to go from ξ0 to
ξ1 and back, as measured by ξ0 with respect to the proper time in which the
light ray was originally sent (in the graph, the proper time has been set such
that at λ = 0, the observer at ξ0 crosses the wormhole). We have represented
this time for three different comoving separations between ξ0 and ξ1. We can
see that the distance measured in this way is always finite, and vanishes as
the comoving distance tends to 0. There is a “bump” in travelling time as
the light ray encounters the curvature divergence in its path. However, this is
not problematic from a physical point of view, as both geodesics are causally
connected at all times.
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Figure 5.8: Trajectories of light rays emitted by a freely falling observer, (ξ = 0) at different
times shortly before reaching the wormhole throat, for a Schwarzschild-like configuration (δ1 <
δc). The wormhole throat is located at the oblique (solid black) line λ − Eξ = 0. The rays
going to the left/right represent ingoing/outgoing geodesics. Given that the observer is inside
an event horizon, both ingoing and outgoing light rays end up crossing the wormhole throat.
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Figure 5.9: Representation of the proper time ∆λ that a light ray takes in a round trip from
a fiducial free-falling observer located at ξ = 0 with respect to another separated radially by a
comoving distance ξ = 0.01rc, 0.005rc, 0.001rc, versus the value of the proper time λ at which
the light ray was sent. At λ = 0 the observer encounters the curvature divergence. Light rays
sent soon before reaching the wormhole will encounter the divergence on their way, causing
an additional delay (the “bumps” in the plot) in travelling time. This graph confirms that
the travelling time is finite at all moments and tends to 0 as the comoving distance tends to
0.
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Chapter 6
Waves
During this thesis, we have characterized singularities in terms of classical as-
pects, studying the geodesics that physical observers follow in the geometry.
However, fundamental particles are quantum in nature, and are more aptly de-
scribed in terms of the propagation of a wave. In this chapter we will consider
how a curvature divergence affects the propagation of a scalar wave, and will
study the scattering of waves through it. Then, in a naked divergence scenario
(for it is the simplest one), we will calculate the transmission coefficient for
different partial waves and the transmission cross section for a plane wave.
6.1 Scalar Waves and Regularity
In this chapter, we will follow the work of Giveon et al. [72] did for the wave
propagation in Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole in GR. Let us consider that mat-
ter is described by a scalar field. The wave equation for a scalar field is:
∇µ∇µΨ = m2Ψ (6.1)
or equivalently:
1√|g|∂µ(gµν√|g|∂νΨ) = m2Ψ (6.2)
Let us study the well-posedness of this equation in the wormhole geometry
we derived in Chapter 4. In this section, it is convenient to use coordinates
(t, y, θ, φ) with y such that dy = 1σ+ dx (or equivalently dy =
1√
σ−
dr). y is
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approximately ∼ x2 near the wormhole, and ∼ x in the asymptotic infinity. This
coordinate has a difficult expression in terms of x (or r), but the determinant
of the metric takes a simpler form:
ds2 = − A
σ+
dt2 +
σ+
A
dy2 + r2(y)dΩ2
√
|g| = r2(y) sin(θ) (6.3)
Because the metric is static and has spherical symmetry, we can decompose
the scalar field Ψ into a sum of partial waves Ψωlm of given angular momentum
(denoted by the quantum numbers l and m) and frequency ω, and each of them
satisfies the wave equation. Moreover, each partial wave can be separated into
a spatial, a temporal and an angular part:
Ψωlm =
ψωl(y)
r
Ylm(θ, φ)e
iωt (6.4)
where Ylm are the spherical harmonics. Eq. 6.2 turns into:
σ+
A
ω2Ψωlm +
[
1
rψωl
∂y
(
A
σ+
r2∂y
ψωl
r
)]
Ψωlm − l(l + 1)
r2
Ψωlm −m2Ψωlm = 0
(6.5)
for each partial wave. Our main interest is understanding the behaviour of the
wave equation near the curvature divergence. To make the analysis simpler, we
will study the case of a naked wormhole1. In this case A > 0 everywhere, and
the coordinate y is always space-like. Because of this, it is possible to construct
a tortoise coordinate dy∗ = σ+A dy which will be well-defined everywhere. Using
this coordinate, the differential equation for the radial function of the partial
waves can be written as:
∂y∗∂y∗ψωl +
ω2 −
(
1
r
∂y∗∂y∗r +
(
m2 +
l(l + 1)
r2
)
A
σ+
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Veff
ψωl = 0 (6.6)
1Besides being a simpler case, the naked wormhole case does not have the interior horizon
that in GR creates the phenomenon of mass inflation [73]. If we look at the causal structure
of Reissner-Nordstro¨m in fig. 1.4a, the inner horizon r− sees all the information of the
asymptotic region r → ∞ (in a blue-shifted way). All the energy of this information and its
backreaction generates curvature divergences at the horizon. The Metric-Affine approach has
some peculiarities which would make the analysis different in this case (see [74], [75], for a
discussion on the subject).
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This is a Schro¨dinger-like equation with effective potential Veff. In the limit
of r  rc, σ± → 1, A → F , where F is the metric function −gtt of the
Reissner-Nordstro¨m geometry, this effective potential tends to the usual one in
GR Veff =
(
1
r∂rF +
(
m2 + l(l+1)r2
))
F ; the scattering and absorption of waves
by black holes in GR has already been studied ([72], [76], [77]). Using this
equation, it should be possible to obtain solutions for a given partial wave (two
independent solutions given ω and l). However, we are concerned about the
behaviour of the effective potential at the wormhole throat, whether it poses
a problem to the propagation of scalar waves or not. For this purpose we can
approximate the effective potential near the wormhole throat as:
Veff ≈ κ|y∗| 12 +O(|y
∗| 12 ) (6.7)
with:
κ ≡
√
(δ1 − δc)Nq
δ1δcNc
Nc[m
2r2c + 1 + l(l + 1)]−Nq)
Nc(2rc)
3
2
(6.8)
The effective potential is divergent at y = 0. Will this cause a singular
behaviour of the wave function at this point? The answer is no: A linear
second-order differential equation of the type [a(x)∂xx + b(x)∂x + c(x)]φ = 0
is regular-singular at a point x0 if b(x) has at most a first-order pole and c(x)
at most a second-order pole at x0 with a(x0) normalized to 1 (see [72]). This
guarantees that the solution will not have an essential singularity at x0, although
it can have poles or branch cuts. The leading behaviour of the two independent
solutions at the regular-singular point is given by φ1,2 ∼ (x − x0)ρ1,2 , with the
characteristic exponents ρ1,2 being the solutions of the quadratic equation
2:
a(x0)ρ(ρ− 1) + b(x0)(x− x0)ρ+ c(x0)(x− x0)2 = 0 (6.9)
In our case, c(y) ∼ 1/y 12 and the leading behaviour of the solution at y = 0
is simply one solution that is constant, and other that is linear. If we consider
potentials of the type V = −v0/yα, the solutions for the potentials with 0 <
α < 2 will be well-behaved, the ones with α > 2 will be singular, and the ones
with α = 2 will depend on the value of v0, and be well-behaved if v0 < 1/4.
Eq. 6.6 has two independent solutions ψ1ωl, ψ
2
ωl. When r →∞, the effective
potential vanishes and each of the independent solutions is a combination of
complex exponentials:
2If ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ, then one of the solutions has leading behaviour as (x− x0)ρ log(x− x0).
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lim
y∗→+∞ψ
1,2
ωl (y
∗) = A1,2ωl,ine
−iky∗ +A1,2ωl,oute
iky∗ (6.10)
lim
y∗→−∞ψ
1,2
ωl (y
∗) = B1,2ωl,ine
iky∗ +B1,2ωl,oute
−iky∗ (6.11)
With ω =
√
k2 +m2. Any other linear combination of these two solu-
tions will be a solution too. In particular we could look for a combination
ψ+ωl,in that corresponds to having an incoming wave from y
∗ → ∞ that inter-
acts with the geometry and then is outgoing in both sides of the wormhole.
This combination then satisfies limy∗→−∞ ψ+ωl,in = e
−iky∗ . In an analogue way
we can define ψ+ωl,out , ψ
−
ωl,in and ψ
−
ωl,out, which are combinations such that
limy∗→−∞ ψ+ωl,out = e
iky∗ , limy∗→+∞ ψ−ωl,in = e
iky∗ , limy∗→+∞ ψ−ωl,out = e
iky∗ ,
respectively. Each of these solutions will give a corresponding partial wave, that
we will label the same way, i.e. Ψ+ωlm,in = ψ
+
ωl,in(r)/r Ylm(θ, φ)e
iωt. A generic
wave can be decomposed into a sum of partial waves of different frequency, an-
gular momentum and any combination of two independent solutions for a given
ω and l. For example, we can decompose a generic wave using Ψ+ωlm,in and
Ψ+ωlm,out:
Ψ =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
∫ ∞
0
{
f+lm,in(k)Ψ
+
ωlm,in + f
+
lm,out(k)Ψ
+
ωlm,out
}
dk (6.12)
where, {f+lm,in(k), f+lm,out(k)} specifies the particular combination of partial
waves that make Ψ. But we can work with any combination we want, so it
is also possible to decompose it using Ψ+ωlm,in and Ψ
−
ωlm,in:
Ψ =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
∫ ∞
0
{
g+lm,in(k)Ψ
+
ωlm,in + g
−
lm,in(k)Ψ
−
ωlm,in
}
dk (6.13)
or with Ψ−ωlm,in and Ψ
−
ωlm,out:
Ψ =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
∫ ∞
0
{
h−lm,in(k)Ψ
−
ωlm,in + h
−
lm,out(k)Ψ
−
ωlm,out
}
dk (6.14)
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Where {g+lm,in(k), g−lm,in(k)} and {h−lm,in(k), h−lm,out(k)} will have some rela-
tion between themselves3 and to {f+lm,in(k), f+lm,out(k)}.
Now we would like to determine if we can solve a generic initial value prob-
lem in the naked wormhole setting. It is possible to formulate this problem in
two ways: in the Cauchy formulation, the field and its time derivative are spec-
ified on a space-like hypersurface; in the characteristic formulation, the field is
specified on two null hypersurfaces. We can see that there is a problem with the
Cauchy formulation, as (for the naked wormhole) any space-like hypersurface
will cross the wormhole throat, and we do not yet know what initial conditions
are physically acceptable there. However, in the characteristic formulation, we
can choose as our null hypersurfaces the null past infinity and null future infin-
ity in the positive y∗ side of the wormhole, usually denoted by I− and I+. In
Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates u = t + y∗, v = t − y∗, these two hypersur-
faces are the hypersurface of constant v in the limit v → −∞, and of constant
u in the limit u → +∞. If the scalar field is given in those hypersurfaces, it
should be possible to obtain the particular composition of partial waves, and
with them obtain the value of the scalar field everywhere else. For example, for
a massless scalar field, in the limit y∗ → +∞ we have Ψ−ωlm,in → e
iωu
r Ylm(θ, φ),
and Ψ−ωlm,out → e
iωv
r Ylm(θ, φ). So, if we know Ψ in these hypersurfaces, we can
Fourier decompose them and obtain h−lm,in(ω) and h
−
lm,out(ω):
h−lm,in(ω) = limv→−∞
1
2pi
∫
Ψ(u, v, θ, φ)Ylm(θ, φ)r(u, v)e
−iωu sin(θ)dudθdφ (6.15)
h−lm,out(ω) = limu→+∞
1
2pi
∫
Ψ(u, v, θ, φ)Ylm(θ, φ)r(u, v)e
−iωv sin(θ)dvdθdφ (6.16)
With these two functions we know the evolution of Ψ in the full space-time
through eq. 6.14. It is more natural to take as null hypersurfaces for our initial
value problem the null past infinity of both sides of the wormhole. In this
case, in the limit y∗ → −∞, we have Ψ−ωlm,in →
(
Aωl
eiωu
r +Bωl
eiωv
r
)
Ylm(θ, φ),
and Ψ−ωlm,out →
(
Cωl
eiωu
r +Dωl
eiωv
r
)
Ylm(θ, φ). In this case, h
−
lm,in(ω) and
h−lm,out(ω) can be obtained from the following equations:
3Let us note that in general g+lm,in(k) 6= f+lm,in(k)
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h−lm,in(ω) = limv→−∞
1
2pi
∫
Ψ(u, v, θ, φ)Ylm(θ, φ)r(u, v)e
−iωu sin(θ)dudθdφ (6.17)
Bωlh
−
lm,in(ω) +Dωlh
−
lm,out(ω) =
= lim
u→−∞
1
2pi
∫
Ψ(u, v, θ, φ)Ylm(θ, φ)r(u, v)e
−iωv sin(θ)dvdθdφ (6.18)
6.2 Transmission Through The Wormhole Throat
Now that we have seen that the propagation of a wave is smooth through the
curvature divergence, we are interested in understanding what happens to a
plane wave sent towards the wormhole throat. At the throat, the potential will
be an infinite barrier or an infinite well depending on the sign of κ, which in
turn depends on l, m, δ1 and Nq. For the potential well, there will be bounded
states if ω2 < m2. In the case of the infinite barrier, there can be propagation
through the wormhole throat due to tunnel effect.
If we consider a high frequency wave sent towards the wormhole, all the fea-
tures of the potential will be irrelevant except for the behaviour at the throat.
The centrifugal part of the effective potential will not deter the wave to in-
teract with the curvature divergence. Then, we can calculate the transmission
and the cross section just by looking at the interaction of the wave with the
approximated potential at the wormhole throat.
Classical Scattering
Let us first review the scattering of a scalar field in flat space-time. In the
classical scattering experiment, a monochromatic plane wave is sent along the
direction z towards a static and spherically symmetric potential. Part of the
wave will pass unscattered through the potential, part of the wave will interact
with it and produce a spherically outgoing wave, and maybe part of the wave
will be absorbed. Far from the potential, the wave is essentially free (∇µ∇µ −
m2)Ψ = 0 and can be approximated by the following form:
Ψ '
r→∞
(
eikz + fω(θ)
eikr
r
)
eiωt (6.19)
where we can see the plane wave and the spherically outgoing wave, the intensity
of which depends on the angle respect to the direction of the plane wave. As
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the potential is spherically symmetric and static, we can write the wave as a
sum of partial waves, and each of them can be written as:
Ψωlm =
ψωl(y)
r
Ylm(θ, φ) exp(−iωt) (6.20)
For big radii, the waves are free, and the radial part of the partial wave
behaves like4 ψωl(r) '
r→∞ Ain,ωl exp(−iωr) + Aout,ωl exp(iωr). Now we would
like to write the equation 6.19 in terms of partial waves. For this, we have
to look first how a plane wave eikz decomposes into waves of known angular
momentum:
eikz =
∞∑
l=0
il
√
4pi(2l + 1)jl(kr)Yl0(θ, φ) (6.21)
'
r→∞
∞∑
l=0
il
√
4pi(2l + 1)
1
2kr
(eikr + e−ikr)Yl0(θ, φ) (6.22)
where jl(kr) is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind. The wave function
that corresponds to the scattering experiment described in eq. 6.19 must be
made of a combination of partial waves Ψωlm with quantum number m = 0,
such that the incoming part at infinity is the same as the incoming part of the
plane wave eikz. This combination then must be:
Ψ =
∞∑
l=0
il
√
4pi(2l + 1)
1
2k
1
Ain,ωl
ψωl
r
eiωtYl0(θ, φ) (6.23)
Then, if we sum and subtract the outgoing part of the plane wave, we can
separate the wave function into the incoming plane wave and the scattered
spherically outgoing wave.
4The equation for the radial part of the wave is of second-order, and consequently, has
two independent solutions. However, either imposing well behavedness of the solution at the
origin, or boundary conditions (for example, for the scattering of waves by a hard ball), will
select just one of them.
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Ψ '
r→+∞
∞∑
l=0
il
√
4pi(2l + 1)
1
2k
1
Ain,ωl
Ain,ωle
−ikr +Aout,ωleikr
r
eiωtYl0(θ, φ) (6.24)
=
∞∑
l=0
il
√
4pi(2l + 1)
1
2k
1
r
(
e−ikr + eikr − eikr + Aout,ωl
Ain,ωl
eikr
)
eiωtYl0(θ, φ)(6.25)
= ei(kz+ωt) +
∞∑
l=0
il
√
4pi(2l + 1)
1
2k
(
Aout,ωl
Ain,ωl
− 1
)
Yl0(θ, φ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=fω(θ)
eikr
r
eiωt (6.26)
In this way, we have reduced a complex problem (calculating fω(θ)) to several
simpler ones, i.e., calculate the value of the relation Aout,ωl/Ain,ωl for partial
waves with different values of the angular momentum l. Obviously, there is
an infinite number of partial waves, but beyond certain value of the angular
momentum l they will not contribute to the scattering process (Aout,ωl/Ain,ωl ≈
1), because the centrifugal barrier will repel them before they interact with the
scatterer.
The free scalar wave equation has a conserved current associated to charge
conservation jµ = i(Ψ∇µΨ∗−Ψ∗∇µΨ), such that ∇µjµ = 0. Since the scatter-
ing experiment is stationary, we have that time derivative of the charge density
vanishes ∂tj
t = 0, and so, the charge current density is conserved in the spatial
dimensions: ~∇·~j = 0. We can then interpret the integral of spherically outgoing
current through a sphere at infinity as coming from the current density of the
plane wave (which is constant) interacting with a scatterer with an effective
area. This area is known as the elastic scattering cross section:
σel =
∫
S∞
i(Ψsph.~∇Ψ∗sph. −Ψ∗sph.~∇Ψsph.) · d~S
|i(Ψplane~∇Ψ∗plane −Ψ∗plane~∇Ψplane)|
(6.27)
=
∫
|fω(θ)|2dΩ (6.28)
=
pi
k2
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1)
∣∣∣∣Aout,ωlAin,ωl − 1
∣∣∣∣2 (6.29)
The current density might not be conserved by the full wave equation with
the potential. If it is conserved, we will have |Ain,ωl|2 = |Aout,ωl|2 for every
partial wave; if it is not, the outgoing current of each partial wave will be
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less than the incoming current. Again, we can think of this lost current as
the interaction of the plane wave with a target that absorbs the wave with an
effective area called the inelastic cross section5. The sum of the lost current for
all partial waves divided by the the current density of the plane wave gives us
the inelastic cross section:
σin =
pi
k2
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1)
(
1−
∣∣∣∣Aout,ωlAin,ωl
∣∣∣∣2
)
(6.30)
Scattering Experiment in a Wormhole Geometry
The propagation of plane wave in the geonic wormhole geometry looks very
similar to the classical scattering. In this case, there are two asymptotic infinite
regions where the effective potential is negligible and the scalar field is essentially
free. Then, the solutions of the radial part of the partial wave will behave in
the asymptotic regions like:
ψωl(x) ≈ Ain,ωle−iωx +Aout,ωleiωx if x→∞ (6.31)
ψωl(x) ≈ Bin,ωleiωx +Bout,ωle−iωx if x→ −∞ (6.32)
We want to consider the case in which we are sending plane waves from the
x > 0 side, and there are no incoming waves from the x < 0 side. This condition
implies that, of the two independent solutions of the wave equation, we have to
work only with the combination such that Bin,ωl = 0. With these partial waves
we can construct a combination that behaves like a plane wave plus a spherical
outgoing wave on the x > 0 side, and other spherical outgoing wave on the x < 0
side. The elastic cross section takes the same form as in the classical scattering:
σel =
pi
k2
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1)
∣∣∣∣Aout,ωlAin,ωl − 1
∣∣∣∣2 (6.33)
But now there is a new phenomenon, where the current might reach the
x < 0 side of the wormhole. In an analogue way, we define the transmission
cross section:
5Having a look at eq. 6.19 it seems there is no lost current. Moreover, it seems that there
is current being generated from the origin. This is an artefact of the approximation we have
taken when r → ∞, because the total current of the plane wave is infinite, and taking out
(or creating) a finite amount of current will not change the form of the wave solution in the
asymptotic limit.
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σtr =
pi
k2
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1)
∣∣∣∣Bout,ωlAin,ωl
∣∣∣∣2 (6.34)
Where |Bout,ωl/Ain,ωl|2 is Tl, the transmission coefficient of the partial wave
l. The incoming current will go to either side of the wormhole, but can also be
lost. The inelastic scattering is defined as:
σin =
pi
k2
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1)
(
1−
∣∣∣∣Aout,ωlAin,ωl
∣∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣∣Bout,ωlAin,ωl
∣∣∣∣2
)
(6.35)
Transmission Coefficients for the Geonic Wormhole
In order to simplify the problem, we are going to consider the scattering of high
frequency waves. In this regime, all the features of the potential are transparent
to the wave, except for the leading behaviour at the wormhole throat (eq. 6.7).
It is possible to study the problem considering only one parameter that has
the information from the frequency and the potential. We can redefine our
coordinates and constant κ:
y˜ = |κ| 23 y∗ α = |κ|− 23ω (6.36)
so that the wave equation takes a really simple form near the wormhole:
∂y˜∂y˜ψ + (α
2 ± 1√
y˜
)ψ = 0 (6.37)
with the ± sign being the sign of κ (infinite well or barrier). It is possible
to compute numerically the transmission from this equation, which will depend
only on the parameter α. We can set initial conditions ψ, ∂y˜ψ at some point,
and the computer can obtain the solution everywhere else.
To obtain the transmission amplitude for a mode of frequency α, we can do
the following: Choose two points y˜in, y˜out, each one at one side of the wormhole
and far from it, where the potential has no effect and the wave equation takes
the form of eq. 6.31. Set initial conditions ψ, ∂y˜ψ at y˜out taking into account
that Bin,ωl = 0. Then we run the computation and obtain the value of ψ, ∂y˜ψ
everywhere else, in particular at y˜in. Then, the value of Ain,ωl, Aout,ωl can be
easily recovered:
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Ain,ωl =
1
2
(ψ(y˜in) +
1
α
∂y˜ψ(y˜in)) (6.38)
Aout,ωl =
1
2
(ψ(y˜in)− 1
α
∂y˜ψ(y˜in)) (6.39)
Bout,ωl =
1
2
(ψ(y˜out) +
1
α
∂y˜ψ(y˜out)) (6.40)
The transmission coefficient is simply B2out,ωl/A
2
in,ωl. There is a problem,
however, as the potential 1/
√
y˜ we have obtained for the behaviour near the
wormhole throat is long-range, and therefore, the solution is never well ap-
proximated far from the wormhole by eq. 6.31. The full potential (without
approximations) decays appropriately, but if we use the full potential in the
computations, we cannot do the rescaling of the coordinates and the simplifica-
tion that leads all the parameters of the problem being described by α, which
seemed convenient. A possible way around this issue, is to describe the wave
solution far from the wormhole using the WKB approximation:
ψωl(y˜) ≈ A˜in,ωl 1
(α2 − 1/√y˜) 14 e
−i ∫ √α2−1/√y˜dy˜
+ A˜out,ωl
1
(α2 − 1/√y˜) 14 e
i
∫ √
α2−1/√y˜dy˜ if x→∞ (6.41)
ψωl(y˜) ≈ B˜in,ωl 1
(α2 − 1/√y˜) 14 e
i
∫ √
α2−1/√y˜dy˜
+ B˜out,ωl
1
(α2 − 1/√y˜) 14 e
−i ∫ √α2−1/√y˜dy˜ if x→ −∞ (6.42)
Quick aside: The WKB approximation
The WKB method is an approximation in which we assume that the
rate of change of the modulus of the wave function to be slower than the
rate of change of phase. A scalar field can be expressed in the form ψ(x) =
A(x)eiB(x) where A and B are real functions. A wave equation that has
the form ∂x∂xψ = Q(x)ψ, with Q > 0, gives raise to the following equation
(Q(x) = α2 − 1√
x
in our case):
∂x∂xA︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼0
+2i(∂xA)(∂xB) + iA∂x∂xB −A(∂xB)2 = AQ (6.43)
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If we neglect the ∂x∂xA term, the real and imaginary part of the equation
gives solution for A and B:
B(x) = ±
∫ √
Q(x)dx A(x) = k Q(x)−
1
4 (6.44)
Where k in an integration constant. There are two independent solutions,
one incoming and other outgoing. It is worth noting that under the WKB
approximation, the solutions are incoming everywhere or outgoing every-
where, so there is no reflection at any point. It is possible to get trans-
mission and reflection coefficients by matching WKB solutions in different
regions of space where the approximation is valid (for example, one region
where Q > 0, and other where Q < 0), although one must be careful during
the matching procedure so that probability is conserved. It is easy to check
that the WKB approximation as presented here conserves the current:
Jx(x) = i(ψ∂xψ
∗ − ψ∗∂xψ) = iA2(x)∂xB(x) = ±k2 (6.45)
This current corresponds to the 1-dimensional problem, but works the same
for a three dimensional problem expressed in the radial tortoise coordinate.
Taking these functions as a good approximation of the wave function far
from the wormhole, we can obtain A˜in,ωl, A˜out,ωl and B˜out,ωl from the values of
ψ(y˜) and ∂x(y˜) in a similar fashion as when the wave function could be approx-
imated by exponential functions. However, as the potential is long-range, it will
introduce phases respect to the amplitudes in the full potential. Nevertheless,
the transmission coefficient will not change due to these phases.
In figure 6.1, the transmission coefficient as a function of α is represented.
When the potential is an infinite well (κ < 0), the transmission is mostly trans-
mitted, and the transmission tends to 1 as α increases. When the potential is
an infinite barrier (κ > 0), the plot shows the typical sigmoid profile of barrier
experiments.
Let us consider a given geometry (δ1, Nq given) with κ > 0 and fixed angular
momentum l. For waves with low values of ω, the transmission coefficient will
vanish, meanwhile for high values of ω, the transmission will be 1. If we have
κ < 0 instead, the transmission will be 1 for high values of ω, and will be
T ∼ 0.75 for low values.
Consider now a case of a given geometry (δ1, Nq given) and fixed ω, and
let us change the value of the angular momentum l. Let us consider that κ is
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Figure 6.1: Transmission coefficient for the wave equation ∂y˜∂y˜ψ + (α
2 ± 1√
y˜
)ψ = 0, versus
the coefficient alpha (α = |κ|− 23 ω). The blue dots are for the plus sign in the equation (κ
negative), while the red crosses are for the minus sign.
positive for l = 0. When l increases, κ also increases (as l2, see eq. 6.8), and
therefore α decreases. As we can see from fig. 6.1, for low values of α, the wave
is reflected almost completely. Now let us consider that κ is negative for l = 0.
Meanwhile κ is negative, all waves are transmitted almost completely. But since
κ increases with l, there will be certain value of the angular momentum for which
κ flips signs. At that point α 1 (because κ ∼ 0) and the partial waves is still
transmitted almost completely. But as we keep increasing l, κ will be more and
more positive, α will decrease, and we will reach to a point where the partial
wave is almost completely reflected.
A very simple approximation would be to consider that every partial wave
with α > 1.5 or κ negative is transmitted, and all the rest are reflected. In
this approximation, for every frequency ω there is a critical value of the angu-
lar momentum lmax(ω), such that every partial wave with angular momentum
greater than that is reflected. As large values of κ are dominated by the l2
contribution, and looking at eq. 6.36, we can see that for large value of ω we
will have lmax ∝ ω 34 .
We can use this approximation to reach a very simple formula for the trans-
mission cross-section.
σtr ' pi
ω2
lmax∑
l=0
(2l + 1) =
pi(lmax + 1)
2
ω2
∝ ω− 12 (6.46)
In figure 6.2 we can check that this approximation works well for high fre-
quencies.
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Figure 6.2: Transmission cross section (in r2c units) versus frequency (in c rc units) for a
naked divergence with δ1 = 1, Nq = 10, calculated numerically (dots) for the exact Veff. The
continuous line shows the approximation σ ∝ ω 12 .
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Chapter 7
Wormholes in d-Dimensions
In the last chapters we have studied how charged black holes for certain family
of f(R,Q) theories in the metric-affine formalism avoid the central singularity
that happens in GR. It would be interesting to check whether this is a property
of the particular theory we have studied or if it is a more general property of
the metric-affine formalism. An easy first step is to consider a different family
of theories, and more than 4 dimensions.
In this chapter, I will present an extension of GR called Born-Infeld inspired
gravity, study its properties and obtain black hole solutions in an arbitrary
number of dimensions. Then I will study how these new solutions are non-
singular too.
7.1 Born-Infeld Theory
7.1.1 Born-Infeld Model for Electromagnetism
In 1934, Born and Infeld proposed a non-linear theory for electromagnetism [78].
The goal of this new theory was to be able to describe an electron in such a
way that its electric potential (and the energy density associated to a point-like
charge) remained finite at the origin. The proposed theory is described by the
following action.
S = −b4
∫ {√
−det
(
ηµν +
Fµν
b2
)
− 1
}
d4x (7.1)
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where b is an energy scale. In the limit of b  Fµν , this theory recovers
Maxwell’s equations. In other words, for radius greater than r0 ∼ √αEMb−1
we recover the Maxwell’s description of the electron, but inside that radius,
the electromagnetic field will change and remains finite. This Lagrangian might
seem unnatural, but is analogous to the change of the action of a non-relativistic
free particle to a relativistic one, where 12mv
2 ≈ mc2
(√
1− mv2mc2 − 1
)
when
mc2  mv2.
Although with the advent of Dirac’s equation and QFT, a new classical
model for the electron was no longer needed, this theory remained interesting
for many of its properties. The Born-Infeld model has causal propagation and
does not present birefringence or shock waves ([79], [80]), which are a common
occurrence in non-linear theories. It also preserves the electric-magnetic duality
of Maxwell’s equations ([81]). If we expand the lagrangian, the quartic terms
reproduce the effective action of one-loop SUSY QED ([82]). It also appears
naturally in the context of strings, in the low energy limit of the electromagnetic
action in D-branes ([83], [84]).
7.1.2 Born-Infeld inspired Gravity
As the Born-Infeld model is successful regularizing the electric potential for an
electron, it would be natural to see if it is possible to do something similar with
gravity to regularize the curvature that a point-like mass generates around itself.
In 1998 Deser and Gibbons [82] proposed the following action:
S = b4
∫
d4x
√
−det(agµν + bRµν + cXµν) (7.2)
where Xµν is a tensor that contains terms of quadratic and higher order in
Rµν , which must be chosen so the theory is ghost free. The ghost problem
arises in the Riemannian approach, but the metric-affine formulation is free
from this problem and allows us to propose a simpler action for gravity [85] (in
d-dimensions):
S =
1
8pild−2P 
∫ {√
−det(gµν + Rµν(Γ))− λ
√
−det(gµν)
}
ddx+ Sm (7.3)
which will not contain ghost due to the generic second-order field equations,
similar as other metric-affine theories. Sometimes this formulation is called
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’Eddington-inspired Born-Infeld gravity’. It has drawn a notable amount of
interest with applications in astrophysics ([86],[87]), cosmology ([88],[89],[90],
[91], [61]) and black hole physics ([92], [93]). A recent review on Born-Infeld
gravity can be found in [94].
As we did for the f(R,Q) Lagrangian, we are going to consider a theory with
a symmetric Ricci tensor Rµν .  is a parameter with dimensions of [length]
2
which plays the same role as b in the Born-Infeld model for electromagnetism.
In the limit case of  → 0, the expansion of the Lagrangian1 gives the GR
Lagrangian plus a cosmological constant Λeff =
λ−1
 .
7.2 Charged Black Holes in an Arbitrary Num-
ber of Dimensions
First step we have to take to obtain charged black hole solutions is to derive the
equations of motion of the theory. To simplify this derivation, we can define the
following auxiliary metric:
qµν ≡ gµν + Rµν (7.4)
With this, the action can be written as:
S =
1
8pild−2P 
∫ {√
|q| − λ
√
|g|
}
ddx+ Sm (7.5)
=
1
8pild−2P 
∫ {√|q|√|g| − λ
}√
|g|ddx+ Sm (7.6)
So it can be seen as a f(Rαβµν , gµν) theory. The variation of the auxiliary
metric in terms of the variations of the metric and the Ricci curvature is:
δ
√
|q| = 1
2
√
|q|(q−1)αβδqαβ (7.7)
=
1
2
√|q|√|g|√|g|(q−1)αβ(δgαβ + δRαβ) (7.8)
Obtaining the equations of motion for the variation of the metric is straight-
forward. The equations of motion for the variation of the connection can be
1We note that det(I+ Rµν) ' 1 + R+ 2(R2 −RαβRαβ)/2 +O(3)
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obtained using eq.3.44 with Pα
βµν = ∂f/∂Rαβµν =
√|q|/|g|(q−1)βνδαµ and
then use the relation obtained contracting indices α and ν to simplify the ex-
pression. The two sets of equations of motion are:
√−q√−g (q
−1)µν − λgµν = −8pild−2P Tµν (7.9)
∇λ(
√−qqµν) = 0 (7.10)
From the last equation we see that the connection is the Levi-Civita connec-
tion of the auxiliary metric qµν . To solve these equations we can define a mixed
object Ωµν = g
µαqαν , |Ω| = |q|/|g|. With this object we can write eq. 7.9 as:
|Ω| 12 (Ω−1)µν = λδµν − 8pild−2P Tµν (7.11)
And now it is possible to obtain the value of Ω if we know the energy-
momentum tensor Tµν :
(Ω−1)µν =
λδµν − 8pild−2P Tµν
|λδµν − 8pild−2P Tµν |
1
d−2
(7.12)
Now we can rewrite eq. 7.4 as Rµν = qµν − gµν , and multiply it by q−1:
(q−1)µαRαν = δµν − (Ω−1)µν (7.13)
The left hand side only depends on q, and the right hand side is completely
known if we know Ω. Therefore, if we know Tµν , we can obtain Ω, then q, and
finally we can obtain the space-time metric using that gµν = (Ω
−1)µαqαν .
7.2.1 Electrovacuum Stress-Energy Tensor in d-Dimensions
The matter content of a charged black hole solution is a spherically symmetric
electrovacuum field. As in the f(R,Q) theories in metric-affine formalism, it is
important that the energy-momentum tensor is not vacuum, because in that case
the independent connection becomes the Levi-Civita connection of the space-
time metric g. This is also the case in Born-Infeld gravity, as we can see that
if Tµ
ν vanishes, then from equation 7.12 we can see that Ω is the identity,
and the equations would be equivalent to the ones obtained in the Riemannian
formalism.
To describe a spherically symmetric electrovacuum field we have to start
from the pure Electromagnetic action without sources:
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Sm = − l
d−4
P
16pi
∫
FαβF
αβ√−gddx (7.14)
where F = dA comes from the electromagnetic potential. The dimensional
constant has been chosen so that the charge q =
∫
S
∗F is dimensionless. The
Euler-Lagrange equations without sources are:
dF = 0 (7.15)
d(∗F ) = 0 ⇒ ∇µFµν = 0 (7.16)
To solve this equations we are going to consider a space-time with an n-
dimensional (n = d− 2) maximally symmetric subspace, which could be spher-
ical, flat or hyperbolic. The metric of such space can be written as:
ds2 = gttdt
2 + gxxdx
2 + r(x)2dΩ2n (7.17)
with dΩ2n being the line element of the maximally symmetric subspace. The
solution for the equations is:
F tx =
q
r(x)d−2
√−gttgxx (7.18)
where q is a dimensionless integration constant that corresponds with the charge.
The energy-momentum tensor is generically:
Tµ
ν = − l
d−4
P
4pi
(
Fµ
αFα
ν − Fα
βFβ
α
4
δµ
ν
)
(7.19)
And substituting the value of the electromagnetic field we have found, we
have a energy-momentum tensor separated into two blocks:
Tµ
ν =
Xld−4P
8pi
( −I2×2 0
0 In×n
)
(7.20)
with X = q2/r(x)2(d−2), and I2×2, In×n are the identity in 2 and n dimensions
respectively.
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7.2.2 Solution for Spherically Symmetric and Static Elec-
trovacuum Field
Now that we know the value of Tµ
ν in our space-time, we can proceed to solve
equation 7.12:
(Ω−1)µν =
 (λ+Xl2d−6P )
d−4
d−2
λ−Xl2d−6P
I2×2 0
0 1
(λ+Xl2d−6P )
2
d−2
In×n
 ≡ ( 1Ω(2) I2×2 0
0 1Ω(n) In×n
)
(7.21)
Now we have to substitute the value of Ω−1 into eq. 7.13:
qµαRαν =
( Ω(2)−1
Ω(2)
I2×2 0
0
Ω(n)−1
Ω(n)
In×n
)
(7.22)
To solve this equation we can propose a functional form for the auxiliary
metric qµν with the symmetries of the geometry:
qµν = −A(x)dt2 + 1
A(x)
dx2 + r˜(x)2dΩ2n (7.23)
Comparing with the space-time metric we proposed in eq. 7.17, the compo-
nents of both metrics are related as:
gtt =
qtt
Ω(2)
gxx =
qxx
Ω(2)
r2(x) =
r˜2(x)
Ω(n)
(7.24)
As we want to solve for a space-time with an n-dimensional maximally sym-
metric subspace (in this case, with spherical symmetry), it is interesting to
separate the contributions to the curvature of this subspace from the ones of
the (t, x) coordinates. Let us consider a metric that can generically be sepa-
rated as q = q
(2)
ab + r˜
2q
(n)
ij where the indices (a, b, c) take values in {t, x}, the
indices (i, j, l) take value in {θ1, ..., θn}, and the function r˜ depends on the (t, x)
coordinates. Then if Γ(2) and Γ(n) are the Levi-Civita connections of q(2) and
q(n) respectively, the components of the Levi-Civita connection of q are:
Γabc = (Γ
(2))abc Γ
i
jl = (Γ
(n))ijl (7.25)
Γiaj = δ
i
j
1
r˜
∂ar˜ Γ
a
ij = −qabq(n)ij r˜∂br˜
Γabi = 0 Γ
i
ab = 0
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To obtain the Ricci tensor of q, we have to substitute these values into:
Rµν = ∂αΓ
α
µν − ∂νΓααµ + ΓααβΓβµν − ΓανβΓβµα (7.26)
The (x, t) part gives:
Rab = R
(2)
ab − ∂aΓiib + ΓiicΓcab − ΓibjΓjia (7.27)
= R
(2)
ab − (d− 2)
1
r˜
∇a∇br˜ (7.28)
Meanwhile the (θ1, ..., θn) part gives:
Rij = R
(n)
ij + ∂aΓ
a
ij + Γ
l
laΓ
a
ij − ΓailΓlja − ΓliaΓajl (7.29)
= R
(n)
ij − (d− 3)q(n)ij qab(∂ar˜)(∂br˜)− q(n)ij r˜∂a∂ar˜ (7.30)
For a maximally symmetric n-dimensional space the Riemann tensor is equal
to (R(n))ijlm = k(δ
i
lq
(n)
jm−δimq(n)jl ) with k = 1, 0,−1 depending if it is spherical,
flat or hyperbolic; and the Ricci tensor is equal to (R(n))ij = (n − 1)kq(n)ij .
Therefore:
Rij = q
(n)
ij
[
(d− 3)(k − qab(∂ar˜)(∂br˜))− r˜∂a∂ar˜
]
(7.31)
With this, it is possible to substitute into eq. 7.22 and solve for q. The Ricci
tensor has only three independent components, because there are only diagonal
terms and all the components of the maximally symmetric subspace are all the
same:
Rtt = −∂x∂xA
2
− (d− 2)∂xA
2
∂xr˜
r˜
=
Ω(2) − 1
Ω(2)
(7.32)
Rxx = −∂x∂xA
2
− (d− 2)∂xA
2
∂xr˜
r˜
− (d− 2)A1
r˜
∂x∂xr˜ =
Ω(2) − 1
Ω(2)
(7.33)
Rii =
1
r˜2(x)
{
(d− 3)(k −A(∂xr˜)2)−A∂x∂xr˜ − r˜(∂xr˜)(∂xA)
}
=
Ω(n) − 1
Ω(n)
(7.34)
Since we have Rtt − Rxx = 0, this implies that r˜(x) = x. Then equation
7.34 reads:
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1
x2
{(d− 3)(k −A)− x∂xA} =
Ω(n) − 1
Ω(n)
(7.35)
Now we take the ansatz:
A(x) = k − 2M(x)
(d− 3)xd−3 (7.36)
So that we have a differential equation for M :
2∂xM
d− 3 = x
d−2 Ω(n) − 1
Ω(n)
(7.37)
Since we know Ω(n) in terms of the function r(x), we should try to rewrite
this differential equation using r as a variable. Let us recall the relation between
r and x from eq. 7.24:
x2 = Ω(n)r
2 ∂x
∂r
=
Ω(2)√
Ω(n)
(7.38)
Using r as a coordinate we can rewrite the differential equation for M so
that we can solve directly:
2∂rM
d− 3 = r
d−2(Ω(n))
d−5
2 (Ω(n) − 1)Ω(2) (7.39)
But before solving it, we are going to define certain constants and study the
relation between x and r. In particular  has dimensions of length squared and I
will assume that it has negative value2. We will impose now that the maximally
symmetric subspace is spherical and that the constant λ is equal to 1, so there
is no effective cosmological constant3, for simplicity:
 ≡ −l2 r2d−4c ≡ q2l2d−6P l2 z ≡
r
rc
Xl2d−6P = −
1
z2d−4
(7.40)
With these definitions, the elements of the matrix Ω have a simpler expres-
sion:
2The case with  > 0 leads to a different relation between x and r which requires a new
study.
3In [60] the case λ 6= 1 was treated for d = 4.
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Ω(2) =
1 + 1
z2d−4(
1− 1
z2d−4
) d−4
d−2
Ω(n) =
(
1− 1
z2d−4
) 2
d−2
(7.41)
The relation between the radial coordinate of the space-time r, and x is:
rd−2 =
|x|d−2 +
√
x2(d−2) + 4r2(d−2)c
2
(7.42)
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 x
0.5
1.0
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rHxL
Figure 7.1: Representation of the radial coordinate r in terms of the coordinate x for different
number of dimensions (solid d=4, dashed d=6, dotted d=10)
As we can see in fig. 7.1, r reaches a minimum at x = 0 (r = rc) and then
grows again for negative values of x. This is the same wormhole structure that
we had in the 4-dimensional case. However, we still need to study the complete-
ness of the geodesics that reach the sphere of minimum radius to determine if
the geometry is indeed extended for physical observers. Now that we know how
to write the equations in terms of x, we can integrate and obtain the following
solution for M , A and the metric:
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M(r) = M0
(
1 + δ1Gd(
r
rc
)
)
(7.43)
A(r) = 1−
2M0
(
1 + δ1Gd(
r
rc
)
)
(d− 3)xd−3 = 1−
1− δ1Gd(z)
δ2Ω
d−3
2
(n) z
d−3
(7.44)
g = − A
Ω(2)
dt2 +
1
AΩ(2)
dx2 + r2(x)dΩ2n (7.45)
where M0 is an integration constant
4 and δ1, δ2 are constants equal to:
δ1 ≡ (d− 3)r
d−1
c
2M0l2
δ2 =
(d− 3)rd−3c
2M0
= δ1
l2
r2c
(7.46)
and G is a function whose value is:
Gd(z) ≡ − z
(3−d)
(d− 3) 2F1
[
1
d− 2 ,
d− 3
2d− 4 ,
3d− 7
2d− 4 ;
1
z2d−4
]
(7.47)
+
z(d−1)
d− 1 2F1
[
1
d− 2 ,−
(d− 1)
2d− 4 ,
d− 3
2d− 4 ;
1
z2d−4
]
−z
(d−1)
d− 1 (1− z
4−2d)
(d−1)
(d−2)
The particular functional form of the solution shown in the text is not as
straightforward to compare to the GR solution as the one I gave in the 4-
dimensional case, where we could clearly see that the solution was very similar
to the Reissner-No¨rdstrom solution, but with x replacing the radial coordinate
r in some terms, and an additional term that vanished at infinity and had a
constant value at r = rc. The d-dimensional case is actually very similar, but to
see it clearly we will have to work out the series expansion of the metric function
at infinity and at z = 1. At infinity A behaves like:
lim
r→∞A = 1−
2M0
(d− 3)rd−3 +
4M0r
d−3
c δ1
(d− 3)2(d− 2)r2d−6 +
2M0r
2d−4
c
(d− 2)r3d−7 +O(
1
r3d−6
)(7.48)
= 1− 2M0
(d− 3)rd−3 +
q2l2d−8P
(d− 3)(d− 2)r2d−6 +
2M0r
2d−4
c
(d− 2)r3d−7 +O(
1
r3d−6
) (7.49)
4Which has dimensions of [length]d−3.
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Which is the behaviour of the GR solution in d-dimensions (−gtt = 1 −
2M0
(d−3)rd−3 +
q2l2d−8P
(d−3)(d−2)r2d−6 ) plus corrections that become very small far from
the centre. Although we are looking at the components of the auxiliary metric,
the value of the space-time metric is very similar because the two are related
via Ω(2)/(n), which at large radius tends to Ω(2)/(n) → 1 +O(1/r2d−4).
Now we are interested in the behaviour of A near r = rc, which is the limit
of z → 1. Let us look first the behaviour of the function Gd:
lim
z→1
Gd(z) ≈ − 1
δd
+ ad(z − 1)
d−3
d−2 + bd(z − 1)
d−1
d−2 +O((z − 1) dd−2 ) (7.50)
ad, bd, δd are constants that just depend on the dimension of the space-time.
Its particular value is:
δ−1d ≡
−pi csc
(
pi
d−2
)
(d− 1)Γ
[
1
d−2
]
Γ
[
d−3
2d−4
]
Γ
[
d−5
2d−4
] − (d− 1)
(d− 3)
Γ
[
3d−7
2d−4
]
Γ
[
3(d−3)
2d−4
]
 (7.51)
ad ≡
pi csc
[
pi
d−2
]
2
d−3
d−2 (d− 2)− 1d−2
Γ
[
1
d−2
]
Γ
[
d−5
d−2
] (7.52)
bd ≡ − (2(d− 2))
d−1
d−2
d− 1 (7.53)
Looking at the definition of A and the expansion of Gd around z = 1, we can
see that A will diverge at z = 1 in general. There is an exceptional case, δ1 = δd,
in which the auxiliary metric is finite and smooth at z = 1. The expansion of
A around z = 1 is5:
A(z) ≈ (δ1 − δd)
δ2δd
(2(d− 2))− d−3d−2
(z − 1) d−3d−2
(
1 +
(d− 3)
2(d− 2)(z − 1)
)
(7.54)
+ 1− δ1(2(d− 2))
− d−3d−2
δ2
(
ad − 2bd(d− 2)
(d− 1) (z − 1)
2
d−2
+
2ad(d− 3)
(2d− 5) (z − 1) +
2bd
(d− 1)(z − 1)
d
d−2
)
5We just need to use the definition of A and the expansion of 1/(Ω
d−3
2
(n)
zd−3) ≈ ((2d −
4)(z − 1))−
d−3
d−2 (1 + (z − 1)(d− 3)/(2d− 4)).
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However, in this case the auxiliary metric and the space-time metric differ
greatly, because Ω(2) ∝ 1/(z− 1)
d−4
d−2 . So except in the 4 dimensional case, both
metrics will have different behaviour at z = 1. Let us look at the expansion of
gtt:
gtt ≈ − (2(d− 2))
d−4
d−2
2
[
(δ1 − δd)
δ2δd
(2(d− 2))− d−3d−2
(z − 1) 1d−2
(7.55)
+
(
1− adδ1(2(d− 2))
− d−3d−2
δ2
)
(z − 1) d−4d−2
+
(δ1 − δd)
δ2δd
(4d− 7)
(2(d− 2)) 2d−5d−2
(z − 1) d−3d−2
+
δ1bd
δ2
(2(d− 2)) 1d−2
(d− 1) (z − 1)
]
If δ1 6= δd, the first term will dominate over the rest. In terms of the
coordinate x, near x→ 0 it turns into:
gtt ≈ − (δ1 − δd)
2δ2δd
rc
|x| (7.56)
For δ1 = δd, we find instead:
gtt ≈ −1
2
(
1− adδd(2d− 4)
− d−3d−2
δ2
)( |x|
rc
)d−4
(7.57)
− bdδd
δ2(d− 1)(2(d− 2)) 1d−2
( |x|
rc
)d−2
The component gtt no longer diverges as we approach x = 0. Instead,
depending on the value of δ2 it goes to 0 as |x|d−4 (and be positive or negative),
or goes to 0 as |x|d−2 (positive). In all cases, the inverse of the metric will
diverge and therefore the curvature scalars will be also divergent at x = 0.
Kretschmann Curvature Scalar
To check that this geometry is indeed divergent at x = 0 and that it is not
a by-product of choosing an inadequate set of coordinates, we can compute
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the Kretschmann curvature scalar. For this purpose we will first separate the
space-time metric in two blocks g = g
(2)
ab +r
2g
(n)
ij , where the indices (a, b, c) take
values in the coordinates {t, x}, whereas the indices (i, j, l,m, n) take values in
the coordinates {θ1, ..., θn}, and r is a function of (t, x). Each metric g(2) and
g(n) will have its own connection Γ(2) and Γ(n) (see eqs. 7.25), and Riemann
tensor R(2) and R(n). Then the non-zero components of the Riemann tensor of
g can be expressed in terms of R(2), R(n), and derivatives of the function r:
Rabcd = (R
(2))abcd (7.58)
Raibj = −Raijb = −g(n)ij r∇b∇ar (7.59)
Rijmn = (R
(n))ijmn + (δ
i
ng
(n)
mj − δimg(n)nj (∇ar)(∇ar) (7.60)
Riajb = −Riabj = −δij∇a∇br
r
(7.61)
The covariant derivative symbol here refers to the derivative according to
Levi-Civita connection of g (The independent connection plays no role here).
In addition to this, we can make use that in our geometry, g(n) corresponds to
a maximally symmetric subspace, whose Riemann tensor is:
(R(n))ijlm = k(δ
i
lg
(n)
jm − δimg(n)jl ) (7.62)
with k = 1, 0 or − 1 depending if the geometry is spherical, flat or hyperbolic.
With this, we can express the Kretschmann scalar as:
K = K(2) +
4(d− 2)
r2g2xx
[
(∂xgtt)
2
4g2tt
(∂xr)
2 +
(
∂x∂xr − ∂xgxx
2gxx
(∂xr)
)2]
(7.63)
+
2(d− 2)(d− 3)
r4
(
k − (∂xr)
2
gxx
)2
And the Kretschmann scalar K(2) of the (t, x) subspace is:
K(2) =
1
4g2xx
[
∂xgtt
gtt
∂xgxx
gxx
+
(
∂xgtt
gtt
)2
− 2∂x∂xgtt
gtt
]2
(7.64)
Now we can study the behaviour of the Kretschmann depending on the
different cases:
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• δ1 6= δd: In this case we have A ∝ 1/|x|d−3, which in turn implies gtt ∝
1/|x| and gxx ∝ 1/|x|2d−7. The Kretschmann diverges like 1/|x|4d−10
• δ1 = δd, δ2 6= adδd(2d − 4)−
d−3
d−2 : In this case, gtt ∝ |x|d−4, gxx ∝ |x|d−4
and the Kretschmann diverges like 1/|x|2d−4
• δ1 = δd, δ2 = adδd(2d − 4)−
d−3
d−2 : In this case, gtt ∝ |x|d−2, gxx ∝ |x|d−2
and the Kretschmann diverges like 1/|x|2d
As we can see, there will be a curvature divergence at r = rc no matter the
value of the parameters of the black hole (as long as d > 4).
7.3 Geodesics
In d = 4, these charged black holes are equivalent to the one we studied in
chapter 4 (equal if l = lP ). In this case Ω(2) is equal to σ+, which has a finite
value at r = rc. Then, if δ1 = δd, the geometry has no curvature divergences.
In 4 dimensions, even if δ1 6= δd (which causes curvature divergences to appear),
the space-time is not singular because the geodesics can be extended in a unique
way to the other side of the wormhole.
We are interested if this is also the case for dimensions greater than 4, and
the geometry is indeed regular. This case is different because no matter the
value of δ1, the factor Ω(2) always diverges at r = rc, and that causes the
curvature to be divergent, too. However, there are still many similarities with
the 4 dimensional case. In particular, the radial function r(x) that gives us
the size of the symmetric (d − 2)-dimensional subspace has a minimum value,
rc. Also, the behaviour of the metric near the wormhole throat is of the type
gtt ∼ 1|x| when δ1 6= δc, which is the same behaviour as in the 4 dimensional
case.
As we did in the introduction and chapter 5, we can use the symmetries of
the geometry to simplify the problem. First, because of spherical symmetry,
the movement of geodesics will lie on a plane, and we can rotate our coordinate
system so that the movement can be described with only one angle we will
call φ. Second, we can normalize the tangent vector of time-like geodesics to
−1; if the geodesics are null, the norm of the tangent vector will be 0. Third,
because of the symmetries of the geometry there are two conserved quantities:
E = AΩ(2)
dγt
dλ , L = r
2 dγ
φ
dλ , which as usual can be interpreted as the energy and
angular momentum per unit mass if the geodesics are time-like. If the geodesics
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are null, then L/E can be interpreted as the apparent impact parameter as seen
from the asymptotically flat infinity. This conditions give raise to the following
for the tangent vector of the geodesic:
− κ = − A
Ω(2)
(
dγt
dλ
)2
+
1
AΩ(2)
(
dγx
dλ
)2
+ r2(x)
(
dγφ
dλ
)2
(7.65)
Substituting the conserved quantities in this equation and solving for the
radial component of the tangent vector:
1
Ω(2)
(
dγx
dλ
)
= ±
√
E2 − A
Ω(2)
(
κ+
L2
r2(x)
)
(7.66)
The motion of geodesics in the radial direction is analogue to the movement
of a particle of energy E2 in a one dimensional potential:
Veff =
A
Ω(2)
(
κ+
L2
r2(x)
)
= gtt
(
κ+
L2
r2(x)
)
(7.67)
As we are interested in the behaviour near the wormhole throat, we can use
the expansion of gtt around x = 0. A difference respect to the 4-dimensional
case is that this time we have to take into account that Ω(2) is no longer constant
and might modify substantially the way the equation is integrated. In terms of
the value of δ1 we will find a different behaviour of the geodesics:
• δ1 > δd: In this case gtt is negative at x = 0, and the wormhole throat is
a time-like hypersurface. The potential is an infinite barrier at the throat
Veff ∝ 1/|x|. The geodesics in the direction of the wormhole throat will
find this barrier and will be repelled.
• δ1 < δd: In this case gtt is positive at x = 0, and the wormhole throat is
a space-like hypersurface. Every geodesic that crosses the horizon has the
wormhole throat in its future and will reach it for a finite value of its affine
parameter. The potential in this case is an infinite well, Veff ∝ −1/|x|.
We also have Ω(2) ∝ x4−d. Integrating eq. 7.66 we find that the affine
parameter goes as (λ− λ0) ∝ ±x|x|d−7/2.
• δ1 = δd: In this case gtt vanishes at x = 0 (in d > 4), and the wormhole
throat is a null hypersurface. The behaviour of gtt in this case goes as ei-
ther |x|d−4 or |x|d−2. In any case, the effective potential can be disregarded
respect to E2 and the affine parameter behaves as (λ− λ0) ∝ x|x|d−4
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In all the cases, the affine parameter can be extended smoothly through
r = rc and the geometry is that of a wormhole.
As the metric is not well defined at that region we should be more careful
and look at the extensions of geodesics as we did in section 2.3. In the case
of δ1 > δd, geodesics do not reach the wormhole throat and we do not have to
worry about them. In the case δ1 < δd, the (t, x) and (x, θi) part of the metric
are equivalent to the geometries (i) and (iii) we studied. The case δ1 = δd
corresponds to geometry (iv). In all these cases we found a well-defined Pfaff
system whose integral manifolds are the geodesics.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
One of the most important open questions in gravitation theory is the existence
of space-time singularities. Singular geometries are characterized by incomplete
geodesics, which physically would correspond to an observer disappearing from
the space-time. Several modified gravity theories try to avoid space-time singu-
larities in some way.
For this purpose, we have considered modifications to the GR Lagrangian,
such as quadratic gravity and Born-Infeld gravity, in the Metric-Affine formal-
ism. In this formalism, the connection (from which the Riemann curvature
tensor is constructed) is considered to be independent from the metric, and we
let the variational principle to dictate its value. We find that, in these theo-
ries, the connection is the Levi-Civita connection of the metric in vacuum, as in
the Riemannian formalism; but we start seeing differences when the amplitude
of the energy-momentum tensor is high, such as near the central region of a
charged black hole. We note that this formalism is used in solid state physics,
as it is needed to describe the geometry of continuum systems such as Bravais
crystals. The density of defects in the crystal is a source of non-metricity, in an
analogous way as the matter density in gravity in the Metric-Affine formalism.
These are very enticing models, because they add higher curvature corrections
to GR (which are expected to come from the full quantum description of gravity)
in a way that the theory remains ghost-free.
We have studied charged black holes for quadratic gravity in this formalism,
and found that the solution of the metric has the form:
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g = − A
σ+
dt2 +
1
Aσ+
dx2 + r2(x)dΩ2 (8.1)
where σ+ ≡ 1 + r4c/r4, and the radius of the 2-spheres is a function of the
coordinate x:
r2 =
x2 +
√
x4 + 4r4c
2
(8.2)
which has a minimum value rc ≡ 2 14
√
lP rq, which depends on the charge of
the black hole, giving the structure of a wormhole to the space-time. For big
values of the radius compared to rc, the Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution of GR is
recovered: A tends to 1 − rS/r + r2q/r2 and r ' x. Near x = 0, A behaves
like +1/|x|, −1/|x| or a constant value, depending if this relation between the
mass and charge δ1 ≡ r2q/(rSrc) is greater, lesser or equal to a critical value
δc ' 0.57207. We find that the curvature scalars for the δ1 = δc case are finite
everywhere, but diverge for δ1 6= δc.
We have established that this geometry is non-singular in three different
ways:
• First, we have studied the geodesic completeness of the geometry, which
is the standard criterion for a space-time to be singular. In many cases
geodesics do reach the wormhole throat, but are always complete –crossing
to the other side of the geometry– no matter the value of the mass and
charge of the black hole, even in the case where the curvature scalars
diverge. In the literature, the concepts of curvature divergence and singu-
larity are often identified; here we have put forward an example in which
these two concepts are clearly different. We have provided a new avenue to
avoid singularities, different from other strategies such as putting bounds
to the curvature, at a level more closely related to the geometric meaning
of singularity.
• Since geodesics are an idealization of an observer when its size is much
smaller than the change in curvature, we have also studied congruences
of geodesics to represent objects with finite size. We have established
that the individual components of an object with finite size do not lose
causal contact passing through the wormhole throat: Even though two
infinitesimally close time-like geodesics seem to suffer an infinite stretching
in the radial direction, the spatial distance between non-infinitesimally
separated geodesics is always finite (see figs. 5.8 and 5.9). This guarantees
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the effective transmission of interactions among the constituents of the
body.
• Since ultimately matter is quantum in nature, and more aptly described
by a wave, we have studied propagation of waves through the wormhole
throat. For that, we have separated each wave into partial waves that
satisfy the following equation (expressed in the tortoise coordinate y∗):
∂y∗∂y∗ψωl +
ω2 −
(
1
r
∂y∗∂y∗r +
(
m2 +
l(l + 1)
r2
)
A
σ+
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Veff
ψωl = 0 (8.3)
where the leading behaviour of the potential is Veff ≈ κ/|y∗| 12 . The solu-
tions of this differential equation have regular behaviour at the wormhole
throat (y∗ = 0), which can be either linear or constant. After this, we
were able to make computations such as the transmission cross-section for
one of these wormholes (without horizons).
• A fourth case of physical interest for future study is the fate of observers
with bounded accelaration ([95], [96], [97]), and the study of congruences
of such observers.
These wormhole solutions are constructed without the need for exotic mat-
ter, unlike other known wormholes found in the literature. The electromagnetic
and gravitational equations are solved everywhere and show that the space-
time does not contain a source of matter or charge, just an electric field pass-
ing through the wormhole throat. These solutions are sourceless gravitational-
electromagnetic entities known as geons. These objects are particle-like in the
classical sense, without the need for introducing singularities into the space-
time.
Finally, we considered the study of charged black holes in higher dimensions,
and in Born-Infeld gravity. We see that the results we obtained in 4 dimensions
also apply in this case, although there is no longer a particular mass-to-charge
ratio in which the curvature scalars are regular everywhere. Therefore we con-
clude that quadratic gravity in 4 dimensions is not a particular case, and that
the Metric-Affine formalism may avoid singularities for a wide range of theories.
This has received further confirmation with several interesting examples within
the family of f(R) theories ([98], [99], [100], [101], [102]).
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In the light of the work in this thesis, we should reconsider the usual approach
dealing with singularities. Perhaps it is not the job of quantum gravity to solve
this problem, but maybe it is a necessary step to take in the classical description
of gravity, before we can attempt a quantization. After all, we have introduced
new geometrical tools, that are artificially restricted in GR. In condensed matter
physics, these tools are necessary to describe crystals with defects, as opposed
to perfect crystals in which Riemannian geometry is enough; and this defects
are essential to understand the global properties of the crystal as a whole. This
makes us wonder which is the true underlying geometry of our universe. In
this thesis, we have considered that the matter Lagrangian only couples to
the metric, but not to the independent connection; but it is an open question
whether this is true, and we should also look for possible violations of EEP,
specially near the most curved regions of the space-time. This work also changes
the picture of naked singularities. The cosmic censorship conjecture is no longer
needed in these kind of theories, and the naked wormholes are a feature that
could be searched for, perhaps as remnants from primordial black holes ([70],
[92], [103]).
A fine point to discuss would be whether it is a bit contradictory to high-
light the fact that curvature divergences are harmless in Metric-Affine theories,
when a quantum theory of gravity would possibly regularize these infinities.
That would be the expected result of a perturbative quantization, however, it
has been argued in the literature that such a scheme cannot capture the fea-
tures a quantum theory of gravity should have (such as the regularization of
the self-energy of a point particle, see introduction of [104]). Also, let us note
that a perturbative quantization cannot reproduce the non-trivial topology of
the solutions we have found. The work in this thesis is closer to the spirit of
non-perturbative quantizations of gravity, such as LQG, and the solutions pre-
sented here could be a suitable effective description in certain limit (see [105]
for an example of non-trivial topology in LQG). Still, it is typically expected
that a non-perturbative quantization scheme might also regularize the curva-
ture divergences. Following the condensed matter analogy, we can take a look
at “wormholes” constructed gluing sheets of graphene together with carbon
nanotubes. The realization in nature of these wormholes does not have any-
thing divergent about it, but the mathematical description in the continuum
limit does contain a curvature divergence at the throat, because the structure
of rings used to join the sheets with the nanotubes is overlooked in this limit
(see [106]). Thus, we consider that these theories can be the classical limit of
a non-perturbative quantization of gravity, which retain key features such as
non-trivial topologies, and whose curvature divergences are not a problem for
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the description of the physics of the space-time.
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